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Abstract
Sustained advances in information and communication technologies have made it
possible to access remote and globally distributed resources for instruction, information
and group collaboration over the Internet. In this context, the Virtual Laboratory
(VL) concept emerges to offer heterogeneous and distributed environments to perform
remote experimentation by operating simulated equipment or remotely operating
real equipment. Despite its importance in educational and research fields, VLs are
not developed in a systematic way, since its implementation integrates multiple
technologies to communicate through the Internet, control heterogeneous equipment,
and simulate experiments, among others; VLs are designed and implemented based on
the experience of the developer, using intuitive and tested approaches, disregarding
what functionalities are needed to perform experimentation, creating partial models
that ignore structural composition or behavioral design, using ad hoc architectures or
development frameworks that depend on new features of interconnection technologies.

Research performed in this work attempts to bridge the gap between intuitive
methodologies and a formal and general methodology to develop VLs for telerobotics
over the Internet. The performed research creates a generic and modular VL model
with three essential elements: Guest, Media, and Host. The proposed model allows
the developer to be aware of tested teleoperation strategies. The model is composed
of generic entities, which are vendor and technology independent to define the
appropriate configuration of desired computer-based processes in a VL for telerobotics.
This model is related to the event-based control theory through a teleoperation
architecture to introduce control design requirements for stable and synchronized
Internet-based VL applications. The model is transformed into a reference framework,
which can be customized, based on the experiment specifications. Three functionalities
are defined in the reference framework to allow the user to remotely perform a true
experiment: mount, define, and execute. The unified modeling language (UML) is
used to describe in detail the structure and dynamics of these functionalities based on
the object-oriented paradigm.

The object-oriented reference framework is taken as the starting point by a general
methodology to avoid costly development of new VL applications from scratch. This
development methodology has four phases. The first phase analyzes the experiment
and defines its functionalities and their inherent components. The second phase
identifies and instantiates components into the UML framework. The customized
framework describes experiment functionalities as VL subsystems. In the third phase,
a novel procedure formally translates the dynamics of the customized framework into
the Petri Net notation to carry out a quantitative and qualitative analysis, which
relates the Petri Net design with event-based control properties. The fourth phase
merges VL subsystems to compose a complete Petri Net design, which is analyzed
to validate the sequential execution of VL subsystems. If necessary, the developer
can synthesize Petri Net structures to control its behavior. This phase verifies that
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experiment functionalities perform sequentially, assuring a true experimentation, and
validates that the dynamic design represents a stable event-based system over the
Internet. The generated structural and dynamic designs provided by UML and Petri
Net models supply a guideline to the developer to implement a VL, based on the
object-oriented paradigm and the event-based control. Generated UML diagrams
allow producing, high quality and low cost software artifacts. Petri Net diagrams
provide a comprehensive design of the inherent control of software components. This
development methodology proposes an original approach for modeling, designing, ana-
lyzing, and validating the structure and dynamics of VL applications for telerobotics.

To conclude, two VLs for telerobotics are developed in this study, using the proposed
methodology. A VL for mobile robotics is designed and implemented. It uses potential
field and computer vision techniques to remotely plan and follow robot trajectories.
After that, a VL for bilateral teleoperation that provides visual and haptic feedback is
also designed and implemented. It uses a real-time event-based controller to provide
sensory information. This VL application reuses software artifacts of the previously
designed VL. Experiments are carried out via Internet and Internet2 (Media), using test
beds that allow remote interactions between Guest and Host that are geographically
separated. All the experimental results confirm the presented theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The last decade was characterized by a strong and sustained progress in information
and communication technologies. This progress has provoked a profound impact on
education and research in different fields.

In education, the development of information and communication technologies
has created remote and global distributed resources of instruction and information,
modifying traditional ways of teaching and learning. As a consequence, instruction
and information are no longer restricted to classrooms and libraries, and new learning
paradigms have appeared. Educational institutions are integrating the new distance-
learning paradigm into their ways of teaching.

Unfortunately, distance learning lacks practical activities in the laboratory. Stu-
dents that are using this new paradigm do not have the same opportunities to develop
their practical skills, like those that have access to these facilities [Licks et al. 2000].
These students could have training deficiencies that would decrease their possibilities
of being immediately incorporated into the work force. Laboratory exercises are part
of any university engineering education to help students get acquainted with industrial
equipment, measurement tools, and procedures [Karady et al. 2000]. In distance
education, this important part has to be offered in special courses, where students
from different places have to meet in real laboratories.

On the other hand, these information and communication technologies were
used to communicate and share information, closing the gap between geographically
distant research groups. However, building and mounting laboratory facilities with
sophisticated and expensive equipment still remains a problem to be solved because
of high budget requirements. Moreover, cost increases when personnel transportation
is provided [de Queiroz et al. 1998]. Consequently, these laboratories are scarce.
Therefore, it is essential that researchers, not physically present at the laboratory
facility, use the laboratory equipment.

The Virtual Laboratory (VL) concept emerges to offer wide access over the
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Internet to these laboratories in a way that help people develop their practical skills
to carry out experiments or perform research using sophisticated equipment. VL
applications allow the users to mount, define and perform experiments, collect experi-
mental data, and analyze the results as if they were physically present in the laboratory.

Widely spread availability and the relative low cost of Internet have moti-
vated recent growth of VL implementations. This growth has provided on-line
Internet resources to perform experiments in several engineering areas: con-
trol [Irawan et al. 2001], bioinformatics [Alonso et al. 2001], chemical engineering
[Moros et al. 2002], electronics [Cheng et al. 2002], manufacturing [Ahn et al. 2002],
signal processing [Dow et al. 2003], robotics [Cosma et al. 2003], electrical en-
gineering [Basher et al. 2004], physics [Kawabata et al. 2004], instrumentation
[Pisani et al. 2004], electromagnetics [Magistris 2005], and many others.

Considerable research placed on the robotic teleoperation area, where spe-
cialized and expensive equipments are simulated or controlled remotely via the
Internet, concentrates on the proposal of new architectures for remote teleop-
eration [de Queiroz et al. 1998, Dalton and Taylor 2000, Goldberg et al. 2000,
Saucy and Mondada 2000, Brady and Tarn 2000, Brady and Tarn 2001,
Lim et al. 2003], and remote simulation [Hirukawa et al. 1997, Schulz et al. 1999,
Munoz-Gomez et al. 2003]. Nonetheless, these works did not propose any way of
methodically building and developing new teleoperation implementations that fill VL
functionalities needed to perform true experiments [Hicks 1982].

Several works have modeled these teleoperation systems as VLs. These efforts
have created development frameworks taking into account VL service requirements
[Guimaraes et al. 2003a, Guimaraes et al. 2003b], or procedures for teleoperation
tasks as software components [Bottazzi et al. 2002, Amoretti et al. 2003]. However,
these development frameworks generate a static model, which is specific to the
application and does not model their dynamic behavior. These frameworks are based
on CORBA-complaint (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) software com-
ponents and use the CORBA's event service management to provide synchronization
between the components. Thus, dynamic behavior is hidden and ignored under the
CORBA implementation.

Other research works dynamically modeled and analyzed Internet-based bi-
lateral teleoperation systems [Xi 1993, Xi and Tarn 1999, Elhajj et al. 2001,
Elhajj et al. 2003, Elhajj et al. 2004]. These works allowed the development of
telerobotic applications that provide real-time sensory information (video, force,
temperature) to the user over the Internet, using an event-based control approach.
Nevertheless, this modeling approach does not consider software engineering design;
they take no heed of the control and coordination of several subsystems that are
necessary for multiple functionalities of a VL application.



1.1. Problem Statement

To solve the need for a complete modeling and systematic development to design and
implement VLs in the teleoperation area, this thesis proposes a general and modular
model. This model is described using a standard software engineering representation
creating a general framework, which provides a skeleton customized by the developer,
based on experiment specifications. To systematize the VL design, a development
methodology that takes the general framework as starting point, is also proposed.
This methodology allows the developer to customize the framework, transform it into a
dynamic modeling formalism, perform analysis and control of the experiment behavior,
and generate a complete VL design.

1.1 Problem Statement
Despite recent VL developmental growth in the teleoperation area in response to its ed-
ucational and research potential, complete modeling and analysis of VLs have not been
addressed. Partial models and methodologies were proposed with emphasis on partic-
ular aspects of teleoperation. Existing works strongly depend on the latest advanced
features of standard general-purpose interconnection technologies (e.g. CORBA) or
emphasize the solution of Internet-based teleoperation issues, such as bilateral teleop-
eration. These models ignore the necessary functionalities to perform a true experiment
[Hicks 1982]; neither of them provides a way to structurally and dynamically model
VL applications, nor a systematic way of leading their development. Thus, the need
for a general model that defines VL functionalities and a methodology to lead their
development for teleoperation experimentation seems apparent.

1.2 Thesis Statement
This thesis presents a general and modular VL model for telerobotics over the Internet
and a methodology that uses this model as reference to develop, analyze, and design
a VL application. The goal is to create a generic and formal framework to lead the
appropriate configuration of a specific VL application and to transform this framework
into another dynamic modeling formalism, providing the necessary tools to perform a
complete analysis and control design of VLs.

The research work focuses on proving that:

The static and dynamic design of a VL for the teleoperation area, its elements,
components, and its interrelationships can be specified together, using the proposed
model as a basis to create a reference framework that can be customized, based on
the experiment specifications.

A VL for telerobotics can be designed as a no-time referenced system to maintain
its stability and synchronicity over the Internet. An event-based control architecture
is proposed to fulfill these requirements and to provide better interaction between the
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user and the experiment.

The multiple functionalities of a VL for experimental teleoperation are performed
by several subsystems in the application. These subsystems must be sequentially
performed to achieve the experiment goals. Therefore, it is important to apply a
method of control design on these subsystems when they are integrated into a VL.
The design, analysis, and control of these functionalities can be made by performing a
modular development based on the repetitive instantiation of the model and merging
the subsystems as non-deterministic Discrete Event Systems (DES). Furthermore,
this modular development allows reusing software components to create new VL
applications or enhance their capabilities.

The development of VLs for telerobotics must be methodically performed to allow
modeling, analyzing, and designing of these kinds of applications. The proposed
methodology uses the model as a reference framework to model, analyze, and design
VLs. This development methodology performs the structural and behavioral design
using two formal representations: the Unified Modeling Language (UML) for structural
definition and Petri Nets for behavioral analysis and control design.

VL applications can be successfully implemented using the design generated by the
proposed methodology. Formal notations used by the methodology are compatible with
the object-oriented programming paradigm. Therefore, the design can be directly im-
plemented by developers using object-oriented languages and standard interconnection
technologies. In this work, two VLs are designed, implemented, and tested to provide
experimental results to prove the proposed hypothesis.

1.3 Methodology
This dissertation proposes a general and modular VL model that represents the
abstract description of processes and devices that could be enclosed in a VL system.
The model is specifically oriented to design VLs for robotic teleoperation and can
be fully or partially implemented depending on experiment specifications. The
modular characteristic of the model allows reusing previously designed components, to
increase the capabilities and functionalities of the system, or to design new experiments.

The abstract model is composed of three elements: Guest, Media, and Host. The
Guest is a computer-based system that shows user interfaces allowing the user to
interact with the experiment. The Host system executes tasks requested by the user
accessing simulated or physical equipment. The Media establishes the communication
link between Guest and Host via computer digital networks and data transport
protocols.

Guest represents the necessary software and hardware that allow the user to
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introduce commands and provide sensory feedback regarding the experiment. Guest
software is contained in a computer that has connected input devices, such as
keyboards and joysticks, and output devices, such as monitors and transducers. The
user interacts with the input devices to introduce commands, which are processed
and transmitted by an input processing procedure to the Host system through
communication procedures of Media. Sensory feedback regarding the experiment
is provided by output devices. These devices receive the appropriate signal from a
sensory conversion procedure that receives this sensory information from Host via
Media. Guest includes a simulation procedure that represents processes to recreate
the experiment using simulated models of laboratory equipment and provides an
immediate or predicted sensory feedback. Guest also has a database procedure to
retrieve experiment settings or previously performed tasks.

Meanwhile, Host models software and hardware to perform tasks required by
the user. The Host software is enclosed in a computer that has connected sensor
devices, such as cameras and proximeters, and mechanisms and control devices, such
as manipulators and mobile robots. The Host software is represented by several
procedures that allow remote control and perception of experiments. The control
procedure processes user commands received via Media and sends its output action
to a command conversion procedure that generates appropriate commands for mecha-
nisms and control devices. This control procedure can work in an open-loop control
fashion using user commands as its reference or in a closed-loop control when it also
receives processed data from a sensed data processing procedure that acquires sensory
information from sensor devices. The sensed data processing procedure also provides
sensory data, through Media, to the Guest procedures. Host includes a software
library that contains simulated models used by the Guest simulation procedure. A
database is included in Host to represent procedures to store and retrieve acquired
experimental data for further analysis.

The abstract model is translated into UML (Unified Modeling Language) formalism
to describe and define in detail its elements and components and relationships between
them. UML is an object-oriented language capturing the idea behind complex systems
such as VLs; it is a standard language for the software engineering design. UML
gives several points of view and captures the static structure, dynamic behavior, and
functionalities by means of graphic elements and rules combined into diagrams, which
are known as a model. This conversion defines an object-oriented framework, which is
used as a generic structure that can be adapted to experiment specifications.

Since UML does not have quantitative and qualitative analytical tools to capture
the dynamic behavior of VL systems, the model is converted into Petri Net formalism.
Petri Nets are graphical and mathematical modeling tools with attractive features
based on their ability to describe and study systems that are characterized as:
concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, non-deterministic, or stochastic.
Furthermore, Petri Nets have the ability to set up state equations, algebraic equations,
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and other mathematical models governing the behavior of the system. Therefore, the
methodology allows the developer to perform dynamic modeling, analysis, and control
of the experiment components to structurally and behaviorally design a VL application.

A teleoperation architecture is also introduced and described. This architecture
combines VL model elements with the event-based control and planning approach
[Elhajj 2002, Xi 1993] to generate control requirements and procedures for stability
and validation of synchronization in VL designs.

.««*»
tap.

-4 -
:
;

Teleoperation Architecture

UML :
Structunl Modeling-,

• ;

Dynamic Modeling

VL Reference Framework

Figure 1.1: Conceptual development of the general and modular model for VLs for
telerobotics over the Internet.

To systematize VL design, a development methodology is also proposed, taking
the generic framework as the basic support. The methodology starts performing
an experimental design and analysis, which take into account the objectives of a
true experiment [Hicks 1982] and the procedures that will be used to achieve these
objectives. The experiment process flow chart and its complete description are ana-
lyzed to identify main functionalities to mount, define, and execute the experiment.
This analysis generates several tables with processes and devices, which include their
specifications and functions. These tables are summarized in hierarchical charts for
the three main functionalities with the processes and devices and their corresponding
functions.
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Experiment Design
and Functionality Analysis

Experiment Subsystems
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the VL Framework

Conversion into a
Dynamic Model and

Analysis

Composition, Analysis,
and Control of the Dynamic

Model

VL Complete Design

Figure 1.2: Development methodology to structurally and dynamically model, analyze,
and design VLs for telerobotics.

Modeling the experiment, using the VL generic framework as a guideline, is
the second phase of the methodology. Here, main functionalities are considered as
subsystems, which are related to a complete instance of the generic framework to
allow modular development. Processes and devices summarized in the generated
tables and charts are identified using the object-oriented paradigm. This identifica-
tion process takes as reference, class definitions, object associations, and operation
methods described in the generic framework. This phase models processes and
devices as objects, their specific functions as operation methods, and their specifica-
tions as class attributes. Then, a customized VL framework for each subsystem is built.

Following the methodology, the third phase focuses on the conversion of customized
VL frameworks into Petri Net formalism to perform the dynamic analysis for every
subsystem. UML to Petri Net conversion is based on the foundations of state machines
of UML statechart diagrams. Once the VL subsystems are converted, a behavioral
analysis can be performed. This analysis checks several behavioral properties in
Petri Nets representing VL subsystems. Properties being checked are related to
synchronization, deadlocks, and signal accumulation in VL subsystems. If behavioral
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problems exist, then the dynamic design has to be reviewed.

Once the VL subsystems are verified, the final step merges them to integrate a com-
plete VL system and performs an analysis on the composed system; if the system does
not behave correctly, then design methods to synthesize control structures are used.
This merge is based on the synchronous composition [Kumar and Holloway 1996],
and parallel place fusion reduction rules [Murata 1989] of Petri Net formalism. Since
this composition does not guarantee that subsystems will be executed in an adequate
way, the composed VL system is analyzed to verify that VL subsystems perform
their functions correctly. If these subsystems are not executed in a sequential and
synchronized way in the VL dynamic design, then supervisory control design methods
for Discrete Event Systems (DES) are used on the VL dynamic design. A method to
synthesize controller nets using inhibitor arcs for safe ordinary Petri Nets is proposed
and introduced. The proposed method enforces constraints of the logical form if-then.
Finally, the complete Petri Net design is obtained.

When the methodology ends, the VL is described statically and dynamically by
means of several diagrams using UML and Petri Net formalisms. The customized
UML framework specifies software functionality and leads its implementation on
programming languages that are based on the object-oriented paradigm. Petri Net
modeling and its analysis provide a compatible design that takes into account the
dynamic behavior of the VL system. Therefore, the diagrams generated by the
methodology can be directly used by the developer.

The VL model and its development methodology were verified by the experimental
results of two implemented systems. The first system is based on a didactic experiment
for mobile robotics, which is transformed into a VL using the model-based development
methodology. The results of several experiments using an Internet connection between
two geographically distant sites showed stability, accuracy, and performance of the
implemented system. The second developed system is a new bilateral teleoperation
experiment that implements an event-based control for robotic navigation providing
visual and haptic feedback. This experiment takes advantage of the modularity of the
framework by using several components generated for the previous VL and by adding
new sensory feedback capacities. Experimental results were acquired using an Internet2
connection to show stability and performance of the teleoperation system.

1.4 Scope of the Thesis
The research performed in this thesis concentrates on providing a model-based general
framework to guide the design and development of VLs for the specific area of
Internet-based telerobotics.

The main theoretical contributions of this research include: an abstract VL
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model to define a general framework using a software engineering notation and a novel
methodology to customize the framework, depending on experiment functionalities and
specifications. This methodology transforms the customized framework into another
modeling formalism to allow the developer to perform behavioral analysis, which
validates the system stability before its implementation. These contributions also
include an event-based teleoperation architecture, definition of event-based simulation
design requirements, and a method to control DES (Discrete Event Systems), among
others.

The experimental results of the remote interaction performed with two developed
VL applications for telerobotics, which were designed using the proposed methodology
and the reference framework, verify the proposed theory. These applications are: a
VL for mobile robotics and a VL for bilateral teleoperation. The first implementation
is created as a didactic and research test bed for robotic navigation. The second one
is designed by reusing software components from the first implementation. This VL
is created as a research test bed for experimentation on enhanced sensory feedback
(haptic and visual) in bilateral teleoperation. To the best of our knowledge, the second
implementation is an one-of-a-kind system that has not been developed previously.
Furthermore, a complementary system is also developed using a mobile camera to
provide an enhanced visual feedback of the experiments.

The experimental results of both VL implementations were analyzed to provide
concluding remarks regarding their stability, accuracy, and performance over the In-
ternet. These results were obtained using geographically separated test beds located
approximately 1,050 km away and Internet and Internet2 links with multiple jumps
and different delays. Performance analysis done of successful robotic navigation and
bilateral teleoperation experiments confirmed all of the theory developed and illustrate
its benefits.

1.5 Dissertation Overview
This document presents the detailed description of the general and modular VL model.
It shows the model translation in two modeling formalisms to support the development
of VLs for telerobotics. It also describes two VL developments using the proposed the-
ory, besides analyzing experimental results to demonstrate theory benefits and provide
conclusions of research work done. Chapter 2 overviews the existing approaches that
are used by the VL model to solve Internet challenges. It describes the difficulties faced
when the Internet is used as a communication medium for telerobotics, summarizes the
different development approaches taken in previous works, and describes their limita-
tions. Chapter 3 presents the proposed model and outlines its composition as a general
UML framework. It presents a detailed explanation regarding the VL concept and the
proposed abstract model, describes its conversion into the UML and Petri Net formal-
ism, and proposes a teleoperation architecture based on model components. Chapter
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4 presents the development methodology for modeling, analyzing, and designing VL
applications. It explains in detail the four phases that compose the methodology: Ex-
periment Design and Functionality Analysis; Experiment Subsystem Identification in
the Reference Framework; Conversion into a Dynamic Model and its Analysis; Com-
position, Analysis, and Control of the Dynamic Model. Chapters 5 and 6 describe two
different system developments using the general framework and the proposed method-
ology to model, analyze, and design two telerobotic experiments as VL applications.
The first development takes an experiment for mobile robotics and develops it as a
VL. The second development creates and designs a new experimental VL application,
which takes advantage of the modular components of the first implementation. The
technical development and experimental results of both VL implementations are pre-
sented in Chapter 7. Finally, thesis conclusions, contributions, and future directions
are presented in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Overview of Previous Work

The field of Internet-based telerobotics embodies mechanics, electronics, com-
puter, control, and network communication technologies. Existing applications
in this field share several similar challenges; the greatest challenge is time
delay. Early implementations were built based on ad hoc architectures for
time-delayed teleoperation [Taylor and Travelyan 1995]. Meanwhile, other appli-
cations for bilateral teleoperation were based on passive circuit models, virtual
time methods, delay prediction, and recently on nontime-referenced systems
[Kosuge and Murayama 1997, Liu et al. 2002, Elhajj et al. 2000a]. These approaches
focused on reducing the impact of time delay on stability and efficiency of teleoperation
systems.

Another challenge in the telerobotic field is the creation of distributed robotic
resources over the Internet. Several implementations were developed, based
on standard general-purpose interconnection technologies called middleware
[Hori et al. 1999, Dalton and Taylor 2000]. These applications integrate hetero-
geneous systems and reduce the programming efforts hiding, from developers' view,
details regarding communication among the distributed resources. This approach
leads to the creation of collaborative robotic systems over the Internet.

On the other hand, the VL concept gained significance and caused multiple
research works to introduce different development approaches. Early VL im-
plementations were built to remotely operate measurement equipment residing
in a laboratory facility that allowed experiments to be performed with them
[Daponte et al. 1994, Ko et al. 2000]. Later on, a number of telerobotic applications
were implemented as VLs [Munoz-Gomez et al. 2003, Guimaraes et al. 2003a]. These
VLs were arranged to allow remote experimentation, collection of information, and
validation of solution methods for research or didactic telerobotics purposes. Some of
these laboratories used the object-oriented programming paradigm to build software
development frameworks based on middleware technology.

The works mentioned in this chapter are the basis for building the proposed model

11
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and its systematic method. The model joins tested Internet-based teleoperation
strategies with generic components; it is described using the object-oriented paradigm
to produce modular designs.

The following sections describe the difficulties found when the Internet is used as
a communication medium for teleoperation, and provide a summary of the existing
approaches to develop telerobotic implementations over the Internet, including those
being built as VLs. These approaches are divided into four groups: time-delayed
teleoperation, bilateral teleoperation, distributed telerobotics, and VLs. Finally, the
limitations of these development approaches are described in detail.

2.1 The Internet as a Communication Medium
Several difficulties are present when the Internet is considered as a communication
medium for robotic teleoperation. The main effects of these difficulties are instability
and lack of synchronization on telerobotic systems with closed-loop control, such as
bilateral teleoperation systems for real-time remote control.

The Internet can provide a reliable communication link when protocols, such
as Transport Control Protocol (TCP) [Comer 2000, Stevens 1994], are used. Some
Internet protocols provide an ordered flow of data packets and do not lose them
(as long as no disconnect occurs). However, the Internet does not provide a
guarantee of Quality of Service (QoS), since a disconnect may occur at any
time, and communication parameters, such as bandwidth and delay can fluctu-
ate in a significant way because of non-deterministic behavior of network traffic
[Leland et al. 1994, Beran et al. 1995, Paxson 1999, Gao and Rubin 2002].

This lack of guarantee results from Internet topology, which is implemented using
heterogeneous hardware and communication protocols. Thus, data packets traveling
between two hosts can go through diverse routes with different communication
qualities. Infrastructure failures, time-of-day patterns, temporary outages, fluttering,
erroneous routing, and routing loops are some of the existing routing pathologies that
exist on the Internet [Paxson 1997].

Therefore, the inter-arrival time of packets cannot be accurately estimated
and it generates an unpredictable latency in the net. Disconnects at any
time and indefinite random delay are the result of these problems. Several
studies have shown that the delay cannot be modeled with acceptable accu-
racy [Paxson and Floyd 1995, Floyd and Paxson 2001]. This delay is non-fixed
and random; it is not the same in both directions and lacks an upper bound
[Oboe and Fiorini 1997, Bolot et al. 1990].
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2.2 Time-delayed Teleoperation
In general, implemented Internet-based teleoperation applications allow operating
robotic devices in simulated or remote environments. In [Hirukawa and Hara 2000]
the teleoperation systems were grouped into two types: direct and indirect. In the
first type, the operator directly controls a real robot. In the second type, the operator
plans robot tasks interactively through computer simulation of the robot and its envi-
ronment; planned motions were sent to control a remote robot afterward. Some works
applied these two approaches to reduce the impact of time delay over the Internet since
the developed architectures provided remote access to real robotic devices, simulated
models, or a combination of both to predict and obtain an immediate feedback of the
robot status.

2.2.1 Direct Teleoperation
The first telerobotic implementations over the Internet used open-loop control archi-
tectures for direct teleoperation. Although open-loop systems are not optimal, they
can tolerate great delays, while the user visually closes the control loop. However, as
delay increases, the operator's efficiency drops dramatically [Ferrel 1963]. In such a
situation, operators adopt "move and wait" strategies to minimize errors.

The Internet offers diverse communication technologies available to execute
requests remotely in an open-loop fashion. Early web-based telerobotic applications
used the HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP) with the Common Gateway Interface
(CGI) of web servers to teleoperate robotic manipulators [Goldberg et al. 1994,
Goldberg et al. 1995, Taylor and Travelyan 1995, Golberg et al. 1996] and mobile
robots [Simmons et al. 2000, Michel et al. 2000, Saucy and Mondada 2000]. The
commands issued were introduced using input formats of HyperText Marking Lan-
guage (HTML), and visual feedback was performed by refreshing the HTML page
after certain time intervals.

These applications had several limitations, such as: user interfaces with poor inter-
action capabilities, static visual feedback, and slow response. These limitations were
overcome by the use of the Java programming language. Java enables operating with
network connections means that can be implemented using TCP and User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), among others. The ability of Java applets to run on Virtual Machines
(VM) of Internet browsers was used to access compiled libraries from remote sites
and generate sophisticated Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) without installing any
software application at the client site [Backes et al. 1998, Hirukawa and Hara 2000].

When the operator uses open-loop architectures and remotely performs a task, long
communication delays prevent detection of problems since there is not enough time to
correct them. To overcome this difficulty, the teleoperation system is provided with au-
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tonomy to detect and solve problems immediately. The idea is to process information
from sensors in the computer system that control the robot to make an internal closed-
loop control. This sensor's information allows detecting, correcting, and avoiding errors
to improve the system's performance. This approach was developed for general teleop-
eration systems as a supervisory control [Sheridan 1987, Sheridan 1992, Sheridan 1993],
and produces system autonomy under human supervision [Hayward 1988]. In this ap-
proach, the system connected to sensors and robotic devices can execute low level tasks
based on high level commands issued by the operator. The human operator supervises
the task execution to intervene when the task is not respecting the original plan, as-
suming control when necessary [Grange et al. 2000]. This approach gives autonomy
to the teleoperation system; therefore, a trade off between the system automation and
user interaction is needed to perform a true experiment [Hicks 1982].

2.2.2 Indirect Teleoperation
The way to improve user performance is to provide an immediate sensory feedback.
Because there is communication delay, this feedback cannot come from the remote site
where the robotic device is located. Instead, it has to be generated by the operator's
computer. The idea is to insulate the operator from communication delay by providing
a simulated feedback.

Three architecture prototypes to simulate robotic devices were proposed by
[Hirukawa et al. 1997]. These prototypes were developed, based on Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML) technology. VRML technology is capable of accessing
software libraries containing simulated models from remote sites via the Internet.
These models can be downloaded by plug-in extensions of web browsers and visualized
in a 3-D fashion by the operator's computer [Michel et al. 2000]. Furthermore, they
can contain interactive operations to control its behavior in a simulated environment
and obtain other sensory information, such as force reflection.

On the other hand, task simulation can reduce failure when it is used to predict
robotic behavior before performing its task. The user can perform a simulated
test and observe immediate reactions on the simulated device, taking the cor-
rect actions to perform the successful task using the real robotic device (indirect
teleoperation). A teleoperation system controlling a robot manipulator was imple-
mented with two subsystems for indirect and direct teleoperation in [Yang et al. 2004].

An indirect teleoperation was proposed by the teleprogramming paradigm
[Funda et al. 1992, Paul et al. 1993], based on supervisory control. This paradigm
describes symbolic commands, which are introduced in a code recognized by the system
to allow programming robotic devices online. Each command, introduced by the user
acting now as a programmer, is processed immediately and executed in the experiment
simulation. Then, the corrected code is sent to the remote computer. The idea is to
send a minimal code by debugging the code, using simulation and programming the
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remote computer through a reduced bandwidth [Stein and Paul 1994].

Another indirect type architecture, using Augmented Reality (AR) techniques, was
proposed by [Friz et al. 1998]. Computer-generated visual enhancements were added
to images to predict and visualize the future position of the robot, and provide visual
clues for depth perception. In the same way, a Predictive Simulation Scheme (PSS)
architecture was proposed in [Schulz et al. 1999]. In this research, VRML technology
was used for image synthesis for synchronizing predictive simulations with the current
state of a mobile robot, even during large transmission gaps of several seconds.

2.3 Bilateral Teleoperation
Force and visual information are the most common sensory feedbacks for improving
teleoperated systems. Providing force reflection feedback can couple the operator
kinesthetically to the remote environment and increase the sense of telepresence.
Teleoperation systems for bilateral control, using closed-loop architectures, were
developed to provide this sensory information. Nevertheless, delays on the or-
der of a tenth of a second can destabilize these bilateral teleoperation systems
[Anderson and Spong 1989a, Anderson and Spong 1989b].

The impact of time delay on bilateral teleoperation over the Internet has in-
creased, due to its non-deterministic behavior [Leland et al. 1994, Beran et al. 1995,
Paxson 1999, Gao and Rubin 2002]. A research work based on modeling a passive cir-
cuit was developed by [Kosuge and Murayama 1997] to assure system stability. Later,
a bilateral teleoperation architecture, using a virtual time delay method, was proposed
by [Kikuchi et al. 1998]. In this application, control information was sent with time
stamps to keep time delay uniform. More recently, a delay prediction approach was
proposed by [Mifakhrai and Payadeh 2002]. This approach used an autoregressive
model to forecast future delay values. Another approach to predict delay boundaries
was presented by [Liu et al. 2002]. These approaches have limitations because some
of them consider fixed delays with upper bounds or require previous knowledge of
delay behavior. Under such considerations they cannot usually be accepted for some
telerobotic applications that require high reliability and safety.

A method for action synchronization and control of telerobotics over the Internet
was proposed by [Xi and Tarn 1999]. This method deals with random time-delay
in the Internet using a sensor-based referenced action control scheme. Another
application for bilateral teleoperation, based on the same control scheme, was
presented in [Elhajj et al. 2000b]. This research introduced a real-time event-based
control with haptic feedback to teleoperate a mobile robot over the Internet. In
[Elhajj et al. 2000a, Elhajj et al. 2001] an event-based control for cooperative tele-
operation was designed using a Petri Net model. Subsequently, other applications
for cooperative control, multi-robot formations, tele-coordination, and supermedia
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(video, force, temperature) enhancement were developed, based on the same ap-
proach [Lo et al. 2003, Elhajj et al. 2002b, Elhajj et al. 2002a, Elhajj et al. 2003,
Elhajj et al. 2004]. Until now, event-based systems have proven their stability and
potential to feed the user with rich sensory information. However, the performance of
these systems is still affected by longer delays.

2.4 Distributed Telerobotics
Another approach to build Internet-based telerobotics applications considers the
connected robotic devices as distributed objects. In [Hori et al. 1999], a distributed
object computing approach was introduced for Internet-based telerobotics. This
research work evaluated a simulated telerobotic application based on the Common
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). It used the object-oriented paradigm of
computer programming to implement interoperability among networked robots via the
Internet InterOrb Protocol (HOP). Its ability to interconnect clients to other servers
and clients, known as peers, results in distributed systems that allow interaction and
collaboration among peers.

A comparison of middleware technologies to create distributed robotic sys-
tems, such as CORBA, Remote Method Invocation (RMI), and Message-Oriented
Middleware (MOM) was provided in [Dalton and Taylor 2000]. These middleware
technologies hide particular aspects of the distributed objects (heterogeneous robotic
systems) and present only essential aspects to the software developer.

The CORBA-based distributed telerobotics was used to create a development
framework introduced by [Bottazzi et al. 2002]. This research described a software
framework that exploits advanced CORBA features, such as the Asynchronous Method
Invocation (AMI) and its real-time priority feature to support concurrent actions in
the telerobotic system. It partially used the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to
model collaboration between objects. Subsequently, in [Amoretti et al. 2003], three
implementations of a sensory data distribution system were evaluated to validate the
CORBA-based software framework. In this research, UML class diagrams were used
to model the objects implicated in a peg-in-hole task. However, these works did not
provide a way to validate the dynamic behavior of their final design. They encouraged
the development of VL applications that totally depend on new features in middleware
interconnection technology or that completely trust on the multi-session management
of this technology.

On the other hand, in [Hou and Su 2004], a mission/behavior-based robotic tele-
operation scheme was developed to produce a distributed perception strategy. In the
implementation of this teleoperation scheme, the Serialized Object method from Java
was used to guarantee the software object transfer over the Internet.
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2.5 Virtual Laboratories
Many innovative development approaches were proposed to build Internet-based
telerobotic systems, with its potential applications in areas such as distance education
and research. In this context, Internet-based telerobotic systems evolved into VLs for
didactic and research experimentation to access sophisticated and expensive robotic
equipment.

Multiple implementations in the Internet-based telerobotic area were built, based
on time-delayed teleoperation architectures. In [de Queiroz et al. 1998], a client-server
architecture was used to implement a VL for robotic and computer vision. Another
client-server approach was proposed by [Gordillo 1998] to design a VL for robotics
and manufacturing. A web-based architecture was proposed in [Licks et al. 2000]
for distance education. Moreover, a multilevel abstract architecture was proposed in
[You et al. 2001] to divide complex telerobotic systems into seven task levels; from
a low-level sensory measurement to high-level task planning and enhanced sensory
feedback. However, these approaches are specific to their purpose and cannot be
applied generically.

Several works introduced development approaches to implement VLs. In
[Daponte et al. 1994], the object-oriented approach was introduced in conjunction with
a real-time architecture to implement measurement instruments in a VL environment.
A network of interoperable manufacturing software agents, stratified into three layers
for prototype designing, planning, and fabricating was developed and implemented
in an integrated Computer-Aided Design, Process Planning, and Manufacturing
(CAD/CAPP/CAM) system [Smith and Wright 1996]. Other VLs for measurement
were created for educational purposes [Ko et al. 2000, Joler and Christodoulou 2001].
In [Kassouf et al. 1999, Levert and Pierre 2000], the distributed object computing
approach was used to define a conceptual model of the communication platform for
VLs over the Internet. The same approach was used by [Afsarmanesh et al. 2001]
to introduce a software architecture for VLs in a distributed computer environment.
A resource management system, using a client-server architecture, was proposed
by [Saliah et al. 2000]. A software development methodology was presented in
[Scherp 2002] to generate process workflows for simulated experimentation. These
works defined abstract and conceptual requirements to develop VLs, but they did not
provide a systematic development method.

Recently, some object-oriented approaches were proposed: a Virtual Reality
object-oriented architecture was presented to implement VLs and perform prac-
tices in simulated robotic manufacturing environments [Munoz-Gomez et al. 2003];
in [Freire et al. 2004], a VL for robotics with a multimedia environment was im-
plemented, using the object-oriented Java 3D Application Programming Interface
(API); also a development framework, based on distributed objects and relying on
CORBA-complaint software components, was developed by [Guimaraes et al. 2003a,
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Guimaraes et al. 2003b]. Therefore, this framework depends on the CORBA Compo-
nent Model (CCM), and employs component-based software architecture to develop
component frameworks for several services provided by the application.

2.6 Limitations of Existing Works
The existing development approaches in the Internet-based teleoperation area focused
on solving time-delay difficulties, increasing the sense of telepresence, or generating
distributed resources over the Internet. A summary and comparison among the
proposed development approaches in existing works are shown in Table 2.1.

Time-delayed teleoperation implementations were developed, based on ad hoc
open-loop architectures to overpass time-delay difficulty. These teleoperation systems
were designed to take advantage of specific information transfer, simulation, and VM
processing technologies, such as HTTP-CGI, VRML, and Java applets. Furthermore,
these research works did not propose any way to model their complete structure or
their behavior, nor provide a methodology to systematically build them as VLs.

Approaches introduced in research works for bilateral teleoperation were created
to provide stability to bilateral closed-loop systems from a control point of view.
The passive characteristic of equivalent electric circuits was exploited to model
bilateral teleoperation systems and generate control laws in discrete time domains. In
contrast, event-based bilateral teleoperation systems were designed to create stable
and synchronized non-time referenced systems over the Internet. They provided ways
to model and develop bilateral teleoperation applications using Petri Nets as a tool
for their dynamic representation and analysis. These approaches generated models
specifying the dynamic behavior of closed-loop master-slave systems. Therefore, these
approaches are insufficient to structurally and behaviorally model complex systems
with multiple control loops such as VLs for telerobotics.

Distributed telerobotic approaches used middleware interconnection technologies
to create implementations that satisfy general requirements of distributed computing,
e.g., location transparency and interoperability. Although recent works using this
approach proposed a software framework to provide a systematic way to develop
Internet-based telerobotic applications, these frameworks depend on advanced features
of specific versions of the CORBA platform to efficiently manage multiple concurrent
actions to teleoperate robots and sensors from remote clients. They created appropri-
ate software structures, but did not provide a systematic way to analyze and design
its dynamic behavior.

Taking into account the above-mentioned limitations, the absence of a model that
joins different approaches to provide a generic basis for VL systematic development
is evident. Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to support systematic development of
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VLs for telerobotics, introducing a generic and modular model that translates into a
standard modeling language defining a reference framework used to systematize the
design, analysis, and implementation of VLs for telerobotics.

The proposed model is described, using a standard object-oriented modeling
language. It can be customized, based on experiment specifications, and transformed
into graphic and mathematical formalizations to analyze and evaluate its behavior
before its implementation.

The development methodology uses an object-oriented model description as a refer-
ence to structurally and behaviorally model and analyze VLs for telerobotics, providing
designs that are compatible with existing object-oriented programming platforms and
middleware interconnection technologies, such as CORBA, without depending on these
technologies for development.

2.7 Overview Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed existing works to design and implement Internet-based
telerobotic systems. It has discussed different development approaches presented by
existing works. These works created ad hoc architectures to solve specific time-delay
Internet issues, or to solve interoperability problems that occur when heterogeneous
robotic devices are distributed over the Internet and are teleoperated around the world.

Some of the reviewed works modeled only the structure or dynamics of Internet-
based telerobotic systems. Existing research works for bilateral teleoperation
introduced dynamic models based on passive circuits or event-driven systems.
However, these works did not provide a way to design and model their software
and hardware structure. In contrast, existing works for distributed telerobotics and
VLs introduced structural models creating software frameworks based on the object-
oriented paradigm and UML. However, these works were middleware-dependent; they
built the behavioral design based on new features of middleware technologies, such as
CORBA. Furthermore, their dynamic design was not analyzed and validated in any
way. Table 2.1 summarizes essential features of these works.

Therefore, existing works did not provide a systematic approach to structurally and
dynamically model and design VLs for telerobotics. Furthermore, their development
approaches did not take into account VL functionalities needed to perform true
experiments.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of proposed development approaches in existing works.

Previous Works
Direct Teleoperation:
Goldberg et al. 1994
Taylor and Travelyan 1995
Goldberg et al. 1996
Backes et al. 1998
Simmons et al. 2000
Michel et al. 2000
Hirukawa and Hara 2000
Indirect Teleoperation:
Stein and Paul 1994
Hirukawa et al. 1997
Friz et al. 1998
Schulz et al. 1999
Yang et al. 2004
Bilateral Teleoperation:
Kosuge and Murayama 1997
Kikuchi et al. 1998
Elhajj et al. 2001
Mifakhrai and Payadeh 2002
Liu et al. 2002
Elhajj et al. 2003
Lo et al. 2003
Elhajj et al. 2004
Distributed Telerobotics:
Hori et al. 1999
Dalton and Taylor 2000
Botazzi et al. 2002
Amoretti et al. 2003
Hou and Su 2004
Virtual Laboratories:
Daponte et al. 1994
Smith and Wright 1996
de Queiroz et al. 1998
Gordillo 1998
Kassouf et al. 1999
Licks et al. 2000
Ko et al. 2000
You et al. 2001
Afsarmanesh et al. 2001
Munoz-Gomez et al. 2003
Guimaraes et al. 2003
Freire et al. 2004
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Chapter 3

Virtual Laboratory Modeling

This chapter proposes a generic and modular model to guide the development of VLs
for Internet-based telerobotics issues. The proposed model is taken as a basis to sys-
tematically generate a complete software and hardware design of VL implementations
for specific telerobotic experiments.

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the generic and modular model is
defined, using two standard and formal modeling techniques to generate a complete
structural and behavioral description, and provide analytical tools needed to design
VLs. The model is also related to a general teleoperation architecture to create control
design procedures that assure stability and synchronization over the Internet. This
architecture combines VL model components with event-based control and planning
theory.

The first sections introduce the VL concept, describe model elements, provide an
abstract perspective of the VL model [Borstel et al. 2003b], and show its translation
into detailed UML diagrams to depict components, interrelationships ,and procedures
using the object-oriented paradigm [Borstel and Gordillo 2004b]. Later sections show
a general teleoperation architecture, as well as control design requirements to build
VLs.

3.1 Virtual Laboratory Concept
In the literature, the VL concept is defined as a heterogeneously distributed environ-
ment that enables collaboration between geographically separated groups of researchers
to work on common projects [Consortium 2004], or as a system that allows users to
plan and conduct experiments and collect and analyze data by providing teleimmersion
mechanisms [Guimaraes et al. 2003a]. In general, two types of VLs for telerobotics are
defined:

Simulated: These laboratories give access to simulated equipment and its surround-
ing environment through a computer connected to the Internet. The simulated

21
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equipment allows performing tests or completing experiments, giving unlimited
access to users and protecting the equipment from unskilled users.

Remote: Physical equipment inside a laboratory facility is remotely accessed through
a computer connected to the Internet. Remote experimentation is possible using
this kind of laboratory. Observation of the experiment is done by using informa-
tion from sensors connected to the Internet, which are placed in the laboratory
facility. The user interacts with real equipment, facing practical situations that
could be difficult to model in a simulation. In certain implementations, simula-
tion is included to enhance user interaction with the experiment.

Simulated Virtual Laboratory

Computer Computer Simulated Model

Remote Virtual Laboratory

User Site Laboratory Facility

Figure 3.1: Simulated and remote Virtual Laboratories.

The necessary functionalities of VL systems are closely related to the following
definition:

A true experiment is defined as a study in which certain independent variables are
manipulated, their effect on one or more dependent variables is determined, and the
levels of these independent variables are assigned randomly to the experimental units
in the study [Hicks 1982].

Experiments performed in VLs are developed in distributed and heterogeneous
laboratory environments providing a high level of control. The objective is to manip-
ulate one or more independent variables and control all other specific independent
variables at fixed levels. The effect on dependent variables caused by manipulation
is measured. Result analysis can be performed, based on the effect measurement
[Wohlin et al. 2000]. Thus, manipulation and randomization are necessary to per-
form true experiments in VLs from which the user may be able to infer cause and effect.
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To explain the true experiment concept, visualize a simple pendulum experiment:
a pendulum is any mass that swings back and forth on a rope, string, or chain. If the
mass is pulled away from its resting position, so that the string is at an angle, and the
mass is then released, the mass will begin to swing back and forth. The length of time
it takes the mass to swing one time all the way over and back is called the period of
the pendulum.

Three experiments can be performed to deduce if the amount of mass, the angle
of release, or the length of the string affect the period of the pendulum [Willis 2005].
In these experiments, the independent variables manipulated to mount each exper-
iment are: the attachment point of the string, the string itself, the method used to
time the pendulum, and any other variable which is not currently tested. These
variables remain the same for each test, so they will not affect the experimental results.

Tested specific independent variables are defined at fixed levels in each experiment.
These are the mass, the angle, and the length of the string. For example, to test if
the amount of mass affects the period, the angle and the length are not manipulated
during the test. Starting with a certain amount of mass, the experiment is executed
by releasing the mass, then the dependent variable is measured; this is the period.
After that, the amount of mass is increased at a fixed level, executing the experiment
every time the mass is increased, and measuring the period. Experimental results
allow the user to infer that mass variation has no effect on the period, and the angle
variation has no visible effect on the period. However, the length variation of the
string produces a direct effect on the period [Halliday and Resnick 1999].

This simple experiment describes the necessary functionalities to perform a true
experiment: mount, define, and execute. Therefore, a VL system for telerobotics must
have these functionalities to remotely perform a true experiment:

Mount: A VL must allow the user to introduce and manipulate independent variables
to set up the simulated or real experiment.

Define: A VL must provide a way to determine specific independent variables grouped
at fixed levels.

Execute: A VL must allow an experiment to run to infer cause and effect on dependent
variables based on the effect measurement at fixed levels.

In this study, a VL for telerobotics is defined as a system that provides access to
one or more users to operate laboratory equipment in a simulated or remote way to
mount, define, and execute experiments. These systems provide capabilities to observe,
supervise, and interact with the experiment.
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3.2 Model Elements
The following essential elements allow the proposed model to perform robotic teleop-
eration over the Internet:

Guest: Computer-based system containing user interface(s) that allows the user to
observe, mount, and execute experiments in a remote or simulated way.

Host: Computer-based system that performs tasks requested by the user, providing
access to simulated or physical equipment, depending on the VL type.

Media: Computer digital networks used to establish the information flow between
Guest and Host. In terms of the conceptual layer model OSI (Open System
Interconnection), Media includes low physical communication layers to higher
transport protocols, such as the TCP/IP (Transport Communication Proto-
col/Internet Protocol) suite.

Figure 3.2 describes the model elements and the most significant components needed
to perform remote experimentation.

HOSt (l.\|VIMIU-Hl I

Figure 3.2: Virtual Laboratory elements and the most significant components.

The VL model is composed of at least a single Guest element connected to a single
Host; nevertheless, other possible configurations can be envisioned, such as, a single
Guest connected to multiple Hosts, multiple Guests are connected to a single Host.
The model takes into account the possibility of sharing a resource with multiple users,
such as using task queues or round robin management, or using multiple resources
by one user. Furthermore, it allows interaction between multiple Guests and multiple
Hosts. The model leads to an implicit modularity, which is used for VL development
and creation of new capabilities in implemented VLs.
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3.3 Abstract Model
The abstract VL model represents processes enclosed by computer-based systems
(Guest and Host), which are required to perform telerobotics experimentation over
the Internet. The model considers generic processes to build a VL for telerobotics
and can be customized by either including or discarding these processes depending
on experimental specifications. Modularity means that the model allows its repetitive
use to develop VL functionalities or increase capabilities in VL implementations.
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Figure 3.3: Abstract model to develop VLs for telerobotics over the Internet.

Guest system hardware is composed of a computer containing Guest software; the
computer is connected to Input Devices (e.g. pointer devices, joysticks, keyboards,
and others), and Output Devices (Displays, Effectors, or Transducers) to feed the user
with sensory information.

When the Guest system is working, Input Devices acquire analog actions from the
user. These actions are converted into discrete inputs by the Input Devices; then these
inputs are interpreted by procedures enclosed by an Input Processing entity, which
interacts with other entities to perform user requests. The Input Processing can send
commands to a Simulation entity. In contrast, a Sensory Conversion entity processes
sensory information from Host and Simulation. This Sensory Conversion entity allows
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a complete perception of the experiment by transforming sensed and simulated data
into device signals to activate Output Devices.

The Simulation entity in Guest represents procedures to provide immediate
feedback. In simulated VLs, these procedures access Host to retrieve Software
Libraries containing simulated models of laboratory equipment and its surrounding
environment. In remote VL systems, Simulation is a tool to foresee the effects of
commands applied on the experiment. For enhanced reality feedback, Simulation is
used to synchronize simulated equipment with updated information (specific data)
from the Host provided by a Sensed Data Processing entity. The Task and Settings
Database entity represents procedures to establish a database in Guest to keep tasks
descriptions and configuration settings to recreate performed experiments.

Host hardware is composed of a computer connected to Sensor devices (e.g.
cameras, electromechanical transducers, and others), and Mechanism and Control
Devices to perform robotic experimentation in the Remote Environment.

When a remote VL system is working, an Experiment Control entity regulates the
experiment behavior. This entity encapsulates control algorithms belonging to specific
experiments and procedures to convert control commands into required signals for
Mechanism and Control Devices. The control algorithms can work in an open-loop
control mode using user commands sent by the Input Processing as reference inputs or
in a closed-loop control mode receiving specific data from Data Sensed Processing as a
feedback loop. The Data Sensed Processing entity encloses procedures, which acquire
sensory information from Sensors. These procedures convert the sensory information
into discrete data to be analyzed and generate specific data. Sensed data is sent to
Guest as a sensory feedback. Sensor devices are located in the Remote Environment
to capture sensory information from the experiment. Experimental data is stored by
procedures enclosed by the Experiment Database entity. Mechanism and Control De-
vices are robotic devices with electromechanical components to develop the experiment.

A Communication entity includes procedures for both managing and sharing
information between the model elements {Guest and Host) over Media (Internet),
using one or several communication technologies to ensure its transportation through
the Internet.

3.4 Object-Oriented Modeling
The VL abstract model is translated into a modeling formalism to describe its in-
trinsic components defining a general framework that will be used by a development
methodology to design VL applications. UML is an object-oriented language that cap-
tures the idea behind the VL model. It is a standard language to generate software
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blueprints used to visualize, specify, construct, and document computer-based systems.
It has three goals. First, model systems from concept to executable artifacts. Second,
address the issues of scale inherent in complex systems. Third, create a modeling lan-
guage usable by humans and machines [Booch et al. 1999]. UML is composed of several
graphic elements and rules that are combined into diagrams known as a model. These
diagrams give different perspectives of complex software systems [Schmuller 1999]. In
terms of the views of a model, UML defines the following graphic diagrams:

• Use case diagram

• Class diagram

• Behavior diagrams:

Statechart diagram
Activity diagram

• Interaction diagrams:

Sequence diagram
Collaboration diagram

• Implementation diagrams:

Component diagram
Deployment diagram

The best models are those that let the developer choose the degree of detail, which
will depend on who implements the design and which specifications need to be reviewed.
Therefore, UML diagrams may be expressed at different levels of precision. Moreover,
it is best to have models that are clearly connected to reality. Since models simplify
reality, the designer has to make sure that these simplifications do not mask important
details. Furthermore, complex software systems are better approached through a small
set of nearly independent diagrams; no single diagram is sufficient [Fowler 2002]. Thus,
several complementary and interlocking views are needed to understand the complexity
of a VL system from an object-oriented perspective:

Class diagrams are the most common diagrams found in modeling object-oriented
systems. They address the static design view of such systems, showing a set of
objects and their relationships.

Sequence and collaboration diagrams are kinds of interaction diagrams. Interaction
diagrams address the dynamic view of a system. A sequence diagram is an inter-
action diagram that emphasizes the time-ordering of messages; a collaboration
diagram is an interaction diagram that emphasizes the structural organization of
the objects that send and receive messages.
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Deployment diagrams show the configuration of run-time processing nodes and the
components that live on them. They address the static deployment view of VL
application architectures.

Use case diagrams show a set of use cases and actors (users) and their relationships to
address the static use case view of the VL system. These diagrams are especially
important in organizing and modeling behavior of a system.

Statechart diagrams address the detailed dynamic view of a system, which are repre-
sented by state machine automata. Statechart diagrams are especially important
in modeling the behavior of VL systems. Statecharts allow their transformation
into another dynamic modeling notation (Petri Nets) to analyze and validate the
behavioral design of event-based VLs.

3.4.1 Virtual Laboratory Classes
Components of the abstract VL model are defined in the UML formalism by the class
diagram. A class is a description of a set of objects that share the same attributes,
operations, relationships, and semantics. VLs for telerobotics can be considered as a
class or set of objects with operation methods to mount, define, and execute telerobotic
experiments. In general, the VL class has two subclasses (Simulated and Remote),
which inherit VL class attributes and operation methods. This definition is represented
by UML class diagrams as shown in Figure 3.4, where the rectangle on top represents
the VL class, which includes its name, attributes, and operation methods, respectively.
VL subclasses are rectangles with similar attributes and operation methods. These
subclasses are connected to the VL class by lines with a non-filled triangular symbol
indicating the main class.

Virtual Laboratory

+ type
+ mount()
+ define()
+ executeO

f
Simulated VL
+ type simulated
mount()
defineO
executeO

Remote VL
+ lype remote
mount()
define()
executeO

Figure 3.4: UML Class diagram representing the VL class and its subclasses: Simulated
and Remote.
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3.4.2 Simulated Virtual Laboratory
The goals of a Simulated VL are mount, define, and execute simulated robotic
experiments in Guest. Simulated experimentation is performed by retrieving, via the
Internet, software libraries stored in Host. These software libraries model mechanisms
and control devices with their surrounding environment and are written in program-
ming languages for visual modeling, such as VRML or using graphic libraries for
programming languages, such as OpenGL (Open Graphic Library for Visual C++).
Class components of simulated VLs represent abstract or physical entities, that is
software applications or electromechanical devices. Figure 3.5 describes the subclasses,
which are part of the simulated VL class.
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Figure 3.5: UML Class diagram to represent the Simulated VL class. This figure
represents the most significant components in a simulated VL class.

A simulated VL is composed of three different subclasses: Guest, Media, and Host,
representing the previously mentioned VL elements. These subclasses are defined as
components of the Simulated VL class. They are conceptually associated by using
lines and filled rhombic symbols. Conceptual associations have numbers and symbols
to indicate their multiplicity, that is, Guest system relates to Media in a relation of
one or more (1..*) to one (1), respectively.

In Figure 3.5, the Guest system has a Guest software subclass, which is described
in detail in a later section. The output device class represents physical devices for
sensory feedback, such as displays, transducers, and effectors, while the computer class
represents the Guest computer in the abstract VL model. The computer class is com-
posed necessarily of a network board class to communicate Guest and Host systems
via Media (Internet). Notice that several components of the computer class were not
represented in Figure 3.5 to keep the model simple. Media is composed of another
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three subclasses to encapsulate network devices (routers, hubs, network converters,
among others), gateways (computers connecting different networks), and physical net-
work (cables, optic fiber, connectors, among others). The Host system is composed of
computer, software, and model library subclasses. Computer class is composed of a net-
work board subclass. Host software is described in a later section. The model library
class is composed of two abstract subclasses describing mechanism and control devices
and remote environment models, which simulate laboratory equipment and their sur-
rounding environment. Appendix A contains a detailed description of Simulated VL
subclasses.

3.4.3 Remote Virtual Laboratory
The goals of a Remote VL are mount, define, and execute remote experiments from
Guest. Remote experimentation is performed by teleoperating robotic equipment
inside a laboratory facility via the Host system through the Internet. Figure 3.6
shows a class diagram describing the most significant components of a remote VL class.
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Figure 3.6:
VL class.

UML Class diagram representing most significant components of remote

The class diagram specifies that the remote VL class is composed of the same ele-
ments described by the VL concept. In remote VLs, only the Host system changes its
class composition. The Host system is composed of several subclasses for encapsulating
remote environment, mechanism and control devices, computer, Host software, and sen-
sor devices. The remote environment class represents physical workspace. Mechanism
and control devices describe robotized physical devices. The computer class represents
the Host computer in the abstract VL model. The sensor class represents physical
sensor devices located in the remote environment. The Host software is described in
detail in the next section.
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3.4.4 Guest and Host Software
The software class description for Guest and Host is shown in Figure 3.7. Guest
software is composed of classes representing generic procedures in Guest to allow the
user to communicate with Host and interact with the experiment.
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Figure 3.7: Guest and Host software definition using the UML class diagram. Software
classes and their operation methods are described in detail in Appendix A.

Guest software is composed of five subclasses:

Input Processing: Input interpretation, comparison with simulated data, saving, and
retrieving configuration settings or tasks are the operation methods performed in
the Input Processing class.

Sensory Conversion: Sensed and simulated data are restored and converted into ap-
propriate device signals to provide the user with sensory information.

Simulation: This class retrieves and parses the model definition to execute the simu-
lated model and provide simulated data to Sensory Conversion.

Settings/Tasks Database: Searching, reading, and writing are basic operation methods
to save and retrieve useful information regarding the experiment settings and
performed tasks.

Communication: Represents transmission and reception management of data via Me-
dia.

Host software is composed of several subclasses to perform simulated or remote
robotic experimentation. The following classes compose Host software:
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Sensed Data Processing: Performs data acquisition, data reduction, and analysis to
obtain specific information regarding the experiment.

Model Library: Retrieves model libraries requested by Simulation and stores libraries
containing model definitions regarding control methods, device specifications,
interaction procedures, and environment specifications.

Experiment Database: Searching, reading, and writing are basic operation methods
of this class to retrieve or save experimental data.

Experiment Control: Performs command interpretation to decide which ones are set-
tings for control algorithms or which ones are commands for Mechanism and
Control Devices. It executes control algorithms using settings issued by the user
and verifies and translates control outputs and commands into appropriate signals
for Mechanism and Control Devices.

Communication:This class represents transmission and reception management of data
via the Media.

Guest and Host software are associated by their communication components to
Media class. Class components integrating Guest and Host software are described in
detail in Appendix A.

3.4.5 Software Collaboration Diagram
The previously described Guest and Host software components have relationships
between them. These relationships are described in an UML collaboration diagram
shown in Figure 3.8. This collaboration diagram shows messages sent by class
components of the VL framework.

In UML collaboration diagrams, arrows indicate message direction. In Figure
3.8, the messages are data flowing between instantiations of VL class components
representing general procedures and physical devices, that is, the sensory conversion
instantiation interacts with communication, simulation, and output device instantia-
tions. The sensory conversion receives sensed data from the sensed data processing
through the communication instantiation, then the received sensed data is converted
into device signals for output devices. Sensory conversion also receives simulated data
that is converted into device signals for output devices.

3.4.6 Deployment Diagram
The UML deployment diagram defines how VL model classes should be distributed
into physical hardware to implement a VL application. Figure 3.9 shows a general
VL deployment diagram. Computers and physical devices are represented as three-
dimensional boxes. Guest and Host computers encapsulate software components
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Figure 3.8: UML collaboration diagram of VL components. It defines relationships
and data flow among several instantiations to integrate a VL system.

that are represented as boxes with two rectangles at its left side. Figure 3.9 shows
that computer Operating System (OS) and Guest software are located in the Guest
computer. In a similar way, OS and Host software are encapsulated in the Host
computer. Dotted arrows indicate that Guest and Host software are OS dependent.

Internet (Media) is symbolized as a cloud with conceptual associations to both com-
puters. These associations are lines representing connections, such as physical cables,
satellital links, wireless connections, and infrared links, among others. Guest and Host
computers are connected through the Internet physical medium and communicated
by the data transport protocol suite (TCP/IP). Physical devices are also connected
with Guest and Host computers: input and output devices are connected to the Guest
computer, and sensors and mechanism and control devices are connected to the Host
computer. Connection relations are labeled using customized stereotypes to describe
data passing through them, that is <<device signal>>.

3.4.7 Use Case Diagram
Use case, sequence, and statechart diagrams are used to capture the dynamic aspects
of VL systems. Use case diagrams represent the intended behavior for VLs without
having to specify how that behavior is implemented and to provide a way for develop-
ers to come to a common understanding with the system's end user and domain experts.

UML use case diagrams describe the expected functionalities of a VL system from
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Figure 3.9: UML deployment diagram of the VL. It defines how the several objects
that integrate the system are physically distributed and connected.

a user's standpoint. In this study, VLs allow the user to mount, define, and execute
simulated or real experiments at a remote site. Therefore, a VL system for telerobotics
has three use cases: Mount, Define, and Execute.

The UML use case diagram in Figure 3.10 describes the listed use cases. This UML
use case diagram defines three main functionalities for VL systems (Mount, Define,
and Execute). The Mount use case is extended to the Define use case, then the Define
use case is extended to the Execute use case. These functionalities are performed by
three subsystems sharing common objects, operation methods, and attributes needed
to perform a true experiment. The diagram also describes how the first subsystem
is expanded to the second and the third by discarding or adding new components.
Each subsystem typically involves a repetitive use of VL classes. Therefore, this
work considers each subsystem as a customized instance of the UML VL framework.
Detailed aspects for combining and providing a synchronized execution of each
subsystem (VL framework instantiations) are provided in the proposed development
methodology in Chapter 4.

User
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^ ^ { ^ Mount Experiment ~)

i «ex tend»
•

( Define Experiment _)

; «extend»
\ •

^ \ _ Execute Experiment J)

Figure 3.10: UML use case diagram of the VL framework defines three functionalities
for VLs: Mount, Define, and Execute.
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3.4.8 Sequence Diagram
A sequence diagram is an interaction diagram that emphasizes the time ordering of
messages inside a VL system. Graphically, it is a table that shows object instantiations
arranged along the x axis and messages, ordered in increased time, along the y axis.
Vertical dotted lines underneath object instantiations are their time lines. Vertical
bars on time lines represent the instantiation lifetime and horizontal arrows represent
messages sent among instantiations.

The sequence diagram captures the detailed interaction between the user and
VL subsystems. Figure 3.11 shows a general UML sequence diagram of VLs for
telerobotics, where the subsystems are represented by the Mount, Define, and Execute
instantiations. The diagram defines that these subsystems are executed in a sequential
and synchronized way, and the user receives feedback to know the status of each
experiment stage.

Notice that during the execution of the experiment, the user is allowed to introduce
commands to modify specific independent variables. However, these specific variables
are not necessarily tested in the experiment execution. For instance, when the user
mounts, defines, and executes a robotic teleoperation experiment, the independent
variables can be the type of sensors to be used, the robot itself, the method used
to drive the robot, or the robot workspace. Specific independent variables to be
defined and tested can be the sensors' range or the scalar constants to tune-up a PID
controller for robot effectors.

Specific independent variables, introduced during the experiment execution stage,
are the commands issued by the user from Guest, which are necessary to produce
dependent variables, such as sensor measurements, position, or speed. Since each
introduced specific variable (control command) generates a new dependent variable
(system output), the user has to receive an updated feedback from the experiment.
Therefore, robotic teleoperation increases the interaction between Guest and Host
systems.

3.4.9 Statechart Diagram
Statechart diagrams are used to describe the behavior of instances of a model element,
such as an object or an interaction. Specifically, statecharts describe possible sequences
of states and actions through which the element instances can proceed during its life-
time as a result of reacting to discrete events, such as signals and operation invocations.

A UML statechart diagram is one way to describe and specify internal changes
in VL subsystems. When an object is modified because of internal events in the
system or time, then the object has changed its state. Statechart diagrams show the
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Figure 3.11: General UML sequence diagram of the VL framework defines the in-
teraction between VL subsystems and the user. Labeled arrows define messages sent
between the user and VL subsystems.

inner states of objects, transitions between states, and indicate a start and finish of
consecutive state changes.

Graphically, rounded rectangles represent object states; transitions between states
are represented by arrows connecting states, a filled circle represents the start and
another circle with a filled dot represents the final state. A general statechart diagram
for VLs is shown in Figure 3.12. It shows inner states of mount, define, and execute
VL subsystems.

The statechart depicted in Figure 3.12 describes, in a general way, the expected
behavior of a VL system. For example, once the VL is started, it executes a procedure
to acquire experiment settings. When the user introduces experiment settings, the VL
system goes to the next state and immediately generates sensory feedback regarding
the introduced settings. The VL outputs sensory information via its output devices to
be received by the user.

Then, a procedure to acquire setting confirmation is executed. If the settings are
not confirmed (not correct), then the setting acquisition procedure starts again. If
the settings are confirmed, then the system goes to the confirmed setting state and
is ready to mount the experiment. This state-transition sequence continues until the
user stops the VL system.
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Figure 3.12: General UML statechart diagram of the VL framework that defines
internal states of mount, define, and execute VL subsystems.
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3.4.10 UML Statechart Diagram Formal Definition
A statechart diagram is a representation of a state machine (finite automaton)
emphasizing the flow of control from state to state. Statecharts are graphs of states
connected by transitions; transitions indicate movements from one state to another.
Statechart diagrams represent the behavior of entities capable of dynamic behavior
by specifying their response to the receipt of event instances. Typically, this diagram
is used for describing the behavior of class instances, but statechart diagrams may
also describe the behavior of other entities such as: use-cases, actors, subsystems,
operations, or methods [Booch et al. 1999].

Let ST denote a statechart diagram; ST is defined by the following seven-tuple
[Jansamak and Surarerks 2004]:

ST=(S,TsT,E,C,A,i,f), (3.1)

where:

• S is a finite set of states.

• E is a finite set of events.

• C is a finite set of conditions.

• A is a finite set of actions.

• TST Q {S x E x C x 2A x S} is & finite set of transitions where 2A denotes the
power set of A.

• i G S is a initial state.

• / G S is a final state.

The following remarks are concerning the statechart diagram definition.

In statecharts, each transition arrow has a label that comes in three parts:
Event ICondition]'/Activity; all the parts are optional. The occurrence of an event v
fires a transition t (t G TST) if the machine is in the source state s (s G S) of t; the
occurrence of v matches event e (e G E) of t, and condition c (c G C) of t holds. Since
label parts are optional, a missing activity a indicates that the machine does not do
anything during transition t. A missing condition c indicates that the machine always
takes transition t if the appropriate event e occurs. A missing event e indicates that
the machine take the transition t immediately, which is seen mostly with diagrams
representing activities-states [Fowler 2002].

In this study, transitions are labeled with activities a that usually process user
inputs, e.g. "acquire experiment settings" where the activity description (acquire)
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includes the user input (experiment settings); otherwise, transitions are taken imme-
diately by the machine, e.g. "mount experiment", where the activity (mount) needs
the previous state as input. Therefore, the statechart diagram formal definition is
simplified to the following five-tuple:

ST=(S,TST,A,iJ) (3.2)

On the other hand, a state machine is an automaton capable of representing a
language according to well-defined rules. The set of labels for the transitions is the
event set (alphabet E) of the automaton. Given the finite set T,ST (the alphabet
of statechart ST), notation T,*ST denotes the set of all finite sequences (strings) of
elements in £ST , including the zero length sequence e.

Notation f(y, a) = x means that if the automaton is in state y, then upon the
occurrence of event a, the automaton will make an instantaneous transition to state x.
This notation is called the transition function, while is extended to f(y, a) — x, where
a G A*. On the other hand, notation T(x) is the set of all events a for which / (x , a) is
defined and called the active event set (feasible event set) of the automaton at state x
[Cassandras and Lafortune 2001].

Definition 1: Let L(ST) denote the language generated by ST, defined as

L(ST) = {w e T,*ST \3y E S, such that T(y) = w and f(i,w) is defined}. (3.3)

3.5 Event-based Architecture
This work also introduces a general architecture that provides foundations for required
stability, synchronization, and autonomy properties in designed VLs, and supplies the
necessary control design for VL development. This architecture combines event-based
and supervisory control approaches. Therefore, the architecture is non-time refer-
enced; it can provide a closed-loop control; it takes into account prediction; it can be
customized to fulfill specifications of each VL subsystem (mount, define, and execute),
and it is compatible with Petri Net modeling techniques.

3.5.1 Event-Based Planning and Control Theory
The major difference between transferring information and performing bilateral
teleoperation via the Internet is that the latter requires action synchronization
that is crucial for the success of execution of the actions [Xi and Tarn 1999]. Since
packet exchange in the Internet is affected by the packet's routes and handling
policies at each node the packet traverses, the communication time delay is a
random variable [Oboe and Fiorini 1997, Bolot et al. 1990]. This random delay has
resulted in the loss of synchronization of time-based action references among com-
ponents of bilateral teleoperation systems, causing their instability [Xi and Tarn 1999].
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Event-based control systems are immune to almost all the delay-related problems
because they are non-time referenced systems. To achieve stability and synchroniza-
tion over the Internet, VL subsystems are designed as event-based, action-referenced
systems, which are developed based on the event-based planning and control theory
discussed by [Xi 1993].

Signals in VL subsystems must be sampled with respect to an action reference
other than time. Equivalently, this implies that system components reference a
non-time based action reference. The idea is to model the system and task as a
function of a non-time-based variable, which is denoted by s and called the event-based
action reference. Figure 3.13 shows the comparison between the typical time-based
and the event-based control schemes [Elhajj et al. 2003].

In the time-based control scheme depicted by Figure 3.13(a), the Planner block
represents a planner process (e.g. operator) that introduces a reference input yd (e.g.
command) into the system. This reference yd is compared with the system's output
y received via the feedback loop to produce error e. This error e is introduced into
the Controller block to regulate Robot behavior. Variable d represents disturbances
affecting Robot behavior.

In Figure 3.13(b), the Action Reference block acts like a clock for the system. It is
a map from the output or state of the robotic system y to a scalar variable s. Formally,
it maps the output of a robotic system y G Y to a scalar variable s E S,

II : Y i—> S. (3.4)

Reference s is usually taken to be a physical output of the system, such as
distance or position. For example, s can be chosen as the distance traveled by
the end effector of the Robot. However, the event-based reference s can also be
a virtual one that does not correspond to any physical quantity. For example, s
can be chosen to be the number of control cycles (iterations) the system has performed.

The design criterion for the event-based stability is based on the following theorem
that was introduced and proved in [Xi 1993, Tarn et al. 1996, Xi and Tarn 1999,
Tan et al. 1999].

Theorem 1: If the original robot dynamic system (without remote hu-
man/autonomous controller) is asymptotically stable with time t as its action
reference; and the new non-time action reference, s = Yl(y) is a (monotone increasing)
nondecreasing function of time t, then the system is (asymptotically) stable with
respect to the new action reference s [Xi 1993].

This theorem was proved by using the Converse Theorem [Hahn 1967] in
[Xi 1993, Xi and Tarn 1999]. The above theorem provided a way to develop stable
event-based VL systems over the Internet. The only requirement is that the robot
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Figure 3.13: (a) Typical time-based planning and control system scheme; (b) event-
based planning and control scheme.

must be a stable system, meaning that robot dynamics is asymptotically stable with
time t as its action reference.

For teleoperation systems, some considerations have to be made to apply this
approach. First, in teleoperation, there is no predefined path. The path is gen-
erated based on received feedback. Second, the system should be transparent
to the operator. Hence, feedback should accord with the current state of the sys-
tem. Therefore, the system has to be designed to eliminate the buffering effect of delay.

The buffering effect is caused by many delayed signal instances flowing within
the network. This effect provokes the user to make decisions and introduces new
commands into the system based on signal instances that reflect past states of the
system. Then, the system becomes unstable, loses its transparency, and suffers
desynchr onization.

A great advantage of the event-based control approach is its ability of translating its
dynamics into Petri Net formalism, and providing design techniques based on behav-
ioral properties of Petri Nets to analyze and assure stability and synchronization of de-
signed teleoperation systems [Elhajj et al. 2001, Elhajj et al. 2003, Elhajj et al. 2004].
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3.5.2 Event-Based Design Requirements
The developer must take into account two necessary properties of event-based systems
to produce VL design procedures. When the s reference variable is chosen, it has
to be chosen in a way that makes the system event-synchronized [Elhajj et al. 2002a,
Elhajj et al. 2004] and the event-based sampling period S has to satisfy the following
sampling condition [Unser 2000, Elhajj 2002]:

7T
> (3.5)KS ~

where if is a scaling constant between event-based reference and time and the sensed
sensory feedback is band-limited by the maximum angular frequency wmax and
fmax = wmax/n is its Nyquist frequency.

The event-syncronization property means that system signals (control and feed-
back) are always referencing the same event-based reference. An event-synchronized
teleoperation system is one in which all the signals (control and feedback) in the
system are always referencing the same event-based reference [Elhajj et al. 2003].
Event-synchronization definition is similar to time synchronization for open loop
systems. However, event-based applications for bilateral teleoperation are closed-loop
systems. Instead of using time as reference, the event-based reference is being used,
and it includes the control signal, too.

Furthermore, when different sensory informations are sensed by a teleoperation
system, a master sensory information would be chosen and synchronization would be
carried out with respect to it. For example, with video and force, force can be the
master stream (provided in real time) since it is more informative and requires less
bandwidth than video [Elhajj 2002].

3.5.3 Petri Net Formal Definition
A Petri Net is a graphical and mathematical modeling tool. Several Petri Net behav-
ioral properties are used to analyze VL dynamics and verify VL event-synchronization.
These models were first developed by [Petri 1962]. Transitions, places, and arcs
characterize a Petri Net graph. Such a graph has two types of nodes, places and
transitions; arcs indicate the relationships between places and transitions. Petri Nets
are bipartite graphs since arcs cannot directly connect nodes of the same type. Rather,
arcs connect places to transitions and transitions to places. Several conditions have to
be satisfied so that a transition may occur.

Petri Net notation is associated with many types of systems in the engineer-
ing field, such as manufacturing, telecommunication, and robotics. A Petri Net
advantage is its ability to decompose or modularize a potentially complex system
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[Cassandras and Lafortune 2001].

In graphical representation, places are drawn as circles, transitions as bars or boxes.
Arcs are labeled with their weights (positive integers), where a fc-weighted arc can be
interpreted as the set of k parallel arcs. Labels for unity weight are usually omitted. A
marking (state) M assigns a nonnegative integer k to each place p. M is an m-vector
where m is the total number of places p. The ith. component of M, denoted by
is the number of tokens in place p^.

M = (3-6)

It is said that a place p^ is marked with k tokens (denoted as n(pi) = k). Pictorially,
k black dots (tokens) are in p*. A simple Petri Net is shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: Simple Petri Net with two places, two transitions and one token in
(fi(pi) = 1); thus, its marking is M = 1,0.

Formally speaking, let PN denote a Petri Net. It is defined to be the five-tuple:

P n TPN = 0 and TPN

(3.7)

(3.8)

where P denotes the finite set of places of PN, Tp^ is the finite set of transitions of
PN, £ C {P x T} U {T x P} denotes the finite set of directed arcs connecting places
and transitions of PN, Mo denotes the initial marking of PN, and a G T,PN is the
labeling function that associates with each transition t € T, an event a(t) belonging
to the finite event set T,PN. The labeling function a is extended to a =
in a natural way [Kumar and Holloway 1996].

TPN T,*PN

In the Petri Net formalism, for each t G Tp^, notation t° and °t are used to denote
the set of "output" and "input" places oft, respectively, i.e.,

(3.10)
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Similarly, for each p £ P, p° and °p denote the sets of transitions for which p is an
"output" and "input" place, respectively, i.e.,

)eO, (3.H)
)e£}. (3.12)

The number of tokens may change during the execution of PN, where transitions
are active components. The change of state of PN is according to the following firing
rule [VanDerAalst 1998]:

1. A transition t € TP^ is said to be enabled if, and only if, each input place °t
contains at least one token.

2. An enabled transition may fire. If transition t fires, then t consumes one token
from each input place °t and produces one token in each output place t°.

Given a marking M and r G TPN, notation M[r > M' is used to denote the
marking reached M' by firing the transition sequence r starting at M, provided r is
fireable in M, else it is undefined [Kumar and Holloway 1996].

Letting L(PN) denote the language generated by PN, it is defined as:

L(PN) = {z e I!™ \3T e TPN, such that a(r) = z and Mo[r > is defined}. (3.13)

The language generated by Petri Nets is referred to as P-type language. In a
Petri Net, the occurrence of a language symbol can be represented by the firing of a
transition [Moody and Ansalklis 1998].

3.5.4 Proposed Architecture
The event-based control approach and some of its considerations can be applied to VL
systems for telerobotic experimentation. To mount, define, and execute experiments,
VL subsystems have to be performed in a sequential and synchronized way. Signal
flow between Guest and Host must correspond to the current experimental task
and its state. An event-based design for VL subsystems must take into account a
reference parameter that reflects subsystem behavior, such as a measure of its effect
on the remote environment (distance, and position, among others). A teleoperation
architecture that considers the event-based approach and the VL model entities is
shown in Figure 3.15.

The proposed architecture is composed of the model entities previously described
in the abstract VL model. The Mechanism and Control Device block encapsulates the
effectors and mechanisms composing a typical robotic device. Where d(t) represents
disturbance introduced by the Remote Environment, y(t) is the output of the VL
system, and e(s) is the error resulting from the comparison of y'(t) from the Sensed
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Figure 3.15: General teleoperation architecture to provide control design in VL devel-
opment. This architecture relates the event-based control with the VL model entities.

Data Processing and Sensor feedback loop and signal reference ys(s). The system
effect x{t) resulting from the last y(t) is acquired by the Sensor device and Sensed
Data Processing blocks to supply the non-time based action reference s to the Sensory
Conversion block. The 5 reference synchronizes the experiment state with the sensory
signal q(s) generated by the Sensory Conversion and Output Device blocks. Then, the
Operator using the Input Device and Input Processing blocks produce the reference
input ys(s) that is used by the Experiment Control block.

For the Simulation block, s is also the synchronization reference to generate a
predicted signal yp(s) starting from the last ys(s). This means that Simulation is
synchronized to feedback sensory information, based on the last Operator's command.
Therefore, it can generate useful sensory information in real-time or predict command
effects and robot status in the Remote Environment.

From the Supervisory Control point of view, Experiment Control can provide
stability and autonomy to carry on planned tasks requested by the Operator. In that
case, the control blocks in the Operator's side behave as the planner block of Figure
3.13, where the Operator is considered as a supervisor, then ys(s) is treated as a
high level command and the Experiment Control output is the low level command to
control the robot.
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The stability of the proposed teleoperation architecture can be formally stated
with the following corollary of Theorem 1:

Corollary: / / the dynamics of the system closed by the Experiment Control and
the Sensed Data Processing-Sensor blocks, with time t as its action reference, is
asymptotically stable, then the control loop closed by the Operator and the Remote
Environment, using an action reference s (non-decreasing function of time t), is
asymptotically stable with respect to s.

Proof:

Necessary: Assume that the dynamics of the system closed by the Experiment
Control and the Sensed Data Processing-Sensor blocks, with time t as its action
reference, is unstable. It means that the robot control dynamic system (without the
human Operator) is unstable. Therefore, it does not satisfy Theorem 1 requirements
to design a stable event-based teleoperation system [Elhajj et al. 2000b].

Sufficient: Now, assume that the dynamics of the system closed by the Experiment
Control and the Sensed Data Processing-Sensor blocks, with time t as its action
reference, is asymptotically stable. This means that the robot control dynamic
system is asymptotically stable, allowing the use of Theorem 1 as a design criterion
[Elhajj et al. 2000b].

Since Sensed Data Processing-Sensor blocks in the control loop closed by the
Operator and the Remote Environment act as the Action Reference Block in the
control scheme shown in Figure 3.13(b). Scalar variable s maps the output or state of
the robotic system in the Remote Environment x(t); thus, the reference s is taken to
be a physical output of the system (distance to the origin, angle, absolute position,
among others). Then assume that the reference s is chosen in a way that satisfies
Eq. 3.15. This implies that the system satisfies event-based design requirements
[Elhajj 2002, Elhajj et al. 2003].

Furthermore, control and feedback signals in the Sensory Conversion-Output
Device, Input Device-Input Processing, and Simulation blocks are always referenced
to the same common event s at any point in time. This implies that the Operator-
Remote Environment closed loop is event-synchronized. This property implies that
two different control blocks cannot be at different events; in this closed-loop, the
feedback obtained by the Operator has to correspond to the most up-to-date status
of the robot being controlled, or corresponds to a simulated prediction synchronized
with the most up-to-date status of the robot. Therefore, control signals have the same
action reference stamp as the feedback being rendered. Thus, the Operator and the
Robot are always synchronized in event regardless of time delay and its variations
[Elhajj et al. 2000a].
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Finally, assume that the non-time action reference s is a (monotone increasing)
non-decreasing function of time t. Then, the asymptotic stability of the system with
respect to s is proven by Theorem 1 [Xi 1993]. This asymptotic stability is proven
regardless of the Internet random delay [Xi and Tarn 1999]. •

On the other hand, since the event-based control approach does not provide a
way to predict future system responses, this thesis introduces a design criterion. This
design criterion defines the internal off-line frequency and sampling period S3im of the
Simulation block, and it is formally stated with the following theorem:

Theorem 2: / / the event-based system is asymptotically stable with an action ref-
erence s and the Simulation block starts predicting from event sn (n £ Z+) the re-
constructed effect of future events, then the simulated system must output a simulated
effect x'(t) on the simulated remote environment, which is band-limited by

W'max > Wmax (3.14)

and the internal off-line sampling period SSim of the Simulation block must satisfy the
following sampling condition:

* ^ (3.15)

Proof:

Necessary: If the real event-based system is action-referenced to s with a sampling
period S, assume that the deviations of the non-uniform samples of the sensed effect
x(t) (produced by the real system) from uniform samples are 5n [Elhajj et al. 2003,
Elhajj 2002]. In addition, assume that the sampling period S defines the function
[Unser 2000, Corporation 2005]:

n=-oo

X SiU Wmax(s ~ TlK S)
n ~ (s-nKS) ' ( }

wmax\s nJ\ J)

where sample values of /5(s) are 5n,

P(nKS) = Sn (3.17)

and the transformation between the s-axis and i-axis is

t = s-/3(s). (3.18)

It follows that

if s = nKS, then t = nKS - /3(nKS) = nKS - Sn. (3.19)

Therefore, Eq. 3.18 transforms the point nKS into the point nKS — Sn of the x-axis
[Elhajj 2002].
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Since sn < sn + 1 =>• tn < tn+i and two events cannot occur at the same time instant,
Eq. 3.18 is an increasing function of s and its inverse Fourier transform exists:

(3.20)

Define the function
g(s) = x[s - j3(s)) = x(t), (3.21)

that implies
g(nKS) = x(nKS-Sn). (3.22)

Hence, g(s) is known at a sequence of equidistant points s = nKS. If this signal is
band-limited by wmax, then S can be chosen such that the sampling theorem condition
is satisfied [Unser 2000, Corporation 2005]:

~f7~n — wmax, (3.23)

then the following reconstruction equation (the cardinal series expansion) will hold:

g(s)= J2 x(nKS-Sn)~ , , • (3.24)
W \S ~ Tin. Z>)

Since Eq. 3.15 implies that nKSsim < nKS, then Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.24 will hold
for a simulated reconstructed signal g'(s) (yp(s) in the architecture scheme) defined
by nKSsim < nKS, as follows.

(3.25)

Suppose that the simulated effect x'(t) is band-limited by w'max = wmax. If
7T 7T

KSsim KSJ

then the simulated system starting from sn will predict the effect of future event s'n+1.
This means that the simulated reconstructed signal g'(s) has reached event s'n+1, as
shown in Figure 3.16. This implies that the simulated output x'(t) had the necessary
effect to reach a predefined state of the simulated robotic system (distance, position,
among others).

Now, suppose that the simulated effect x'(t) is band-limited by w'max > wmax. If

j £ ~ > ~ih> (3-26)
ft Osim A O

then the simulated system will predict the reconstructed effects of events s'n+1, s'n+2,....
and s'j in a period S if

Ssim = ~S and w'max = jwmax, (3.27)

as shown in Figure 3.16.
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Sufficient: If the real system is action referenced to s with a sampling period S,
suppose that w'max — wmax and

then Eq. 3.23 and Eq. 3.24 will not hold with nKSSim > nKS, implying that
the simulated system will provide an aliased reconstructed effect g'(s) of the real
reconstructed effect g(s), as shown in Figure 3.17. Even if w'max > wmax, the simu-
lation will reconstruct an aliased effect g'(s) of the real system reconstructed effect g(s).

As a consequence, the simulated system has to be designed with an internal
iteration frequency w'max greater or equal to the maximum frequency wmax and with a
internal sampling period less or equal to the sampling period of the action reference s
of the real event-based system. •

Thus, the proposed teleoperation architecture can work in the following operation
modes:

Bilateral Teleoperation: Operator and Remote Environment close a control loop,
where the sampling period S of the non-time based reference s must be cho-
sen, based on the sampling condition of Eq. 3.23 [Unser 2000, Elhajj 2002].

Teleoperation + Simulation: A main control loop is closed by Operator and Remote
Environment and an off-line simulated control loop is closed in the Simulation
procedure in the Operator (Guest) system. The sampling condition of the main
control is chosen using Eq.. 3.23, while the internal iteration frequency and sim-
ulated sampling period nKSsim of the Simulation block must be chosen, based
on the following condition:

(3.29)

Supervisory Control: Sensory Conversion, Output Device, Operator, Input Device,
Input Processing, and Simulation blocks of the Operator (Guest) side work as a
planner as shown in Figure 3.13, and the overall closed-loop system is event-based
referenced to s, based on the sampling condition of Eq. 3.23.

3.6 VL Modeling Conclusion
This chapter has provided a complete definition of VLs for telerobotics and a control
basis for their development. The generic and modular VL model was translated into
UML diagrams. The model was also related to event-based planning and control
theory for Internet-based telerobotics through a general event-based teleoperation
architecture.
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The model provides a panoramic view that describes processes and devices in
a VL system. The model translation into standard UML diagrams introduces a
formal definition of every aspect of VL systems. The class diagram provided an
object-oriented overview of procedures and devices as components of the VL class.
The collaboration diagrams have shown interactions between procedures and devices
composing VL. These interactions were displayed as conceptual associations between
class instantiations. The deployment diagram showed distribution of software and
hardware. Use case and sequence diagrams relate VL development with the True
Experiment concept and showed multiple interactions between VL subsystems and
the user. State changes of VL components are described by UML statechart diagram.

Control design foundations were also introduced using a general teleoperation
architecture to generate design procedures. This architecture was defined by taking
into account VL model components and the event-based control approach. The
event-based control provided conditions to implement stable and synchronized VL
systems, and the necessary compatibility with the Petri Net modeling and analysis
technique.

These different modeling techniques (UML and Petri Net) are used to design VL
applications by a development methodology that will be introduced in Chapter 4. The
proposed methodology will use the VL framework as reference and will customize it
to fulfill experiment specifications. The methodology will take advantage of Petri Net
analysis and control techniques to systematize the dynamic design and implementation
of VLs for telerobotic issues.

Furthermore, the proposed methodology will be independent of any standard inter-
communication technologies (e.g. CORBA) and, at the same time, will be expandable
and applicable to design VL applications based on those technologies because of its
object-oriented approach.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between real and simulated reconstructed output signals.
The first row describes the real output effect x(t) referenced to t. Second row represents
a simulated signal g'(s) referenced to s, reconstructed with the same sampling period
than the real reconstructed signal g(s). Third row describes a simulated output effect
x'(t) band limited by w'max > wmax. Fourth row describes a simulated signal g'(s)
reconstructed with a sampling period minor than g(s).
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between real and simulated reconstructed output signals.
The first row describes the real output effect x(t) referenced to t. Second row represents
the effect g(s) referenced to s, reconstructed with a sampling period S. Third row
describes an aliased simulated signal g'(s) reconstructed with a sampling period greater
than g(s).



Chapter 4

Development Methodology

Challenges faced by developers when designing and building VLs for Internet-based
telerobotic experimentation are quite diverse and more complicated than the problems
in design that show up in the development of traditional teleoperation applications.
From the beginning, VL development must take into account main functionalities
needed to perform a true experimentation: mount, define, and execute. These
functionalities embody complex processes that are necessary to remotely control
and monitor the experiment, run activities to set and modify experiment settings,
and request and gather information regarding experiment behavior. In addition,
these functionalities must be integrated into a complex system (the VL) that allows
performing them in a sequential and synchronized way.

To reduce and guide efforts required for designing and implementing new VL
applications, this chapter introduces a development methodology based on the
proposed generic VL framework for prioritizing the sequential execution of experi-
ment functionalities into VL designs. The proposed methodology was described in
[Borstel and Gordillo 2004b] and consists of four phases for modeling, analyzing, and
designing VL applications, as shown in Figure 4.1.

In the first phase, the experiment is conceptually designed to accomplish VL
functionalities and is analyzed to define processes and methods needed to perform
experiment objectives. This phase generates the experiment process flow chart, several
specification tables, and hierarchical charts. These tables and hierarchical charts
include functional descriptions and specifications of necessary processes and devices
per functionality.

In the second phase, the methodology transforms the process flow chart, specifi-
cation tables, and hierarchical charts into the proposed UML framework to provide
a standard representation of the VL design. VL main functionalities (mount, define,
and execute) are treated as subsystems, which are represented by customized instan-
tiations of the VL framework. In this phase, the inherent procedures and devices
of these subsystems are identified, based on their functional descriptions as class

53
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Figure 4.1: Methodology phases for developing VLs for telerobotic experimentation
over the Internet. The method consist of four phases to develop VLs from their abstract
design to their implementation.

instantiations (objects) of the VL framework. Specific functions found in process and
device descriptions are identified as operation methods and their interrelationships are
described as object associations. Identified classes and their operational methods and
associations are then represented by several UML diagrams to integrate a customized
VL framework, which provides a structural definition of the VL subsystem.

The third phase extracts the detailed behavior of each subsystem, represented by
UML statechart diagrams, to convert it into Petri Net formalism. This formalism
provides tools to quantitatively and qualitatively analyze the dynamics of each VL
subsystem design. This step is necessary because of the lack of analytical techniques
in UML notation. Furthermore, UML statechart diagrams are converted into Petri
Net elements to provide a way to analyze and validate required behavioral properties
for event-based Internet-based systems.

A merge of VL subsystem Petri Nets and an analysis of the resulting composed
Petri Net are made in the last phase. Petri Net techniques, synchronous transi-
tion composition, and parallel place fusion, are used to integrate VL subsystems
into a composed Petri Net. This composed net is analyzed to check that VL
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subsystems will be performed sequentially and correctly. VL subsystems are DES
(Discrete Event Systems) with discrete state spaces and event-driven state transitions
[Moody and Ansalklis 1998]. If VL subsystems have not required behavioral properties
to accomplish experiment goals, then the developer can apply supervisory control
methods for DES to synthesize controller nets, which provide the necessary control to
execute them appropriately. Thus, the controlled composed Petri Net is a tested VL
dynamic design.

Once developmental phases are finished, the VL is denned statically and dynam-
ically by UML and Petri Net formalisms. VL subsystems are denned by customized
UML frameworks, which specify software structure and functionality to provide a guide
for their implementation into object-oriented programming languages. Generated Petri
Nets specify the dynamics of the VL and allow their analysis and verification before
their implementation. Petri Net formalism is also compatible with object-oriented pro-
gramming languages and their event control procedures. Therefore, the composed Petri
Net can be directly used by developers to implement the necessary control among VL
procedures.

4.1 Experiment Design and Functionality Analysis
The proposed methodology starts with the conceptual design and analysis of the
telerobotic experiment. This conceptual design must take into account experiment
functionalities to achieve a true experiment [Hicks 1982], which were specified by
the UML use case diagram of the VL framework. A general process flow chart,
functional descriptions, and computer-based techniques among other hardware and
software specifications are then described. This design is analyzed to separate Mount,
Define and Execute functionalities and treat them independently. In the experiment
analysis, computer-based techniques and devices are treated as processes, which have
specific functions in the VL application. These processes are described by hierarchical
charts, which show main functionalities at the top, and procedures with their specific
functions at the bottom.

Once the process flow chart is finished, experiment functionalities are described
by tables that include their procedures and specifications. These functionalities are
also described by hierarchical charts, which specify relationships among procedures
and their specific functions. The methodology continues to translate this design into a
formal standard modeling language.

4.2 Subsystem Identification in the VL Framework
The second phase in development methodology identifies objects in the experiment
and relates them to the proposed UML framework to generate a formal VL model.
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Figure 4.2: Diagrams of the first developmental phase: a) process flow charts, b)
tables filled with the functionality specifications, c) hierarchical charts of experiment
functionalities.

Generated diagrams and charts, per each VL functionality, are considered as sub-
systems. They are related to the VL framework to create customized instantiations.
Three modeling stages are specified in this phase: structure, dynamics, and operation
modeling.

At the first modeling stage, processes from hierarchical charts are identified as
class instantiations of the VL framework, and their specific functions are treated as
operation methods of VL classes. Then, the VL class domain is created to describe
the static structure of VL subsystems. Specifications recovered from the functionality
tables are treated as attributes of identified VL classes and operation methods to
generate customized class diagrams of the VL framework. In these class diagrams,
interrelationships among processes described by the experiment process flow chart are
interpreted as class associations, as shown in Figure 4.3.

In the second modeling stage, information contained in the experiment description
is used to construct UML sequence diagrams. If complex behaviors that cannot be
represented by standard UML sequence diagrams exist, e.g., choice, then extensions
made by [Jeng and Lu 2002] should be used. Thus, these sequence diagrams will
formally represent the desired behavior of the VL design and will provide foundations
to create collaboration diagrams, which represent message flow among class instantia-
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Figure 4.3: First modeling stage in the subsystem identification into the VL framework.
In this Figure, informal diagrams for the first functionality (mount) are translated into
the UML VL framework (class and distribution diagrams) for structure modeling. This
procedure is repeated for define and execute functionalities.

tions (objects), as shown in Figure 4.4.

In the last modeling stage, the detailed behavior of VL subsystems is defined and
described using UML statechart diagrams based on the previous generated diagrams
and the experiment description, as shown in Figure 4.5. Notice that statechart
diagrams provide the way to extract the detailed dynamics of VL applications. They
allow their conversion into Petri Nets to provide tools to analyze and design system
behavior in detail.

4.3 Conversion into Dynamic Model and Analysis
Although UML is convenient for modeling complex systems and is widely accepted by
the industrial sector, it is not equipped with necessary techniques to qualitatively and
quantitatively analyze behavioral properties of designed systems. Therefore, UML
statechart diagrams are converted into Petri Nets to take advantage of their powerful
analysis and design techniques.
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Figure 4.4: Second modeling stage in the subsystem identification in the VL frame-
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Petri Nets are powerful graphical and mathematical modeling tools to describe
and analyze discrete systems, such as DES. They are able to visually show structure
and dynamics of many systems, such as computer-based systems, and make it possible
to generate state equations and mathematical models to represent and specify their
behavior.

Since this work proposes a complete development of VL applications, it translates
UML statechart diagrams into the Petri Net formalism to cover every aspect of VL
dynamics design. The following subsections formally introduce the proposed transfor-
mation, based on state machine theory foundations.

4.3.1 Statechart diagram-Petri Net Conversion
Petri Nets are classified according to structural properties involving the ways arcs
connect places and transitions. A Petri Net represents a state machine if all transitions
have one input and one output. Significant nodes in a state machine are places. Each
transition allows tokens to flow from one place to another, but a token in a particular
place may enable multiple transitions. This is referred to as a conflict, decision, or
choice, depending on applications. All finite automata can be described as Petri Net
state machines [Murata 1989].

Several methods for converting UML diagrams into Petri Nets have been
proposed. Some of them convert UML activity, use case, class, deployment,
and statechart diagrams into multiple subclasses of Petri Nets (timed, la-
beled, colored) [Boccalatte et al. 1999, Bondavalli et al. 1999, Bordbar et al. 2000,
Chang et al. 2000, Lu 2001].

The proposed transformation method converts UML statechart diagrams (behav-
ing as state machines) into low level and unmodified Petri Nets to translate system
dynamics. These low level Petri Nets are preferred because their multiple analysis
techniques are supported. More analycal techniques have been developed for low level
Petri nets than high level and modified nets, such as timed, labeled, and colored.

Several conversion rules for statechart diagrams and extensions for sequence
diagrams that allow representing concurrency, synchronization, non-determinism, and
other properties of Petri Nets were introduced by the work of [Jeng and Lu 2002]
work. However, these rules were not formally established. This study will propose a
formal conversion to generate ordinary Petri Nets from statechart diagrams behaving
as state machines, meaning that all transitions have one input state and one output
state. Therefore, statechart diagrams are defined by initial and final pseudostates,
transitions, and simple states without extensions, such as state orthogonality for
representing concurrency [Booch et al. 1999].

Since UML statecharts and Petri Nets are based on foundations of finite state
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machines and contain states and transitions, the proposed UML statechart-Petri Net
translation is simple. Each state is converted into a Petri Net place and each transition
into a Petri Net transition.

Slate 1

Perform
Procedure 1

State2

State 1

Perform
Procedure 1

State2

Figure 4.6: UML statechart-Petri Net conversion. The formal conversion translates
UML statecharts behaving as machine states into ordinary Petri Nets. System states
are converted into places and transitions are converted into Petri Net transitions.

Definition 2: Formally, the proposed conversion function is denoted as G(ST) =
PN, the statechart diagram (state machine) is ST = (5, TST, A, i, f), which is con-
verted into a PN = (P, Tp^, £, Mo, a), where:

P = {s\seS}

TPN = {t\t G TST}

a = {x\x G T,ST}

= {a\a G {{(s,£) is defined} U {(£, s) is defined}
and s G S and t G T$T}

f 1 if p = i and i G S
I 0 otherwise

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)
In automata theory, two automata are said to be equivalent if they generate and

accept the same languages [Cassandras and Lafortune 2001]. Formally, Automata A\
and A2 are said to be equivalent if

L(AX) = L{A2). (4.6)

Therefore, the equivalence between the Petri Net PT generated by G(ST) and the
original statechart ST can be formally stated by the following theorem.
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Theorem 3: / / statechart diagram ST, behaving as state machine automaton, is
represented by transitions with one input and one output states and states that include
the start and final states, then ST is equivalent to an ordinary Petri Net PN generated
by G(ST), when

L(ST) = L(PN). (4.7)

Proof:

This is a deductive proof based on set theory. For two sets Si and S2, if S\ C 52
and Sx D S2 then Si = S2. This proof will demonstrate that if L(ST) C L(PN) and
L(ST) D L{PN), then L(ST) = L(PN).

• To prove L(ST) C L(PN), let x G L(ST); then this first part will prove that
x G L(PN). By language definition of a statechart diagram: if x G L(ST),
then x G T,*ST and 3y G 5, such that T(y) = x and f(i,x) is defined. In the
same way, function G(ST) defines that TPN = TST, which implies that TPN =
TgT. Furthermore, G(ST) defines a = T,ST and since the labeling function a is
extended to a = TPN —> £PiV, this implies that the extended function a = £PAr =
T,*ST; thus x G £PiV and 3r e TPN, such that a(r) = x. Finally, since f(i,x) is
defined and the conversion function defines G : i —> Mo, it implies that Mo[x > is
also defined. Therefore, x e L(PN), which implies that L(ST) C L(PN), when
G(ST) =

• To prove L(ST) D L(PN), let x G L(PN); then this second part will prove that
x E L(ST). By language definition of a Petri Net: if x e L(PN), then x G Sp^
and 3r G TPAf, such that a(r) = x and M0[r > is defined. In the same way,
function G(ST) produces TST — TPN, which implies that TgT = TPN. Further-
more, G(ST) defines a = E571 and, since the labeling function a is extended to
a = TPN —> SPiV, this implies that the extended function a = SPiV = T,ST; thus
x G S^T. Finally, since MO[T > is defined and the conversion function defines
G : Mo —• i, it implies that / ( i , x) is also defined and that 3y G S, such that
T(y) - x. Therefore, x G L(ST), which implies that L(PN) D L(ST), when
G{ST) = PN.

Therefore, if G{ST) = PN => L{ST) = L(PN). n

This result implies that a state machine automaton represented by a UML
statechart diagram is equivalent to an ordinary Petri Net generated by the proposed
conversion method. The VL statechart diagram shown in Figure 3.12 was translated
into a Petri Net graph using the proposed method, as shown in Figure 4.7.

Since this conversion results in a Petri Net for each VL subsystem represented
by a statechart diagram, these Petri Nets are convenient for further qualitative and
quantitative analysis as event-based VL subsystem designs.
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Figure 4.7: Petri Net generated from UML statechart diagram of Figure 3.12, using
the statechart-Petri Net conversion method.
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4.3.2 Petri Net Analysis
Generated Petri Nets are used to make a dynamic analysis of VL subsystems to verify
their behavioral properties, such as liveness, and boundedness, among others. Petri
Nets support analysis of many important properties associated with the systems that
they model. These properties are grouped into those that are dependent on initial
marking (behavioral properties) and those that are independent of initial marking
(structural properties). The following behavioral properties are important for VL de-
sign:

Boundedness: a Petri Net PN is said to be fc-bounded or simply-bounded if the
number of tokens do not exceed a finite number k for any reachable marking M
from the initial marking Mo. This implies that there is no accumulation of tokens
in places at any time. A Petri Net with 1-bounded property is said to be "safe".

Liveness: the concept is closely related to a complete absence of deadlocks in Operat-
ing Systems (OS). A Petri Net PN is said to be live if, no matter what marking
M has been reached from the initial marking Mo, it is possible to ultimately
fire any transition t 6 TPN by progressing through some further firing sequence
T E TpN. This means that a live Petri Net guarantees deadlock-free operation,
no matter what firing sequence is chosen. Relaxed liveness conditions were pre-
sented in [Murata 1989], where different levels of liveness were defined, as follows.
A transition t in a Petri Net is said to be:

1. dead (LO-live) if t can never be fired in any transition firing sequence of the
Petri Net.

2. Ll-live (potentially fireable) if t can be fired at least once in some firing
sequence.

3. L2-live if, given any positive integer k, t can be fired at least k times in
some firing sequence.

4. L3-live if t appears infinitely, often in some firing sequence.
5. L4-Hve or live if t is Ll-live for every marking of the Petri Net.

Analysis methods for Petri Nets may be classified into the following three groups:
the coverability (reachability) tree method, the matrix-equation approach, and
reduction of decomposition techniques [Murata 1989]. The first method involves the
enumeration of all reachable markings or their coverable markings. This method is
simple and it is capable of describing significant behavioral properties in a Petri Net.

The coverability tree method is based on the marking M of Petri Nets. Given a
Petri Net PN, from the initial marking Mo, as many new markings can be obtained
as the number of enabled transitions. From each new marking, more markings can be
reached. This process results in a tree representation of the markings. Nodes represent
markings generated from Mo as the root and its successors, and each arc represents a
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transition firing, which transforms one marking into another, as shown in Figure 4.8.

The coverability tree is closely related to LI — liveness (potential firability). Let M
be the minimum marking needed to enable transition t. Then t is dead (not LI — live)
if, and only if, M is not coverable.

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

Coverability tree

Figure 4.8: An ordinary Petri Net and its coverability tree. The Petri Net is safe
(1-bounded) and not live.

4.3.3 Event-Based VL Subsystem Analysis Using Petri Nets
A coverability tree analysis determines if the system is event-synchronized. The event-
synchronized property [Elhajj et al. 2002a] is necessary to establish that control and
feedback signals are synchronized at the same even-based reference at any instant. This
is translated into two requirements: first, no two instantiations of the same signal can
coexist anywhere in the network, and second, every feedback instant or sample should
generate one and only one command response and vice versa. These requirements can
be translated into Petri Nets properties [Elhajj 2002]:

• There is a need to ensure that the Petri Net will not dead-lock, which formally
means the net has to be shown as live.

• It is required not to have two instantiations of the same signal at any point; this
means no accumulation of signals at any point within the system. This translates
into having either one or no tokens in any place in the net. For this to be true,
the Petri Net has to be safe.

However, the event-based control analysis for VL subsystems has different re-
quirements. Since each subsystem composing a VL system has a goal to define one
or several independent variables of the experiment, they cannot be represented by
live Petri Nets, e.g., VL subsystems will not always return to their first marking Mo.
Therefore, their analysis must consider a different level of liveness.

The event-synchronization property of an event-based VL system represented by a
Petri Net is formally stated with the following theorem.
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Theorem 4: A VL subsystem is event-synchronous if and only if the Petri Net
describing the system data flow is safe, it represents a state machine automaton, and
has a firable transition sequence r that allows M0[T > M, where M is the marking to
reach the VL subsystem goal (final state).

Proof:

Necessary. Assume a Petri Net is not safe; this implies that there exists at least
one place that has more than one token at the same time, and since tokens represent
signals in the system, there are two instances of the same signal at the same time
in the system having different event-based references. Therefore, the system is not
event-synchronous.

Sufficient. If a Petri Net is safe; it implies that the Petri Net is 1-bounded, which
means that the number of tokens in each place does not exceed 1 for any reachable
marking from the initial marking Mo. For the data flow, this implies that there can only
be one instance of a signal at any point in the VL subsystem. In addition, if a firable
transition sequence r that allows Mo[r > M exists, which means that there is a path
from the initial marking Mo to the goal marking M, it implies that the goal state is
reachable. Functionality of the VL subsystem implies that the signal (token) has fired
the necessary transitions (procedures) to reach the VL subsystem goal. However, this
does not guarantee that other instances of a signal do not exist at other places. This
is accomplished by requiring the Petri Net to be a state machine automaton. A state
machine is a Petri Net in which all transitions have one input and one output place,
implying that a transition (procedure) cannot generate more than one signal (token).
So a new instance of a signal will not be generated unless the earlier one has been
processed. Therefore, this ensures the second requirement for event-synchronization, Q

The Ll-live definition (potential firability) is considered for transition t that is
fired to reach the goal state of the VL subsystem. This property is deduced using the
coverability tree analysis method.

4.4 Composition, Analysis and Control of a
Dynamic Model

This methodology phase uses synchronous transition composition and parallel place
fusion procedures of Petri Nets to join VL subsystems. This allows performing true
experimentation over the Internet. This composition integrates VL subsystems in a
way that transitions with the same label (meaning the same operation method) can
be merged into one transition; places can be merged similarly.

The composed Petri Net that results from the composition is analyzed to verify
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previously described behavioral properties, which are important for maintaining
stability and synchronization and avoiding deadlocks in VL applications.

Results from this analysis, e.g., coverability tree method, provide a way to deduce
forbidden states of the composed Petri Net. These forbidden states are system condi-
tions, which are incompatible with experiment specifications. They must be avoided
to accomplish the experiment goal. These forbidden states are represented as system
constraints in an if-then notation and used to design controller nets, which are incor-
porated into the composed net to prevent them. The composed and controlled Petri
Net is analyzed to verify the correct execution of each VL subsystem.

Merge of
VL

Subsystems

Behavioral
Analysis of
Composed
Petri Net

4 DES
Supervisory

Control 4
Behavioral

Analysis
of Controlled

Petri Net

Figure 4.9: Composition, analysis, and control stages in the fourth phase of the
development methodology.

4.4.1 Synchronous Transition Composition Definition
VL subsystems for mounting, denning, and executing are merged, using Petri Net
design procedures; if VL subsystems share similar transitions and places, then these
transitions and places are merged, using synchronous transition composition and place
fusion to create a VL system able to provide necessary functionalities to perform
experiments remotely. Notice that, if VL subsystems do not share any transition
or place, they can be merged by adding places generated by the design method dis-
cussed in [Elhajj 2002, Elhajj et al. 2003]. The formal description of the synchronous
transition composition is given by the following definition [Kumar and Holloway 1996].

Synchronous transition composition of Petri Nets PN\ = (Pi, T\, £i, Mo\, a{) and
PN2 = (P2,T2,£2,Mo2,a2) is another Petri Net PA^PA^ = PN = (P,T,£,Mo,a),
where:

P = Pi U P2 (4.8)

T = {(tu t2) 6 Ti x T2|ai(«i) = a2(t2)} and
<*((ti,t2)) = ai(ti) =a2(t2)

£ = {(p, (*i,*2)) ePx T\{p,tx) e 6 or (p,t2) e
u{((tut2),p) eTx P\(tuP) e 6 or (t2,P) e 6 }

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

The set of places in the synchronized net equals the union of those in the individual
nets. The synchronized net replaces a pair of transitions with the same label, but
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in separate nets, with a single transition in the new net. This single transition
has the "input" places and "output" places as a respective union of those from the
previous transition pair. Note that several transitions may exist in each net with
the same label, in which case, one transition exists in the synchronized net for each
transition pair combination. It is straightforward to show that the language of the
synchronized net PN satisfies L(PN) = L(PNi) (~]L{PN2) [Peterson 1981]. Also, PN
is deterministic whenever PN± and PN2 are deterministic [Kumar and Holloway 1996].

In this work, the initial marking of PN2 is not used to define the initial marking
of the composed Petri Net. The VL subsystems must be executed sequentially: first,
the VL subsystem to mount the experiment, then the experiment definition subsystem,
and lastly the VL subsystem to execute the experiment. Therefore, the first subsystem
defines the initial state of the entire VL system; this implies that for every Petri Net
synchronously composed, the first net (PNi) inherits its initial marking to the com-
posed net. Therefore, Eq. 4.11 is modified and the initial marking for the synchronous
composition of VL subsystems is defined by:

(4.12)if peP2

(a)

Figure 4.10: The original transition synchronous composition of two nets PiVi (a) and
PN2 (b) with similarly labeled transition function a.\ = a2. The wide arrow indicates
a Petri Net PN resulting from transition synchronous composition PN\\\PN2 = PN
with a = oti = a2.

4.4.2 Parallel Place Fusion Definition
If pa € PN\ and pb G PN2 are places that, once the synchronous composition
PNi\\PN2 is performed, share the same input transition °pa — °pb and the same
output transition p°a = pg, then these places can be reduced into one place based on
the parallel place fusion procedure described in [Murata 1989], as shown in Figure
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4.11. Since VL subsystem Petri Nets have places representing the same system states,
if places pa and Pb represent the same system state, then the fused place represents
the same state.

Figure 4.11: Parallel place fusion procedure; two places (pa,Pb) having the same output
transition and the same input transition, are fused into one place pab- If both places
represent the same system state, then the fused place represents that state.

Definition 3: Formally, the modified synchronous composition applied on two
Petri Nets PNi and PN2 and the parallel place fusion procedure applied to the resulting
net PN3 are denoted as PNi\\+PN2 = PN3, where PN3 is the net result of the syn-
chronous transition composition and the parallel place fusion procedure applied on itself.

The modified synchronous composition and place fusion procedures generate a new
composed PN3 with a new marking M. This composed Petri Net represents a complete
VL system. In practice, two rules are recommended to establish the new marking M
of the composed Petri Net PN3:

1. Initial marking (Mo) of PN3 must be referenced to the first merged Petri Net
PNi. A token is always placed where PNi starts (the place p e Pi with n(po) = 1
in Mol).

2. Marking M must be referenced to the first merged Petri Net PN\. The numeric
labeling must begin at place po where PN\ starts. Then, further numeric labels
must be reorganized to create a joined marking M of PN3.

4.4.3 Behavioral Analysis of Composed Petri Net
Synchronous composition and place fusion do not guarantee that VL subsystems will
be executed in an appropriate way. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze and design
additional nets to control the composed Petri Net.
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The composed Petri Net is analyzed to verify that VL subsystems perform their
functionalities (mount, define, and execute) correctly. This methodology phase
essentially verifies that VL subsystems are performed sequentially in a synchronized
way. If these properties do not satisfy experiment specifications, then supervisory
control techniques for DES are applied to satisfy specifications. Therefore, the
methodology goes back to the analysis stage previously described to verify Petri
Net behavioral properties. This analysis is done until the composed net satisfies
experiment specifications generating a final event-based VL design.

The analysis performed using the coverability tree method provides a list of specific
forbidden constraints for the VL system that are converted into linear equations used
to synthesize controller structures.

4.4.4 Control Design for Composed Petri Net
Because of the synchronous composition, some transitions in the composed Petri
Net may fire in a non-deterministic way, which is not convenient for experiment
specifications. Therefore, it is necessary to implement additional structures to control
transitions with non-deterministic behavior. These structures are based on supervisory
control theory for a Discrete Event System (DES) to provide a systematic control
design on the sequential execution of VL subsystems.

This stage provides control design on the composed Petri Net; it allows the
execution of each VL subsystem in a sequential and synchronized way to obtain an
appropriate behavior when the experiment is performed.

4.4.5 Supervisory Control of DES using Petri Nets
A DES is a system whose state space is discrete and whose state can only change
as a result of asynchronous, instantaneously occurring events over time. A DES
satisfies the following two properties: its state space is a discrete set and the state
transition is event-driven. Sample paths of DES are typically piecewise constant
functions of time. Conventional differential equations are not suitable for describing
such discontinuous behavior [Cassandras and Lafortune 2001]. Examples of a DES
are computer, communication, manufacturing, software, and traffic systems.

A VL system is a computer-based complex system behaving as a DES. UML
has the ability to represent VL dynamics using state machine automata (statechart
diagram). However, a powerful alternative to a statechart diagram for models of a DES
is provided by Petri Nets. Like an automaton, a Petri Net is a device that manipulates
events according to certain rules. The dynamic behavior of a Petri Net is described
by using tokens in places to enable transitions, which then cause tokens to move around.
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The control theory for a DES to design supervisors (controller nets) that prevent
forbidden or undesirable states from occurring in an automaton-modeled system is
called Supervisory Control of the DES. It is possible to construct an automaton super-
visor or controller net using several synthesizing methods, such as the ones described
in [Moody and Ansalklis 1998]. The controller net modifies the system behavior via
a feedback loop, as shown in Figure 4.12. The controller net consists of places that
are connected to the transitions of a system, insuring that the state vector of the
system remains within bounds established by a set of linear constraints. Formally,
the supervisory control makes the language generated by the DES automaton PN be
restricted to a subset of L(PN) by the controller net CN.

Typical supervisory control procedures for a DES construct maximally permissible
controller nets; this means that maximally permissible controllers must not affect the
system behavior, except when forbidden states are presented, as they are defined by
constraints. Because of the increment of non-determinism in the composed Petri Net
produced by the synchronous composition, it is necessary to synthesize controller nets
to control the firability of transitions that do not behave according to experiment
specifications and that may lead to deadlocks in the VL system. Therefore, non-
maximally permissible controller nets are needed to modify the system behavior by
enabling or disabling specific segments of the composed Petri Net to meet experiment
specifications [Moody and Ansalklis 1998]. A logical control method that synthesizes
a non-maximally permissible controller net is proposed. This proposed control method
will be explained in a further subsection.

Controller Net

i

Control actions

Monitoring

Com
Petr

r

x>sed
Net

Figure 4.12: Controller net monitoring and controlling the composed Petri Net.

4.4.6 Constraint Forms to Synthesize Controller Nets
Supervisory control methods synthesize a controlled net to avoid forbidden states of
the designed system. These forbidden states are described as control constraints that
the system must satisfy. Control constrains are the logical conjunction of separated
linear inequality constraints. For example, consider the supervisory control goal of
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restricting the reachable marking (number of tokens) in place p of system PN, such
that:

ti(p) < b, (4.13)

where b £ Z+ and /j,(p) e Z+. Eq. 4.13 represents a constraint where the marking of
place p is less than or equal to the constant b. This constraint can be transformed into
an equality by introducing a non-negative slack variable into it, such as the marking
of a new place pc called controller or monitor place. Then, the constraint becomes

»(p) + (*(Pc) = b (4.14)

and place pc holds the extra tokens required to meet the equality. The rules of Petri
Nets state evolution insure that fi(pc) is non-negative by definition. Therefore, if
equality in Eq. 4.14 can be forced on the marking of the controlled system, the sum
of tokens in places p and pc will always be less than or equal to b.

On the other hand, there are constraint forms that involve the firing vector of Petri
Nets as well as or opposed to the places, e.g., the constraint form

fi(p)+t<0, (4.15)

means that transition t should be disabled whenever place p contains a token, or that
all system states that would allow transition t to be enabled are forbidden whenever
place p contains a token. The interpretation lies in the particulars of a given system
and its operation. The first interpretation is called direct interpretation and the
second is called indirect interpretation, both means of enforcing the constraint can be
useful for different problems [Moody and Ansalklis 1998].

Furthermore, supervisory control for a DES enforces linear equality constraints or
logical constraints on the system's behavior of the form:

If nip) ^ 0, then t = 0 (4.16)

This constraint form can be applied in Petri Nets with places that have two states:
either they contain a token or they do not, e.g., safe Petri Nets, and similarly all
transitions can be viewed as having two states: either they will fire in the current
iteration of the system's evolution or they will not.

4.4.7 Logical Control Method for a DES
This document proposes a logical control method to synthesize controller nets for a
DES using inhibitor arcs to design and synthesize controller nets to avoid uncontrolled
execution of VL subsystems. The proposed method is a modified version of the
control method presented by [Wu et al. 2001]. The proposed modifications simplify
the method and synthesize non-maximally permissible controller nets that make
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it compatible with the event-based control approach for Internet-based telerobotic
applications.

Inhibitors arcs are Petri Net extensions introduced to model systems, such as
producer-consumer systems [Murata 1989]. An inhibitor arc connects a place p to a
transition t and is represented by a line terminating with a small circle instead of
an arrowhead at the transition, as shown in Figure 4.13. The inhibitor arc disables
t when p has a token, and enables t when p has no token and other (normal) input
places have at least one token per arc. No tokens are moved through an inhibitor arc
when t fires. A class of Petri Nets with inhibitor arcs is referred to as extended Petri
Nets. Inhibitor arcs add the ability to test zero, e.g., absence of tokens in a place.

(a)

Figure 4.13: Inhibitor arc behavior: (a) transition t\ is able to fire because it has a
token in the input place p\ and none in place pi- (b) Transition t\ is disabled because
of the token in place p2.

The proposed control method will enforce logical constraints according to the fol-
lowing form:

If MPn+i)^0, then f > ( p i ) = 0 (4.17)

where i < n, i 6 Z+, and n € Z+. This constraint form describes the follow-
ing logical constraint: if place pn+i has one token, then the sum of tokens in places
Pi, Pi+i, Pi+2, •••Pn must be zero. Places pt, Pi+\, Pi+2, •••Pn a r e called constrained places.

Notice that the control method is designed to have the following restrictions:

• It is only applicable to safe, ordinary Petri Nets, since the constraint form is
represented as a logical constraint, as shown in Eq. 4.16.

• Constrained places are sequentially ordered in the Petri Net. The constrained
places must satisfy the following conditions: p\ = °Pi+\ and p°+l = °Pi+2 ••• and
Pn-l — Pn-

• The output transition of the last constrained place pn must have pn+\ as its
output place, this means that p°n — °pn+\.
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• It is non-maximally permissible, which means that the method will modify the
original system behavior; this condition may occur when constraints have the
form of equalities rather than inequalities [Moody and Ansalklis 1998].

The following definitions and notations are used by the method:

Definition 4: The place set Pi, Pi+i, Pi+2, •••Pn described by the summation in Eq.
4-17 is named as the logical constrained place set, denoted by Lc, that is,

Lc = {Pl\J2^Pi) = 0}. (4.18)
i

Definition 5: The set of input transitions for the entire logical constrained place set
CL is said to be the logical input constrained transition set, denoted by °LC, that
is,

°LC = {t\t e °p for p e Lc}, (4.19)
where °p denotes the input transition for place p.

Definition 6: The set of output transitions for the entire logical constrained place set
Lc is said to be the logical output constrained transition set denoted by L°c , that
is

L° = {t\t E p° for p e Lc}, (4.20)
where p° denotes the output transition for place p.

Definition 7: The set of transitions denoted by CLct is said to be the logical common
constrained transition set if its entry t satisfies:

te°LcnL° (4.21)

Definition 8: Given the logical input constrained set °LC, the set °Lpure_ct = °LC —
CLct is said to be the pure logical input constrained transition set.

Definition 9: Given the logical output constrained set L°, the set L°ure_a = L°—CLct
is said to be the pure logical output constrained transition set.

This method for synthesizing controller nets enforces logical constraints doing the
following four steps:

1. Evaluate the related sets Lc, °LC, L°, CLcU °Lpure-ct, and L°ure_ct.

2. Construct a controller (monitor or slack) place pc. The Petri Net will not satisfy
the desired constraint without an external controller.

3. For each t € L°vure_cV draw an arc between the controller pc and the transition t.
Let pc be the output of t.

4. For each t G 0Lpure-ct draw an inhibitor arc between the controller pc and the
transition t. Let t be the input of the inhibitor arc.
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4.4.8 Behavioral Analysis of Controlled Petri Net
The composed Petri Net with controller net structures is analyzed to verify that
experiment functionalities and event-based control properties are met. From the
experimental point of view, VL subsystems to mount, define, and execute the
experiment must be sequentially executed. This condition is translated into three
requirements: first, the mount subsystem, starting from the initial state of the VL
system, must be able to reach its goal state. Second, the define subsystem, starting
from the mount goal state, must be able to reach its goal state. Third, the execute
subsystem, starting from the define goal state, must be able to reach the VL goal
state. Therefore, the VL system, starting from its initial state and passing through
the mount, define, and execute experiment stages, must be able to reach its final goal
state. These design requirements are formally stated with the following theorem.

Theorem 5: A Petri Net representing a VL system dataflow executes sequentially
its experiment functionalities to mount, define, and execute an experiment, if and only
if, in the coverability tree of the Petri Net, there is a firable transition sequence r that
accomplishes the following equation:

M0[T > Me =*• M0[rm > Mm and Mm[rd > Md and Md[re > Me are defined, (4.22)

where the firable transition sequence concatenation is r — Tm + rd + re and Mm
represents the system marking that includes the goal state of the mount subsystem,
Md represents the marking that includes the define goal state, and Me represents the
marking that includes the execute goal state (VL goal state).

Proof:

Necessary. Assume a Petri Net representing a VL system data flow with a firable
transition sequence r, in a way that M0[T > Me and r = rm + re. This means that
the sequence r overrides the define subsystem and reaches the VL goal state without
defining the levels of specific independent variables by the user. Therefore, the VL
system represented by the Petri Net does not accomplish the necessary stages of a
true experiment.

Sufficient. Assume that the VL Petri Net has a sequence r = rm + rd + re and Eq.
4.22 is defined, and according to the concatenation of P-type languages (r € TPN),
this implies that the VL accomplishes the necessary stages of a true experiment, which
means that the mount subsystem is executed firstly from the initial state and reaches
its goal state, the define subsystem is executed secondly from the mount goal state
and reaches its goal state, and the execute subsystem is executed thirdly from the
define goal state and reaches the VL goal state. Therefore, these three subsystems are
executed sequentially, Q

Notice that the coverability tree must be built, taking into account the composed
Petri Net and its controller net structures. However, to prove the sequential execution
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of VL subsystems and the event-synchronous property of the original composed Petri
Net, the coverability tree has to be analyzed without considering the controller net
structures. This means that the markings of the composed Petri Net in the coverability
tree must behave as a safe net, as a state machine, and the mount, define, and execute
subsystems must have a transition t with at least a liveness level Ll-live to reach their
goal states in a sequential way.

4.5 Structural and Dynamic Designs
Implementation

This chapter has described the development methodology for VLs. The static struc-
ture of a VL design is described using UML diagrams to give a complete and detailed
description of VL components to perform specific telerobotic experiments and provide
a guideline for its object-oriented implementation. Final phases of the development
methodology generate a complex Petri Net, which models appropriate dynamic behav-
ior of the VL design. These static and dynamic formal definitions model a complete
VL application, as it appears in Fig. 4.14. Both UML and Petri Net formalisms offer
better understanding of designed VL systems to be implemented and help to visualize
and appreciate their complexity.

UML diagrams can be taken as a reference to implement, with high level pro-
gramming languages using the object-oriented paradigm, such as, C++, Java, Visual
Basic, and others. The Petri Net model assures that the overall control of intrinsic
procedures in VL systems was successfully tested before its implementation, and can
be effectively implemented in a programming language.

This development methodology can be expanded to consider other VL design as-
pects, such as: user management, resource sharing, collaborative experimentation,
tutor guidance, and error recovery, among others. This expansion can be done because
development methodology combines event-based control design and object-oriented
foundations, and it can structurally and dynamically define VL applications using for-
mal modeling notations (UML and Petri Nets).

4.6 Advantages of the Proposed Methodology
One of the difficulties of designing and implementing VLs for telerobotics is the
lack of a generic model and a general development methodology. Both the model
and methodology will avoid costly development of new VL applications from scratch
[Amoretti et al. 2003]. The proposed generic and modular model allows the developer
to be aware of teleoperation strategies that are well known to those with more
experience in the telerobotics research field. It is composed of generic entities that
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Figure 4.14: Structural and dynamic modeling generated by the development method-
ology.

are independent of vendor and technology. The model defines the appropriate con-
figuration of desired processes and devices in a VL. This model is translated into the
modeling language UML that allows the developer to visualize, specify, construct, and
document artifacts of software-intensive systems, using an object-oriented approach
[Booch et al. 1999]. This object-oriented approach is part of the software development
mainstream because it has proven to be valuable in building systems in all sorts of
problem domains and encompassing every degrees of size and complexity [Fowler 2002].
Therefore, the object-oriented model is integrated as a reference framework into the
development methodology to produce high quality and low cost software. The reuse of
software artifacts (repeated process instantiations in VL subsystems) is another way to
increase software quality and reduce efforts and time in the development methodology.
High quality, low cost, and reuse of software are supported by several characteristics
of the object-oriented paradigm: reuse through inheritance, data hiding through
encapsulation, and appropriate behavior using class polymorphism [Liberty 2000].

This proposed methodology provides a novel procedure that formally transforms
the dynamic part of the reference framework into the Petri Net notation. This notation
provides necessary analytical techniques to validate quantitatively and qualitatively
the behavioral design of VLs based on the event-based approach for Internet-based
telerobotics [Xi 1993, Elhajj et al. 2003]. Petri Nets have been used to model and
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analyze all kinds of processes with applications ranging from protocols, hardware, and
embedded systems to manufacturing systems, user interaction, and business processes
[VanDerAalst 1998]. There are several reasons for using Petri Nets for VL modeling:
formal semantics that clearly and precisely specify the behavioral of VLs; graphical
nature, which brings intuitive and easy learning; expressiveness in modeling the signal
flow in a VL system; analysis techniques to prove and validate event-based design
requirements, which help to detect design errors before their implementation, and
vendor-independence to provide an independent tool for modeling and analyzing VL
processes.

4.7 Conclusions
The development methodology provides a novel approach for modeling, designing,
analyzing, and validating the structural and dynamic design of VL applications
for telerobotics. It takes, as its starting point, a well-defined reference framework
for VL software and hardware based on a generic and modular model that joins
tested approaches to deal with problems arising in Internet-based telerobotics area.
This reference framework describes the generic and modular model, using multiple
diagrams, that emphasize interrelationships among model elements and entities viewed
from different perspectives.

The framework provides a skeleton, which is customized by the development
methodology, to model necessary VL subsystems for telerobotic experimentation. It
allows representation of the structure of complex VL systems in an object-oriented
modeling language. Also, the methodology has formal procedures to translate the
customized framework into another modeling graphical notation, which allows its
behavioral definition to support its analysis and validation in a quantitative and
qualitative way. Furthermore, the methodology takes into account experiment
functionalities to perform a true experiment, and provides a way to validate their
sequential execution to achieve experimentation goals.

This proposed methodology introduces an original approach to model the structure
and dynamics of VL applications for telerobotics. Existing development approaches,
summarized in Table 2.1, had not provided a complete design method that included
structural and dynamic modeling. The methodology guides the developers when
designing and building VLs for telerobotics over the Internet. UML and Petri Net
diagrams, generated by the methodology, provide a complete VL design that is fully
compatible with object-oriented programming languages.

Chapters 5 and 6 present the structural and dynamic development of two VLs for
telerobotics, using the proposed methodology. Chapter 5 describes the development of
a VL for mobile robotics. Chapter 6 presents the development of a VL for bilateral
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teleoperation. Implementation specifications and experimental results are described in
Chapter 7.



Chapter 5

Design of a Virtual Laboratory for
Mobile Robotics

Two strategies allow illustrating and validating the generality of the proposed model
and its development methodology: designing and developing a new experiment as a
VL, or transforming an already designed computer-based experiment as a VL. In this
chapter, the second choice was selected to decrease efforts and development time. The
selected experiment is a collection of well known mobile robotics and computer vision
techniques integrated into a stand-alone application. This application has a diversity
of procedures and devices that illustrate and validate the complete model and its
development theory.

The proposed model and its methodology are validated by performing the struc-
tural and dynamic development of a VL for mobile robotics experimentation. The
model and its methodology are applied on an existing robotic experiment to generate
a VL for mobile robotics over the Internet, as shown in Figure 5.1. The resulting VL
for mobile robotics was described in [Borstel et al. 2003a].

The first methodology phase analyzes the existing experiment, its description,
and its process flow chart, to generate specification tables that summarize necessary
functionalities to perform a true experiment. From the experiment description,
hierarchical charts are generated to group experiment functionalities, procedures, and
functions.

Schemes, specifications, and charts are then translated into customized instanti-
ations of the VL framework where class, collaboration, deployment, sequence, and
statechart diagrams are generated. Experiment functionalities are now treated as
separated VL subsystems. The hierarchical charts are identified as instantiations and
operation methods of VL class components. Object associations are extracted from the
process flow chart to generate UML collaboration diagrams. UML sequence diagrams
are generated from experiment and functionality descriptions. Detailed operation of
the VL design is defined through UML statecharts to represent intrinsic states of VL

79
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Figure 5.1: Structural and dynamic modeling diagrams generated by the development
methodology. The first methodology phase generates a process flow chart, specifica-
tion tables, and hierarchical charts. The second phase produces a customized UML
framework. The third phase converts framework dynamics into Petri Net formalism to
analyze VL subsystems. The last phase generates a composed Petri Net to provide a
validated dynamic design.

subsystems. This phase of the development methodology produces customized and
detailed models of VL subsystems.

Once the static structure and internal behavior of these subsystems are defined,
UML statechart diagrams are converted into Petri Nets. The methodology takes ad-
vantage of structural and behavioral properties of Petri Nets to perform a quantitative
and qualitative analysis on each VL subsystem. The coverability tree analysis is used
to find transition properties that are related to behavioral problems of VL subsystem
designs. Generated Petri Nets are verified, and if necessary, redesigned to accomplish
their goals.

The following methodology phase merges Petri Nets to generate a composed Petri
Net. This composed Petri Net is analyzed to verify that experiment objectives are
met. Modifications to meet experiment objectives are performed based on supervisory
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control methods for a Discrete Event System (DES).

The customized UML framework and its composed Petri Net are taken as a guideline
to implement a VL application using object-oriented programming languages.

5.1 Experiment Design and Functionality Analysis
The first phase of the development methodology starts performing a functionality
analysis. In this case, the experiment design is based on a stand-alone application
[Ponce 2002] that performs robotics path planning and applies computer vision
techniques to control a Khepera minirobot [K-Team 2002] in a small and delimited
workspace.

The robotic navigation experiment works in the following way: the experimental
environment is set when the user indicates physical obstacle vertices on a workspace
top view image displayed by a user interface. These vertices are used by the system
to establish a Configuration Space (C-Space) in accordance with robot characteristics
and its current environment [Latombe 1991]. Once the C-Space is established, the
user indicates a point to be reached by the robot. Then, the system draws an
obstacle-avoiding trajectory on the image. If the user accepts the planned trajectory,
then the system makes the robot follow that path using the computer vision system.

5.1.1 Experiment Description
The experiment path planner uses a potential field method, while the path follower
uses the planned path as its reference to visually track and control robot movements.
Figure 5.2 describes the experiment process flow chart.

The workspace image is acquired by a camera that outputs compound video. The
video signal is converted into discrete data using a video grabber board. This process
generates a matrix / , with 320 x 240 integer elements on a 256-level gray scale.
This / matrix is displayed on the user interface as an image Bitmap P. When the
workspace image and the robot's shape are displayed, the user interacts with the user
interface to define a C-Space based on the displayed image. This definition is done
by using a PC mouse; the user marks on the image obstacle's vertices (xv, yv) and
the system computes a vertex convex hull [Graham 1972] drawing a convex polygon
Hi, which expands the robot's radius, and displayed again on the image to represent
a C-Obstacle E{. This procedure is carried out m times, once for each physical obstacle.

If the user is satisfied with this C-Space definition, then the system converts
the displayed Bitmap P into a matrix C with the same size as / , where pixels
inside every convex polygon's area are represented by elements with high deci-
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Figure 5.2: Process flow chart of the robotic navigation experiment. The C-Space
is established when the user introduces the obstacle's vertices, which are processed
to produce a convex hull that is expanded to generate C-Obstacles. After that, the
C-Space is converted into a numeric matrix used by the Navigation Function (NFl)
algorithm to generate a potential field. Then the image is processed to calculate the
current robot position, and a best-first search is performed to calculate an obstacle-
avoiding path. Then, the planned path is used as the reference by the control process
to visually track and control robot movements to follow that path.

mal values, e.g., 10,000. This matrix C models a three-dimensional C-Space grid
[Barranquand et al. 1992], which is used by the path planning process. The path plan-
ning process starts once the user indicates the destination point (xf, yf) on the image.
This process is based on the wavefront expansion NFl method [Latombe 1991] and a
best-first path search using minimal Manhattan distance heuristics. These procedures
generate a continuous planned path {(x, y), ...}. A cubic spline interpolation procedure
[Burden and Faires 1993, Hernandez 1995] is used to smooth the continuous planned
path, which is analyzed to get slope change points to keep them in an array of n sequen-
tial points{(xt, yt), ...} . Then, the path follower procedure uses this array as reference.

On the other hand, matrix I is binarized and segmented to find every object
Oi in the image. After that, objects found are characterized, using the invariant
moment method to identify a robot artificial mark [Hu 1962]. Two circles compose the
robot's landmark: the bigger circle represents the robot's front while the smaller one
indicates the rear. The robot position (xk, Vk) is the big circle centroid, and the robot
orientation 0^ is the angle defined by a line passing through both circle centroids and
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the x-axis of the reference frame.

Path-following procedures compare the current robot position (xk, Vk-, @k) with the
next path point to reach (xt, Dt), e.g., an advance speed command for the left and
right wheel motors d(+vi, +vr) is sent to the robot if a specified threshold S is smaller
than the angular difference 8h between 9k and the angle defined by a line passing
through (xfc, yk) and (xt, yt) and the x-axis. An orientation speed command d(±vi,
Tvr) is sent if the threshold 5 is greater than 9^. A detailed description of robotics
and vision techniques is presented in Appendix B.

5.1.2 Experiment Analysis
The first phase continues performing an analysis, based on the experiment description,
to produce a complete definition of experiment functionalities. This definition details
experiment procedures, their interrelationships, specifications, and internal activities.
In this case, the experimental application has three main functionalities to create the
C-Space (Mount), plan the obstacle-avoiding path (Define), and follow the planned
path (Execute) in the robotic navigation experiment. The following functionalities
have to be performed in a synchronized and sequential way.

C-Space Creation: This functionality encapsulates necessary procedures to trans-
form the obstacle's vertices, marked by the user, into convex polygons to represent
physical obstacles. Then, these polygons are expanded according to the robot's
shape to create C-Obstacles and simulate a C-Space. This C-Space is displayed on
a workspace image obtained from the image processing procedures and the cam-
era. Note that if an already created C-Space is saved into the C-Space database,
then the user is able to retrieve it. Thus, some procedures of the C-Space creation
can be skipped when a saved C-Space is retrieved from the database.

Path Planning: Once the C-Space has been defined and displayed, the generated
bitmap is converted into an integer matrix to be used as a numerical grid by the
Navigation Function (NF1) algorithm. Note that the current robot position is
required to perform the NF1 algorithm. The robot position is calculated using the
image processing procedures to identify robot landmarks on the workspace. Then
a gradient descent is performed on the filled matrix to find a path in the obstacle-
free C-Space (C-Spacefree). This path is smoothed by a Spline algorithm. The
generated curve is displayed on the workspace image.

Path Following: The planned path is sent to control procedures that compare every
path point with the current robot position to generate an appropriate command
for the robot to reach that point. This procedure is performed until the complete
trajectory is followed and the destination point is reached.
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5.2 C-Space Creation Functionality Modeling
The C-Space Creation functionality is identified as necessary procedures to mount
the robotic navigation experiment. This functionality defines several independent
variables to perform the robotic experiment. It creates a specific C-Space of the
workspace according to the robot's shape.

This section illustrates the first three methodology phases, which are used to
translate the C-Space Creation functionality into UML and Petri Net modeling
notations.

5.2.1 C-Space Creation Functionality Analysis
To continue the first phase of the development methodology, a specification table
and a hierarchical chart are build to describe procedures of the C-Space Creation
functionality, their specifications and functions. Table 5.1 extracts and summarizes
the most significant C-Space Creation processes, specifications, and functions. Notice
that physical devices are also described as processes with specifications and functions.

Table 5.1:
tionality.

The most significant process specifications of the C-Space Creation func-

Process
Monitor
Mouse

Visual Display
C-Space
Creation

User Interface
C-Space DB

Image
Processing

Camera
Robot

Workspace

Function Specification
Displays GUI, image Bitmap (320 x 240 pixels) and C-Space
Generates discrete signals for vertices (xv,yv) and acceptation
Processes the image I and C-Space bitmap (P = 320 x 240 pixels)
Calculates convex hull and expands polygons Hi according
to robot's shape to create C-Obstacles Ei
Gets vertex coordinates (xv, yv) and acceptation
Reads/writes obstacle definitions O{ = {(xv, yv),...} on file
Acquires image NTSC, generates matrix / = {i32o,24o},
256 grays
Captures the workspace image
Khepera minirobot with artificial landmark
Workspace surface (73.5 x 98 cm2) with physical obstacles
(2 x 3 x 15 cm3)

The next step in the experiment analysis generates a hierarchical chart from the
specification tables, as shown in Figure 5.3. This chart groups C-Space Creation func-
tionality procedures in a hierarchical manner. It relates processes with their specific
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functions. This chart clearly describes relationships and dependencies among function-
alities, procedures, and specific functions.

Figure 5.3: Hierarchical chart of the C-Space Creation functionality.

5.2.2 C-Space Creation Subsystem Identification
The second phase of the development methodology is the VL subsystem identification
in the UML framework. Experiment functionalities are treated as subsystems and
related to the VL framework in the first stage of the subsystem identification phase.
This first stage models the structure of VL subsystems to create UML class and
deployment diagrams. This stage relates specification tables and hierarchical charts
with UML class and deployment diagrams by taking as reference the VL definition
provided in the UML framework.

Hierarchical charts group VL subsystem procedures found in the experiment
analysis. These procedures are identified as instantiations of VL classes and their
functions are identified as class operation methods, based on the VL framework
definition. This identification generates a model-based distribution of procedures
between Guest and Host systems. This distribution is defined in the UML deployment
diagram. Figure 5.4 shows instantiations and associations of identified VL classes to
describe the C-Space Creation subsystem.

In Figure 5.4, the Guest system class is composed of the Guest computer, Guest
software, and Output Device subclasses. The Guest computer is instantiated by a
computer, which will be accessed by the user and will contain Guest software. In
this case, the Input Device is an important component that is instantiated by the
PC Mouse. The Output Device subclass is instantiated by the Monitor with just
one operation method: display(). Notice that the Output Device class is instan-
tiated in the three VL subsystems to provide visual feedback regarding the experiment.

In the same way, the Guest software class is composed of the Display Process,
User Interface, C-Space Creation, C-Space Database, and Communication class in-
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Figure 5.4: Class diagram for the C-Space Creation subsystem.

stantiations. Each procedure is extracted from the specification table and hierarchical
chart and is identified as an instantiation of the Guest Software subclasses, based on
the VL reference framework described in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. The Display
Process is identified as the instantiation of the VL Sensory Conversion subclass, since
this process converts discrete sensory information into visual sensory information.
The Display Process has two operation methods: displaylmage() and displayCspace().
The Input Processing subclass is instantiated by the User Interface, which has two
operation methods: getVertices() and getAcceptation(). The User Interface processes
discrete information from the PC Mouse to define obstacle vertex coordinates and
user commands that are introduced into the C-Space Creation procedures. The
Simulation subclass is related to C-Space Creation procedures. The C-Space Creation
instantiation has functions that allow to identify it as a Simulation class: convexHull()
and expandObsQ. The C-Space Creation instantiation produces a simulated model
of the robot workspace and defines a C-Space according to the robot's shape. The
Settings/Tasks Database is instantiated by the C-Space Database, which has two
essential operation methods: read() and write(). Identified VL classes and their
operations give the static structure of the experiment to transform it into a VL
application. In this case, the communication class is not found in the experiment
analysis since the experiment was originally designed as a stand-alone computer
system to perform the robotic experiment in a laboratory facility. Therefore, a
communication class is introduced and instantiated by a TCP/IP communication
process. The VL application will be designed to communicate in a peer-to-peer mode
through the Internet. Thus, the communication instantiation considers two basic
operation methods: transmitQ and receive().
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On the other side, the Host system is composed by the Host Computer, Robot,
Workspace, Host Software, Camera, and Communication instantiations. The Host
computer is the computer that will execute the Host Software procedures to remotely
perform the experiment. The robot is identified as a Mechanism and Control Device
class. It executes commands to navigate in the workspace and reach a position
specified by the user. The physical workspace is identified as an instantiation of the
Remote Environment class. The camera instantiation is identified as an instantiation
of the Sensor class. This class has one operation method: captureQ the image of the
workspace and robot.

The Image Processing procedure is identified as a component of the Host Software
class. Image Processing instantiates the Sensed Data Processing class; it has one
operation method: Acquisition() of the image from the camera. The Communication
instantiation is introduced to create a communication link between Guest and Host.

The subsystem identification phase produces a natural distribution of procedures
and devices into two systems: Guest and Host. This distribution is also defined by
the UML deployment diagram shown in Figure 3.9.

The second stage of the subsystem identification phase is the VL subsystem
dynamic modeling. This dynamic modeling procedure extracts relationships among
identified VL classes, messages sent between them, and their execution sequence from
the process flow chart and experiment description. The UML collaboration diagram of
the C-Space Creation subsystem, with identified instantiations and interrelationships,
is shown in Figure 5.5.

The UML collaboration details instantiation interrelationships. The Workspace
provides the camera a workspace image. The workspace image is captured by the
camera and discretized as an Image Signal. This Image Signal is received by the
Image Processing and is transformed into discrete Image Data. The Image Data is
transmitted through the Internet by the Communication instantiation. The Display
Process receives the Image Data and generates an appropriate Image signal for the
Monitor. The Monitor displays the Image to the User. The User introduces analog
Inputs, which are discretized by the Mouse, to indicate obstacle Vertices in the
User Interface. These vertices are processed by the C-Space Creation instantiation
to create C-Obstacle definitions. These definitions are introduced into the Display
Process to produce a bitmap of the C-Space. This C-Space is translated as Signals
for the Monitor to be Displayed. Image requests are automatically generated by the
C-Space Creation process. These requests are transmitted by the Communication
instantiation through the Internet, and received by the Image Processing procedure
that acquires a new Image Signal from the Camera. This new image is transmitted to
the Display Process and displayed by the Monitor, and the iteration cycle is repeated
until the User accepts the C-Space. Once the C-Space is created, the User intro-
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Figure 5.5: Collaboration diagram of the C-Space Creation subsystem.

duces analog Inputs via the Mouse to activate User Interface Buttons, which are used
to accept the C-Space and save or retrieve obstacle definitions of the C-Space Database.

The second stage of the subsystem identification step also describes VL subsystem
execution sequences. A detailed UML sequence diagram is described in Figure 5.6.
It uses extensions for the UML sequence diagrams [Jeng and Lu 2002]. In this case,
just the extension for choice was used and is represented as a dashed line with two
hollowed endpoints. These hollowed endpoints are drawn on the message arrows on
the right side of the lifeline (vertical dotted line) of the C-Space Creation and User
instantiations. The UML sequence diagram describes subsystem dynamics from a time
perspective. The UML sequence and collaboration diagrams have a similar semantics,
but a different syntax.

The third stage of the subsystem identification phase generates UML statechart
diagrams to give a detailed description of the C-Space Creation subsystem operation,
based on the previously-generated definitions. This statechart diagram describes
operations and internal states produced by the interaction of VL class instantiations.

Statecharts describe operation methods (transitions) as arrows connecting rounded
boxes. These rounded boxes represent internal states of VL subsystems as a result of
the last performed operation. These diagrams have their foundations on finite state
machines having a similar behavior. In statechart diagrams, a filled circle represents
the initial state of the system and a circle with another filled circle inside represents
the final state. Figure 5.7 describe internal states for the C-Space Creation subsystem.

The state diagram shown in Figure 5.7 is divided by dashed boxes to relate
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Communication Image
Processing

Image Data if
Image Data

1 Request
Image

Figure 5.6: Sequence diagram that describes the C-Space Creation subsystem.

transitions and internal states to class instantiations. The represented instantiations
are listed with numbers between parentheses inside dashed boxes.

In the UML statechart diagram that represents the C-Space Creation subsystem,
the communication class is instantiated by two operations: transmission and reception.
A state in the middle of both operations is a standard in the telecommunication proto-
col design. This state is known as the buffer full state [Murata 1989]. Buffer full states
represent the TCP transmission memory buffer where data is stored until a minimal
memory segment size (mss) is completed or a time-out is reached [Comer 2000]. The
communication instantiation is created to transform the experiment into a VL. This
communication class instantiation can be taken as a division between Guest and Host.

However, several simplifications were made in the C-Space Creation statechart,
for instance, the Get Vertices transition, and the Obstacle's Vertices Defined state
represent operation methods and internal states ocurring when the user interacts with
the PC Mouse and User Interface to introduce obstacles' vertices. The Process and
Display transition represents operation methods performed by the Image Process and
Monitor instantiations.
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Display Process and Monitor
User, Mouse and User Interface
C-Space Creation
C-Space Database

Communication
Camera and Image Processing

Figure 5.7: UML statechart diagram that describes internal states of the C-Space
Creation subsystem.

5.2.3 UML-Petri Net Conversion and Analysis
The UML-Petri Net conversion phase transforms UML statechart diagrams into the
Petri Net formalism to model and analyze VL subsystem dynamics. The conversion
function G(ST) formally transforms a UML statechart diagram ST into an ordinary
Petri Net PN, G(ST) = PN. Figure 5.8 is the Petri Net representation of the C-Space
Creation subsystem.

Once the C-Space Creation subsystem is transformed into the Petri Net shown in
Figure 5.8, the Petri Net is analyzed to validate its design as a stable event-based
subsystem. This analysis takes into account several behavioral properties of Petri
Nets related to the event-synchronization property of event-based VL systems. From
the Petri Net diagram in Figure 5.8 one can be deduce that a self loop in p9 and
all its arc weights are Is. Therefore, it is a non-pure and ordinary Petri Net graph.
Furthermore, some places have more than one output arc in its structure, such as p$
and PQ. This implies that the Petri Net has conflicts in its structure. Therefore, it is
a structure exhibiting nondeterminism.

From the coverability tree analysis of the C-Space Creation subsystem shown in
Figure 5.9, one can deduce that the system is 1-bounded (is safe), all transitions are
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Figure 5.8: Petri Net diagram of the C-Space Creation subsystem.

firables (they are coverable in the coverability tree), and there is a firable transition
sequence r that allows the potential firability of transition t\\ from the initial marking
Mo, which implies that tu is Ll-live. When transition tn is fired in the coverability
tree, the C-Space Creation subsystem reaches its goal state (pn, C-Space defined).

Furthermore, all transitions in the C-Space Creation Petri Net have one input
and one output place. It implies that a procedure cannot generate more than one
signal. Therefore, there exists only one signal instantiation at any instant in the
subsystem. Thus, the C-Space Creation subsystem behaves as a state machine
automaton; 1-bounded, Ll-live, and state machine properties imply that the system
is event-synchronized.
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M = p\, pi, pi, p*, p5, pt, pi, ps, /*>, pw, p\\

Mo = 1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
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Figure 5.9: Coverability tree representing the C-Space Creation subsystem internal
states.
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5.3 Path Planning and Path Following
Functionalities Modeling

Appendix D, section D.I summarizes the modeling phases of Path Planning and
Path Following functionalities. The functionality modeling describes the first
three phases of the VL development methodology: experiment functionality analysis,
experiment subsystem identification, and experiment dynamics conversion for analysis.

Mobile robotics experiment modeling is presented in Appendix D, which includes
specification tables and hierarchical charts. These descriptions are translated into
the UML graphical notation to generate class, collaboration, sequence, and stat-
echart diagrams. The framework dynamics is extracted, based on the statechart
diagram, and converted into Petri Nets. These Petri Nets are analyzed to relate
their behavioral properties with event-based control properties, using the coverability
tree method. The event-synchronization property is validated via liveness, bound-
edness, and automaton characteristics of Path Planning and Path Following Petri Nets.

Analytical results in the last functionality modeling phases will conclude that the
three VL subsystems can accomplish their goals. They are well-designed and can
perform their specific tasks. These subsystems are represented by Petri Nets with the
necessary behavioral properties to assure their own stability and synchronization as
separate event-based applications. However, a VL system must integrate necessary
functionalities to perform independent and dependent variable manipulation and
experiment execution. Therefore, these subsystems must be merged into one system
to be considered a VL.

5.4 Petri Net Synchronous Composition
Based on synchronous composition of transitions and parallel place fusion reduction of
Petri Nets, these subsystems are merged into a synchronous composed Petri Net. The
first composition PN\\\+PN2 = PN3 merges the C-Space Creation PN\ and the Path
Planning subsystems PN2- Then PJV3||+PiV4 = PN5, where the resulting composed
Petri Net PN3 is merged with the Path Following subsystem PN4; the final composed
Petri Net PN5 is shown in Figure 5.10.

Note that the numeric labeling starts using as reference the first subsystem to
create a new joined numeric labeling for analytical purposes. Since the merged
subsystems must be executed in a sequential way, the initial marking of the composed
Petri Net is always the initial marking of the first merged subsystem (C-Space
Creation). In this case, a token is placed in place p\ to represent the initial system
state: camera ready. Textual labels are not modified because they are the reference
for the synchronous transition composition and the parallel place fusion.
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Table 5.2: Joined place numeric labeling and its description.
Place

Pi
Pi
P3
PA

Pb
Pe
Pi
Ps
P9
Pio
Pn
Pl2
Pn
Pu
Pl5
Pie
Pn
Pis
Pl9
P20

Vi\
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27
P28
P29

Description
camera ready
image acquired
buffer full
image received
image displayed
vertices defined
obstacle defined
C-Obstacle built
C-Obstacle displayed
buffer full
C-Space defined
matrix created
destination defined
matrix created
buffer full
buffer full
image processing enable
image binarized
object array filled
robot mark recognized
robot position calculated
buffer full
position received
path created
smooth path created
path planned
buffer full
control performed
destination reached
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Figure 5.10: Composed Petri Net that represents the merged VL subsystems: C-Space
Creation, Path Planning, and Path Following
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Table 5.3: Joined transition numeric labeling and its description.
Transition

h
h
hu
h

tl

til

*12

*13
ti\

tm
tl6
tn
*18

^19

^20

*21

^22

^23

^24

t-Zb

*26

^27

^28

^29

^30

*31

^32

^33

^34

Description
capture and acquire image
transmit image
receive image
process and display
get vertices
calculate convex hull
expand convex hull
process and display C-Space
transmit image request
receive image request
write C-Space
read obstacle definition
get acceptation
convert C-Space to matrix
get destination
perform NF1
transmit get ready
receive get ready
transmit enable image processing
receive enable image processing
perform binarization
perform segmentation
perform characterization
calculate position
transmit position
receive position
perform gradient descent
perform Spline algorithm
process and display path
transmit path
receive path
perform control
execute command by robot
stop following
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5.4.1 Composed Petri Net Analysis
The composed Petri Net shown in Figure 5.10 inherits several properties from merged
VL subsystems. Non-determinist, boundeness (safe), and liveness properties are
incorporated into the composed Petri Net. Unfortunately, when VL subsystems
are merged, they increase non-determinism in the composed system. Therefore, the
composed Petri Net must be analyzed to verify if merged VL subsystems behave
appropriately.
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Figure 5.11: Coverability tree of the composed Petri Net, which represents the merged
subsystem dynamics.

The coverability tree analysis of the composed Petri Net shown in Figure 5.11 is
helpful to determine which Petri Net segments should be disabled at certain experiment
stages (mount, define, execute). Several uncontrolled events were detected from the
coverability tree analysis. Necessary conditions to avoid unwanted events in the system
are described by the following statements:

1. Image processing places {pie, Pu, Pis, £>i9, P20, P21} are not necessary in the
C-Space Creation stage of the system. The image processing segment has to be
enabled when the system is in the Path Planning stage. This condition can be
described as an if-then statement: if the C-Space is still not defined, this means
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that £13 is not fired and //(pn) = 0. Then transmission of the signal to enable
image processing t19 must not be fired.

2. When the user has finished the C-Space Creation (pn, C-Space defined), it is
necessary to disable part of the system to avoid returning into the C-Space
Creation stage. This condition can be described by the following statement:
if the C-Space is defined, this means that ti3 was fired and fi(pn) — 1,
then the C-Space Creation places {p6,p7,p8,pg} must be permanently disabled
{n{p6) = 0, n(pr) = 0, //(p8) = 0, fi(p9) = 0}.

3. When the planned path reception (£31) is fired, the system changes its marking
to place p28 (control performed), and starts the Path Following stage. Then, it is
necessary to disable the net segment that plans the path. This condition can be
described by the following statement: if the planned path is received, this means
that £31 was fired and //(p2s) = 1, and the Path Planning places {P22, P23, P24,
P25, P26, P27} must be permanently disabled { ^(^22) = 0, fi(p23) = 0,^(^24) =
O,//(P25) = 0,/x(p2e) = 0,//(p27) = 0}.

4. When the C-Space Creation and Path Planning stages are performing their func-
tions, it is necessary to disable the path following procedures. The condition
statement is: if the planned path reception transition £31 is still not fired, then
transition £32 to perform control must be disabled.

These statements are then transformed into logical constraints that are used to
synthesize Petri Net structures to avoid unwanted (forbidden) states of the system.

5.4.2 Petri Net Control Design
The composed Petri Net is complemented with controller nets to avoid forbidden states.
The following control constraints were identified in the Petri Net analysis:

If <i3 = 0, then <i9 = 0

If fx(pn) ^ 0, then //(p6) + /i(p7) + //(p8) +

If n(p2s) ¥" 0, then //(P22) + MP23) + V(P24) + KP25) +
If t3i = 0, then tS2 = 0

The first and fourth logical constraints are synthesized by applying a direct
implementation procedure, and the other two are synthesized by using the proposed
logical control method.

Since the first constraint (Eq. 5.1) defines that, while ti3 does not fire, then i19

must not fire. It is added to a controller net with a place p3o (enable image processing)
as input place for £ig that dependents of t^s fire to obtain a token. This means that
o*i9 = {P5,P3o} and ^ 3 = {pn,P3o}- Thus, if tn fires, then n(Pso) = 1 and fi(pn) = 1,"

= 0

+ KP27]

(5.1)

(5.2)

) = 0 (5.3)

(5.4)
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if //(P30) holds until n{p$) = 1, then both markings enable £19. Once the C-Space is
denned, it is necessary to enable the image processing net segment for Path Following
procedures. This means that it is necessary to maintain able-to-fire £19. Therefore, £19
must generate a token for p?,o to be able to fire. Therefore, t°9 = {j5i6,p30}, creating a
self loop in place J930, as shown in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Segment of the composed Petri Net with a controller net to enforce the
first constraint in a dashed box.

Using the proposed method to synthesize the controller net to enforce the second
constraint (Eq. 5.2):

1. Evaluate the sets LC°LC, L°, CLct° Lpure_ct, and L°puTe_ct.

Lc = {p6,P7,P

°LC = {£5, ̂ 6)^7)^8) ^11)

L°c = {^6)^77^8^11^13

CLct = {^6,^7^8) ^ll}

-Lpure-ct =

Lpure-ct =

(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)

(5.10)

2. Construct a controller place pc.
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3. Draw an arc between place pc and transition t13. Let pc be the output of t13.

4. Draw an inhibitor arc between pc and for each transition in the set £5, £12. Let £5
and ti2 be the inhibitor arc outputs. Place pc is named as p$i in the composed
Petri Net, as shown in Figure 5.13.

process and
display C-Space

' i l l write
1 ' ' C-space

get
acceptation

C-space
defined

Pit,

Figure 5.13: Segment of the composed Petri Net with a controller net to enforce the
second constraint, which is enclosed in a dashed box.

Using the proposed method to synthesize the controller net for the third constraint
(Eq. 5.3):

1. Evaluate the sets CL° CL,C°L° Cpure-Lt, and C°ure_Lt.

°LC = {^25^26,^27)^285 ^29,

L°c = {^26, ^27, 2̂85 2̂91 ^30,

CLct = {t26 5 2̂71 ^28, ̂ 29, ̂ 30 }

Lpure-ct =

^pure-ct =

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
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2. Construct a controller place pc.

3. Draw an arc between place pc and transition £31. Let pc be the output of t^i-

4. Draw an inhibitor arc between pc and ^5- Let £25 be the inhibitor arc output.
Place pc is named as pzi in the controlled Petri Net shown in Figure 5.14.

perform gradient
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path created

perform Spline
algorithm

smooth path
created

process and
display path

Rx buffer Tx
position full position

control
performed

Figure 5.14: Segment of the composed Petri Net with the controller net to enforce the
third constraint, which is enclosed in a dashed box.

Since the fourth constraint (Eq. 5.4) defines that, when t3i does not fire, £32 must
not fire. It is added to a controller net with a place (p33, enable control) as input place
for £32 that dependents of i3Js fire to obtain a token. This means that °£32 = {^21,̂ 33}
and £31 = {P28,P32,P33}- Thus, if £3i fires, then p2g, P32, and p33 receive one token.
If ^(P3s) — 1 holds until //(P21) = 1> then both markings fire £32. It is necessary to
maintain able-to-fire £32 to perform the path following. Therefore, i32 must generate
a token for p33 to be able to fire. Therefore, t%2 = {^28)^33}; creating a self loop in
place p33, as shown in Figure 5.15. The final composed Petri Net with controller nets
is shown in Figure 5.16.

P32
disable
planner

perform
control
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Figure 5.15: Segment of the composed Petri Net with the controller net to enforce the
fourth constraint, which is enclosed in a dashed box.
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Host

perform gradient j
descent

perform Spline £
algorithm

smooth path
created

process and
display path

perform
control

Figure 5.16: Composed Petri Net with controller net structures to enforce four con-
straints.
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5.4.3 Final Dynamic Analysis
The composed Petri Net is analyzed to verify that experiment specifications are met.
The coverability tree of the composed Petri Net is shown in Figure 5.17. It was done
taking into account the four added places of controller net structures that are listed
in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Places added by controller net structures.
Place

P30
P31
P32
P33

Description
enable image processing (first controller net)
disable C-Space Creation (second controller net)
disable planner (third controller net)
enable control (fourth controller net)

From the coverability tree analysis shown in Figure 5.17, one can deduce that each
VL subsystem reaches its goal state in a sequenced and synchronized way. This means
that there are three firable transition sequences {r:, r2, T3}, such that:

T2 = {^14) ^15; ^16) tl7, tig, t\, t2, £3, £4, ^19, ^20, ^21) ^22j ^23; ^24) ^25, 2̂6> ^27, ^28/
T3 ~ {^30i ^31) ^33; t\, t%, £3, £4, tig, t2o, ^21; 2̂2? ^23i ^24) ^32j ^34/

and their concatenation r = T\ + r2 + r3 allows:

(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)

M0[T > M3 => MO[TI > Mi and MI[T2 > M2 and M2[T3 > M3 are defined, (5.20)

where Mi represents the marking vector of the C-Space Creation subsystem that
includes fi(pn) = 1 (C-Space defined) and the other place markings of the composed
net are equal to zero {fJ-(pi) = 0,.../J,(P2Q) = 0}, taking no care regarding controller
net markings {^(^30), l^(P3i), MP32), MP33)}- M2 represents the marking vector of
the Path Planner subsystem which includes fji(p2&) = 1 (path planned), taking into
account the previous marking considerations. M3 is the marking of the Path Following
subsystem that includes fi(p29 = 1 (destination reached), taking into account the
previous marking considerations. Notice that p2g is the VL goal state.

Without taking into account the marking of the controller net places {̂ 30, P31, P32,
P33 }, the composed Petri Net behaves as a safe net [Murata 1989], where all its transi-
tions are firables and have one input and output place, as a state machine automaton.
Thus, it means that there exist only one signal instantiation at any instant in the VL
system. Furthermore, £34 (stop following) is Ll-live, and according to Eq. 5.20, P29 is
reachable from Mo. This implies that the VL goal state is also reachable. Therefore,
the controlled and composed Petri Net is event-synchronized and performs sequentially
and correctly its functionalities to mount, define, and execute the experiment.
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5.5 VL System Implementation
The composed Petri Net with controller nets has appropriate boundeness, liveness, and
event-synchronous properties. Therefore, it is a stable, event-based telerobotic design
for the Internet [Elhajj et al. 2003]. The final analysis step finishes the development
methodology. The VL system can be implemented using UML diagrams that define
its static structure and help to construct the system in an object-oriented language,
such as Java or C++. The UML defines VL classes and their operation methods to
be straightly implemented in an object-oriented programming language.

The Petri Net diagram tells the developer the necessary control that must be
introduced into the software to mount, define, and execute the experiment. Typically,
public variables and class messages in the programming code introduce control to
enable or disable operation methods in different stages of the experiment.

5.6 VL Development Conclusions
This chapter presented the structural and dynamic design of a VL for mobile robotics
using the development methodology. A stand-alone computer-based experiment for
robotic navigation was selected to illustrate and validate the proposed methodology.

In the first methodology phase, the experiment description and its process flow
chart were analyzed to generate specification tables and hierarchical charts for
experiment functionalities. These tables and charts summarize processes and their
function specifications. In this analysis, three main functionalities were recognized to
mount, define, and execute the experiment for robotic navigation: C-Space Creation,
Path Planning, and Path Following.

The second phase identified these main functionalities in the UML reference frame-
work. In this phase, experiment functionalities are treated as VL subsystems and
related to the VL framework. Grouped processes were identified as instantiations of
class components to integrate a VL application, and their functions and specifications
were identified as class operation methods and attributes. The reference framework
was repeatedly customized according to experiment specifications to produce several
UML diagrams with different perspectives of the VL subsystems.

In the third methodology phase, the VL subsystem dynamics was extracted. This
phase converted statechart diagrams into Petri Nets and performed a quantitative
and qualitative analysis to validate Petri Net behavioral properties that are related to
event-based design requirements.

In the fourth phase, generated Petri Nets, which represent VL subsystems, were
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merged into a composed Petri Net. After that, the composed Petri Net was analyzed to
verify that experiment functionalities are appropriately executed. Since the composed
Petri Net did not behave as desired, then several controller nets were synthesized to
synchronize a sequential execution of the VL subsystems.

Finally, the customized framework and its composed Petri Net were taken as a
guideline to implement the VL application using an object-oriented programming
language, such as Java. UML diagrams allow visualization of the complexity of the
software structure, and provide a detailed design that is fully compatible with the
object-oriented paradigm. The use of this paradigm allows the developer to produce
high quality software in a short time and to reuse software to reduce programming
efforts.

On the other hand, Petri Nets provide a comprehensive design of the flow control
among software classes. This design is fully compatible with Java event-listener class
interfaces for user interface implementation, messages among classes, and public
Boolean variables for control flags.

A detailed description of robotics and vision techniques, which were implemented
in the VL for mobile robotics are presented in Appendix B. The VL setup and exper-
imental results are described in Chapter 7.



Chapter 6

Design of a Virtual Laboratory for
Bilateral Teleoperation

The proposed model and its methodology are used to develop a new VL for teleop-
eration experimentation over the Internet. This VL development takes advantage of
already-designed software modules used to implement the VL for mobile robotics.
It reuses object-oriented software classes as generic modules to create and build a
new experiment design for Internet-based teleoperation with force reflection using an
event-based control approach.

This chapter introduces a real-time control to teleoperate a nonholonomic minirobot
(Khepera). It gives a detailed description of the proposed real-time control and presents
its development as a VL application. The experiment analysis and VL framework iden-
tification methodology steps are described to provide a customized VL design defined
by UML diagrams. Then, generated UML statechart diagrams are converted into
Petri Nets to model experiment behavior and perform its analysis. These Petri Nets
are merged in a composed net, which is analyzed to validate event-based design re-
quirements. Controller nets are synthesized and integrated into the composed Petri
Net to regulate its behavior. Finally, these UML diagrams and the composed Petri
Net are used to guide the VL implementation. The resulting VL system for bilateral
teleroperation was described in [Borstel and Gordillo 2004a].

6.1 The Teleoperation Experiment
Sensory information in real time is always desirable to increase the user's cer-
tainty in Internet-based teleoperation experiments. Visual feedback is commonly
used in most of the Internet-based telerobotic systems reported in the literature
[Michel et al. 2000, Hirukawa and Hara 2000, Taylor and Dalton 2000].

Recent Internet-based teleoperation applications, using the event-based control
and planning theory introduced in [Xi 1993], successfully sent sensory information in
real time, such as force, temperature, and video, dealing with unpredictable packet

107
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delays, lost packets, and disconnects [Lo et al. 2003, Elhajj et al. 2003]. However,
these applications used separate videoconference systems to send visual sensory
information, and did not use an integrated system to provide a visual feedback in
conjunction with other types of sensory information. Furthermore, they did not use
visual information to obtain other types of sensory feedback.

An event-based controller for Internet-based bilateral teleoperation of a non-
holonomic differential-driven mobile robot is proposed in this chapter. The controller
uses a visual sensor to provide sensory information in real time. The teleoperation
system makes use of visual information to generate haptic and visual sensory infor-
mation that corresponds to a robot's status in the workspace. The proposed system
will allow the user to control the robot for navigation and avoiding obstacles in the
workspace. It combines the event-based controller with computer vision and potential
field techniques to control the robot.

In this experiment, the user indicates the obstacles' vertices on a workspace im-
age and the system computes a C-Space, which is converted into a numeric potential
field grid where the cell values represent spatial information in a similar manner as
occupancy grids [Elfes 1989]. This numeric grid defines three navigation spaces (for-
bidden, constrained, and free), as shown in Figure 6.1. Navigation spaces have cells
with different probability values being occupied by an obstacle P(obs),

forbidden space
constrained space (6.1)
free space

where f(d) is a linear function of distance d between the robot and forbidden space
(the obstacle). The computer vision system calculates the robot's position in real
time, which is used as a reference to perform several measures on the numeric potential
field grid. These measures are combined to generate a repulsive virtual force around
obstacles. Furthermore, the system will provide real-time visual information regarding
the robot's current position in the remote environment by drawing a graphic mark on
the workspace images displayed by the user interface.

6.2 Real-Time Control
The numeric potential field is set when the user indicates physical obstacle vertices on
a top view image of the workspace. These vertices are used to compute a C-Space.
The C-Space is then converted into a numeric potential field grid, which is used to
generate a repulsive virtual force when the robot approaches an obstacle. The virtual
force vector is obtained, based on proximity and direction to obstacles. Proximity and
direction are calculated from several measures taken from the numeric potential field
grid, based on the robot's current position obtained from the computer vision system.
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Obstacle's Vertices

Robot Landmarks

Workspace Image

Processed Image

Potential Reid

Potential Field Measures

Figure 6.1: The numeric potential field takes the C-Space as a reference. Measures on
the numeric potential field are taken using the robot's current position in the workspace
as a reference.

This virtual force is converted into a velocity value and introduced into the event-based
controller to generate a velocity tracking error. This tracking error is fed to the user
as a force feedback to indicate proximity and direction to obstacles. Furthermore, a
graphic mark is also drawn in real time on the image to indicate the robot's position.

6.2.1 Control Design
The teleoperation system design is based on two elements, as seen in Figure 6.2: the
User Computer containing one or more user interface applications to allow the user to
teleoperate the Khepera minirobot as slave device. In the other hand, the Laboratory
Computer contains the necessary applications to remotely operate the slave device. The
User Computer has connected a joystick [Microsoft 2004] and shows a user interface
displaying a workspace image. The robot and a camera are connected to the Laboratory
Computer. Each block will be described in detail and all variables will be defined in
Table 6.1 and referenced to s, where s is the event, s e {l,2,..n} and represents the
number of commands issued by the user. System stability and synchronization result
from the use of a non-time based variable s as reference [Xi 1993].

Image Acquisition. A top view of the workspace is acquired by a camera and
converted into a discrete image using a video frame grabber. This process generates a
matrix I(s) of integer elements, using a 256-level gray scale. After n iterations, Matrix
I(s + n) is compressed, using the Run Length Encoding (RLE) method before being
sent to the Potential Field Creation procedure.

Potential Field Creation. Image matrix I(s + n) is decompressed and displayed
on the user interface. Next, the user interacts with the user interface to define a
C-Space, based on the workspace image. Using the computer mouse, the user indicates
the obstacles' vertices on the image, and the system calculates and draws a convex
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UserComputer Lab Computer

Figure 6.2: Block diagram of the real-time control for Internet-based teleoperation.

Table 6.1: Definition of variables used in the block diagram shown in Figure 6.2.
Variable Definition

P (a) — [J? (o)P (a)]'*'

Xm(s) = [Xmx(s)Xmy(s)}T

Vd(s) = [Vdleft(s)Vdright(s)}T

Va(s) = [Valeft(s)Xarlght(S)}T

Vm(s) = [Vmieft{s)Vmright(s)}T

E(s) = [Ex(s)Ey(s)]T

Ve(s) = [Veleft(s)Veright(s)}T

Pk(s) = [X(s)Y(s)9(s)]T

Concept
Applied force by joystick
Joystick position
Desired velocity
Applied velocity
Measured velocity
Tracking error
Potential field velocity
Robot position

polygon that is expanded in relation to the robot's radius to build a Configuration
Obstacle C-Obstacle. This procedure is carried out m times, once for each physical
obstacle. After that, the system converts the displayed C-Space bitmap into a numeric
matrix M with the same size as I(s), where obstacles are expanded in a decremented
way to create a numeric potential field. The numeric matrix M is calculated once.

Image Processing. Matrix I(s) is binarized and segmented to find every object
in the image. Found objects are characterized, using Hu invariant moments to identify
a robot's artificial landmark. Two circles compose the robot's landmark: a big circle
represents the robot's front, while a small one indicates the rear. The robot's position
Pk(s) is the centroid of the big circle. The robot's orientation is the angle defined by
a line passing through the centroids of both circles and the x-axis of the reference frame.

Operator and Joystick. The operator, in conjunction with the joystick, has
a spring-like behavior [Nogan 1986]; the operator generates new joystick positions to
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Table 6.2: Equations for joystick position conversion into desired velocity.

+Xmx(s), Xmy{s)

+Xmx(s),+Xmy(s)

Xmx(s), Xmy(s)

Xmx(s),+Xmy(s)
+Xmx(s),0
Xmx(s),0

Vdleft

Kp

0
Xmx(s)

Vdright

compensate for displacements generated by force feedbacks, according to the following
function:

Xm(s) = (6.2)

where Km is a scaling constant, Xm(s) is the new joystick position, and Fm(s — 1) is
the previously-played force. Notice that the rotational component Xme(s) is not used,
since the joystick is not able to feed force in that direction.

Joystick Controller. Joystick position Xm(s) is proportionally converted to a
desired velocity Vd(s) for both left and right robot motors for differential driving.
Xm(s) and equations in Table 6.2 are used to obtain the velocity Vd(s). Equations
in the four first rows use Kx to decrease the joystick position component Xmx(s) to
generate a hyperbolic speed function on the x-axis of the joystick reference frame. Kp
is a scaling constant, that is, Kx = 3, Kp = 100.

Proximity and Direction Calculation. Potential field measurements are per-
formed, taking as reference the robot position Pk{s). These measurements are treated
as proximity sensor readings to generate virtual forces, which are converted to velocity
values to be fed into the real-time control. A punctual measure over the numeric
potential field is called the virtual sensor Mn(s). Six virtual sensors are distributed
around the robot's front (as the real ones) and another six are placed around the
robot's rear. These virtual sensors make proximity measures on the numeric potential
field grid around obstacles. Proximity measurements are condensed by Equations 6.3
and 6.4 in two variables: proximity Pr(s) and direction 0(s) [Diard and Lebeltel 1999].

Max(M0(s), Mx(s), , M5(s))J (6.3)

90(M5(s) - Mpj 5(M3(s) - M2(s))

Variable PT(s) (proximity) is calculated based on the maximum proximity measure,
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Table 6.3: Equations for proximity conversion into potential field velocity.
<f>(s)

0(s) - 0
</>(s) > 0
0(s) < 0

Veleft
Pr{s)xVdleft{s)

Ke

0
PrXVdleft(s)XCOs(-104>(s))

Ke

Veright
Pr(s)xVdright{s)

Ke
Pr(s)xVdriqht(s)xC0s(W<j>(s))

Ke

0

which is divided by a scaling constant Ks. Variable <j)(s) (direction) is computed,
subtracting opposite side measurements of virtual sensors. Therefore, a positive or
negative sign is obtained, indicating the left or right side of the robot's front/rear.
Resulting values from the subtraction are multiplied by weights corresponding to
virtual sensor positions. The </>(s) value is obtained by summing the weighted
subtraction results. Then, (f>(s) is divided by a summation to normalize the results
into a —10 < 0 < +10 range. The Pr(s) and 0(s) behavior is described in detail in
[Diard and Lebeltel 1999].

When the robot performs a forward displacement, the six frontal virtual sensors are
taken into account to calculate Pr(s) and <f)(s) and generate Ve(s) in accordance with
the current robot position Pk(s) in the potential field. When a backward displacement
is performed the six rear virtual sensors are taken into account to calculate Pr(s) and
0(s) and generate Ve(s). The velocity Ve(s) is calculated, based on Table 6.3 equations.
In these equations, Pr(s) represents the virtual force vector magnitude and <t>{s) is used
to obtain the Pr(s) vector projection on the corresponding axis and to generate the
velocity Ve(s) on both left and right motors, using Ke as a scaling constant. After that,
the calculated Ve(s) is subtracted from Vd(s) to produce an applied velocity Va(s) to
the robot:

Va(s) = Vd(s) - Ve(s) (6.5)

Conversion to Robot Command. Velocity Va(s) is converted into a command
string recognized by the robot speed mode [K-Team 2002], with the corresponding
parameters set to both left and right wheel motor speeds (Vaieft(s), Varight{s)).

Slave (mobile robot). The robot receives the speed command string and
executes and holds the command for a specific lapse of time, then stops and waits for
the next command. Speed commands set each wheel motor speed through the robot
Proportional-Integrative-Differential (PID) controller and a Pulse Width Modulator
(PWM) [K-Team 1998].

Speed Acquisition. Once the velocity Va(s) is applied to the robot, the speed
acquisition procedure requests the instantaneous speed [K-Team 2002] of both wheel
motors (Vmieft(s),Vrnright{s)) to be sent as the measured velocity Vm(s) to the user
computer. Vd(s) is taken as a reference; the difference between Vd(s) and Vm(s) gen-
erates a tracking error E(s) that is converted into a force vector Fm(s) by the joystick
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controller.
E(s) = Vd(s) - Vm(s) (6.6)

The joystick controller converts error E(s) into force vector Fm(s), applying equa-
tions in Table 6.2 in an inverse manner to obtain error projection E(s) = [Ex(s)Ey(s)]T

on the x and y axes. This vector E(s) is added to the last applied force Fm(s — 1).
The resulting vector F^(s) is multiplied by a scaling constant Kf to obtain the current
force vector Fm(s). Then, the Fm(s) vector is played by the joystick during a specific
lapse of time.

Fm(8) = Fm(s - 1) + E(s) (6.7)

Fm(s) = KfF'm{s) (6.8)

Internet. This controller design takes the communication link as a delay element
that plays no role in the event-based control model [Elhajj et al. 2000b].

6.2.2 Experiment Processes
Figure 6.3 shows a detailed process flow chart based on the control design description,
with necessary processes that should compose control blocks, shown in Figure 6.2,
to achieve their specific tasks in the experiment. Notice that some processes (square
blocks) were taken, as modules from the previously-developed VL for mobile robotics,
to build the process flow chart.

The User side, as shown in Figure 6.2, contains the Operator and Joystick block
that are represented by the User, Force Effector, and Joystick devices in Figure 6.3.
The Joystick Controller block is represented by the Force Conversion and Position
Conversion processes. The Potential Field Creation block is represented by the
User Interface, Vertex Convex Hull, Obstacle Expansion, Visual Display, Image
Decompression, and Bitmap to Matrix processes. The Proximity and Direction block
is represented by itself. Two procedures were added: the C-Space Database and
Position Prediction Calculation Processes.

In the Laboratory side, the Image Acquisition block is represented by the Image
Acquisition and Compression procedures. The Image Processing block is represented
by several processes: Binarization, Segmentation, Characterization, and Position
Calculation. The conversion to Robot Command block is represented by the Control
Process. The slave device is represented by the Odometer and Robot Devices. The
speed acquisition block and the camera are represented by themselves.

The Internet block is represented by the Communication procedure to transmit
and receive data between User and Laboratory Computers.
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Figure 6.3: Detailed process flow chart of the teleoperation system. Square blocks
represent processes that were taken as software modules from the previously-designed
VL.

6.2.3 Experiment Functionality Analysis
Once the experiment design is finished, the next step is to perform a functionality
analysis, based on the experiment description. The application will be designed to
have three main functionalities to perform a remote true experiment [Hicks 1982] in
accordance with the VL framework denned in Chapter 3.

Three main functionalities will compose the experiment:

C-Space Creation: This functionality encapsulates necessary procedures to trans-
form the obstacle's vertices, marked by the user, into convex polygons to repre-
sent physical obstacles. These polygons are expanded, taking into account the
robot's shape to create C-Obstacles and simulate a C-Space, which is displayed
on a workspace image obtained from the Laboratory Computer that acquires the
image from a camera. Note that a C-Space database is considered. Thus, if a
C-Space was saved before, then the user is able to retrieve it. In that case, some
procedures of the C-Space Creation functionality can be skipped.

Potential Field Creation: Once the C-Space is denned by the user, the generated
bitmap used to display the C-Space is converted into an integer matrix to be
used as a numerical grid. The matrix is processed by a potential field procedure
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to introduce the potential function in Equation 6.1. This procedure generates a
decremented potential field around the obstacles that is known as the Constrained
Space in Figure 6.1.

Robot Teleoperation: When the user starts the robot teleoperation, the Laboratory
Computer acquires the workspace image, identifies the robot landmark, and sends
a compressed image and the robot position to the User Computer. This robot
position is used to calculate proximity and direction to obstacles around the robot.
Proximity and Direction are generated from several measurements taken on the
potential field numeric grid. A virtual force vector is generated from proximity
and direction parameters and converted into an environment speed. Then, the
user manipulates the joystick, and its position is converted into a desired speed.
The desired speed is compared with the environment speed to produce an applied
speed. The applied speed is sent to the Laboratory Computer system and finally
to the robot. Robot wheel encoders acquire the instantaneous speed that is
requested by the Laboratory Computer. The instantaneous speed is sent to the
User Computer to compare it with the desired speed. The calculated tracking
error is converted into a force vector that is sent to the force effector (the same
joystick), which provides a force feedback to the user. Meanwhile, the robot
position and the desired speed are introduced into a predictor procedure that
provides future robot positions, which are also displayed as simulated landmarks
on the workspace image.

6.3 C-Space Creation Functionality Modeling
The C-Space Creation functionality is identified as necessary procedures to mount the
bilateral teleoperation experiment. The modeling of C-Space Creation functionality,
which includes the first three phases of the VL development methodology, is referenced
to Chapter 5, section 5.2. In the bilateral teleoperation experiment, the C-Space
Creation functionality has added two new procedures for image compression and
decompression, which are taken into account in the modeling phases.

Subsection 5.2.1 described the first phase of the methodology performing an
analysis of the C-Space Creation functionality. The decompression function should be
added to the Visual Display process and the compression function added to the Image
Processing process. Subsection 5.2.2 detailed the second phase of the development
methodology. Notice that the UML class diagram of the C-Space Creation subsystem
in the VL for bilateral teleoperation must take into account two new operation
methods for the Image Processing and Visual Display instantiations: compress() and
deCompressQ, respectively.

The second stage of the subsystem identification phase described the dynamics of
the C-Space Creation functionality. The third stage of the identification phase pro-
vides a detailed description of the functionality operation. The image decompression
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activity must be added to the transition label that describes the Process and Display
operation, and the image compression activity must be added to the transition label
that describes the capture and acquire image operation.

The third phase of the VL development methodology converts the UML statechart
diagram into a Petri Net. The event-synchronization property was validated via
Petri Net behavioral properties. The C-Space Creation subsystem analysis demon-
strated its event-synchronicity property and, thus its stability as an event-based design.

6.4 Potential Field Creation Functionality
Modeling

The Potential Field Creation functionality is identified as the necessary procedures to
define the robotic navigation experiment to introduce specific independent variables
into the experiment. The Potential Field Creation procedures define the decremented
potential field around the obstacles, which is used as a reference to generate virtual
forces that depend on the obstacle proximity. This degraded potential field can be
defined using logarithmic, linear, or exponential equations that change virtual sensor
detection ranges and specifications.

This section summarizes the first three methodology phases used to translate
the Potential Field Creation functionality into UML and Petri Net modeling notations.

6.4.1 Analysis of the Potential Field Creation Functionality
To continue the first phase of the development methodology, a specification table
and a hierarchical chart are build to describe inherent procedures of the Potential
Field Creation functionality, specifications, and functions. Table 6.4 extracts and
summarizes the most significant processes, including functions and specifications.
Notice that physical devices are also described as processes with functions and
specifications.

The next step in the experiment analysis generates a functionality hierarchical
chart from the specification table. Figure 6.4 describes processes and functions for the
Potential Field Creation functionality.

6.4.2 Potential Field Creation Subsystem Identification
Until now, the Potential Field Creation functionality was informally described. In
the second phase of the development methodology, experiment processes and func-
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Table 6.4: The most significant specifications of the Potential Field subsystem.
Process
Monitor
Mouse

Visual Display
Potential Field

Creation
User Interface

Function Description
Displays GUI, workspace image, and potential field
Generates discrete signals to start the Potential Field Creation
Image / decompression and display processing
Converts Bitmap C into the C-Space matrix C = {0320,240},
performs the linear function 6.1 around the obstacles in C
Gets start command

Display Generate
Create

Figure 6.4: Hierarchical chart for the Potential Field Creation functionality.

tions will be identified as instantiations and operation methods of the UML framework.

The first stage of the identification phase is structural modeling. Now, the
functionality is treated as a subsystem. This stage relates the specification ta-
ble and hierarchical chart to UML class and deployment diagrams, taking as
a reference the VL definition provided by the UML framework. Figure 6.5 shows
the class structure and operation methods of the Potential Field Creation functionality.

Figure 6.5 depicts the most significant instantiations of the Guest class in the
Potential Field Creation subsystem: Guest Computer, Monitor, and Guest Software.
The Guest computer is identified as a computer where the user will interact to create
the Potential Field. The PC Mouse is identified as an Input Device instantiation,
which is a component of the Guest Computer. The Monitor is identified as an Output
Device instantiation in the Guest System. The Guest Software has several components:
1) the Display Process as an instantiation of the Sensory Conversion class with two
operation methods: displaylmageQ and displayCspaceQ. 2) The User Interface as an
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Guest
System

Potential Field Creation: Remote VL

Media Host
System

Guest Computer:
Computer

Mouse:

activaButtonQ

Monitor;
Output Device

DisplayQ

Display Process:
Sensory

display Image ()
displayCspaceQ

Guest
Software

User Interface:
Input Processing

getCreateCmdO

Potential Field
Creation: Simulation

bitmapToMatrix ()
potentialcalculaO

Figure 6.5: UML class diagram for the Potential Field Creation subsystem.

Input Processing instantiation, with getCreateCmdQ as operation method to acquire
the creation command from the user. 3) The Potential Field Creation procedures
as a Simulation instantiation with two operation methods: bitmapToMatrix() and
potentialCalcula(), which are used to create a numerical matrix from the C-Space
bitmap and calculate a decremented potential field around obstacles, respectively.

The second stage of the identification phase creates UML collaboration and
sequence diagrams from the informal definition to represent the dynamics of the
Potential Field Creation subsystem. Instantiation relationships, messages, and
sequences are described in detail in this stage. The UML collaboration diagram of the
Potential Field Creation subsystem is depicted in Figure 6.6.

C-Spttce image signal

Monitor

C -Space
image

Create

Display Process

C-Space
bitmap

Potential
field

definition

Potential Field
Creation

Create
command

User Interface

Figure 6.6: UML collaboration diagram of the Potential Field Creation subsystem.
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The UML collaboration diagram in Figure 6.6 describes the flow of messages
among instantiations. The User generates analog Inputs via the Mouse, which
translates these Inputs into discrete commands to start the Potential Field Creation
from the User Interface procedures. The User interface procedure introduces the
Creation Command into the Potential Field Creation instantiation, which defines the
C-Space for the Display Process. The Display Process sends a C-Space bitmap to
Potential Field procedures, where the bitmap is used to generate a numeric matrix.
Furthermore, the Display Process sends the C-Space Image Signal to the Monitor to
display the C-Space. This sequence description is clearly represented by the UML
sequence diagram, shown in Figure 6.7.

Click on
Button

Matrix
Created

User
Interface

Activate
Button

Potential
Field Image

Display
Process

Occupancy
Matrix

.Video Signal

C-Space
Defined

Occupancy
, Definition

Figure 6.7: UML sequence diagram of the Potential Field Creation subsystem.

A UML statechart diagram is generated in the third stage of the VL framework
identification phase to give a detailed description of the VL subsystem operation.
This statechart diagram describes operations and internal states performed by the
interaction of identified instantiations in the customized VL framework. Identified
instantiations are listed and numbered to relate them to internal states and transitions
enclosed in dashed boxes in the statechart diagram. Figure 6.8 shows internal states
of the Potential Field Creation subsystem. UML statecharts describe internal states
of VL subsystems as a result of the last transition (operation).

6.4.3 UML-Petri Net Conversion and Analysis
The UML-Petri Net conversion is the third phase of the methodology; it trans-
forms the UML statechart diagram into a Petri Net using the conversion function
G(ST) = PN. This conversion generates a Petri Net (PN) from the previously shown
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Command

Potential Field
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Convert
bitmap into

matrix
Numeric
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Create
Potential Field

Occupancy Matrix
Created

Process and
Display Occupancy

Occupancy Matrix
Defined

(1) User, Mouse and User Interface
(2) Potential Field Creation
(3) Monitor and Display Process

Figure 6.8: UML statechart diagram of the Potential Field Creation subsystem.

UML statechart (ST). Figure 6.9 is the Petri Net representation of the Potential Field
Creation subsystem.

The dynamic analysis performed on the Potential Field Creation Petri Net, shown
in Figure 6.9, describes the Petri Net as a pure and ordinary net [Murata 1989] that
behaves as a marking graph that does not have conflicts in its structure; therefore,
this Petri Net graph exhibits a deterministic behavior. Its coverability tree shown in
Figure 6.10, describes a safe net and all transitions have one input and one output as
a state machine, where all transitions are Ll-live. Thus, it is an event-synchronized
subsystem where its goal state can be reached (p$, potential field matrix created).
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Figure 6.9: Petri Net diagram of the Potential Field Creation subsystem.
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Figure 6.10: Coverability tree of the Potential field Creation subsystem.
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6.5 Robot Teleoperation Functionality Modeling
Appendix D, section D.2 describes the Robot Teleoperation functionality modeling
phases. The functionality modeling describes the first three phases of the VL
development methodology: experiment functionality analysis, experiment subsystem
identification in the VL framework, and UML statechart conversion into a Petri Net
and its analysis.

Descriptions for the bilateral teleoperation experiment are presented in Appendix
D, such as, its specification table and hierarchical chart. These descriptions are
translated into the UML graphical notation as class, collaboration, sequence, and
statechart diagrams of the UML framework. The framework dynamics is extracted
(statechart diagram) to be converted into a Petri Net, which is analyzed to relate
behavioral properties with event-based control properties, using the coverability tree
method. Event-synchronization property is validated via liveness, boundedness, and
automaton characteristics of the Petri Nets that represent the Robot Teleoperation
functionality.

6.6 Petri Net Synchronous Composition
Analysis results from the third phase of the development methodology allow concluding
that these three VL subsystems can accomplish their goals. They meet the event-based
design requirements and can perform their specific goals. These VL subsystems are
represented by Petri Nets with necessary behavioral properties to assure their own
stability and synchronization when they work as separated event-based Internet
applications. However, these subsystems should be merged to be considered as a
complete VL system, which sequentially performs the experiment functionalities for a
true experiment experience.

Transition synchronous composition and place fusion reduction procedures merge
VL subsystems into a composed Petri Net. The first synchronous composition and
place fusions are done merging PNi\\+PN2 = PN3, the C-Space Creation (PNi) and
the Potential Field (PN2) subsystems. The composed Petri Net (PN3) is once again
synchronously composed and place fused PNs\\+PNi = PN5 with the Robot Teleop-
eration subsystem (PN4); the resulting composed Petri Net (PN5) is shown in Figure
6.11. The Petri Net numeric labeling starts, using as a reference, the first subsystem
to create a new joined labeling. Since merged VL subsystems should be performed in
a sequential way, the initial marking of the composed Petri Net is always placed where
the first subsystem starts (pi, camera ready). In this case, the initial marking has a
token placed at p\ of the C-Space Creation Petri Net. Note that textual labels are not
modified because they are taken as a reference to perform the synchronous composition
and place fusion procedures.
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image, pos
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Figure 6.11: Composed Petri Net diagram resulting from synchronous composition and
place fusion of the three VL subsystems: C-Space Creation, Potential Field Creation,
and Robot Teleoperation.
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Table 6.5: Joined place numeric labeling and its description.
Place

Pi
Pi
P3

Pi
P5
P6
P7

Ps
P9
PlO
Pn
Pu
Pl3
Pu
Pl5
Pw
Pn
Pis
P\9
P20
P21
Pn
P23
P2A
P25
P26
P27
P2S
P29
P30
P31
P32
P33
P34
P35

Description
camera ready to capture
image acquired
buffer full
image received
image displayed
vertices defined
obstacle defined
C-Obstacle built
C-Obstacle displayed
buffer full
C-Space defined
potential field creation started
numeric matrix created
potential field matrix created
potential field matrix defined
force played
joystick position generated
desired speed calculated
environment force calculated
environment speed calculated
applied speed calculated
buffer full
speed command received
robot moving
speed measured
image binarized
object array filled
robot landmark recognized
robot position calculated
buffer full
image, position, and speed received
predicted position calculated
image and predicted position displayed
speed error calculated
force vector calculated
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Table 6.6: Numeric transition labeling and its description.
Transition

h
t2
h
U
h

h
h
h

hi
tii
tn
tu
tin
he
tn
Us
tl9
^20

*21

^22

*23

^24

^25

^26

^27

^28

^29

^30

hi
^32

^33

^34

^35

^36

*37

^38

^39

Description
capture and acquire (compress image)
transmit image
receive image
process (decompress) and display image
get vertices
calculate convex hull
expand convex hull
process and display C-Space
transmit image request
receive image request
get acceptation of C-Space
write C-Space
read obstacle definition
get create command
convert bitmap into matrix
create potential field
process and display potential field
get start
get joystick position
calculate desired speed
calculate environment force
convert environment force into environment speed
subtract environment speed to desired speed
transmit applied speed
receive applied speed
execute command by robot
acquire speed by odometer
execute stop command by robot
perform binarization
perform segmentation
perform characterization
calculate robot position
transmit image, position, and speed
receive image, position, and speed
calculate predicted position
process (decompress), display image, and predicted position
subtract measured speed to desired speed
convert error to force vector
play force
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6.6.1 Composed Petri Net Analysis
The composed Petri Net shown in Figure 6.11 inherits behavioral and structural
properties from merged Petri Nets. It has non-deterministic, boundeness (safe), and
liveness properties. But the merge increased the non-deterministic property in the
complete system. Therefore, the composed Petri Net does not behave as it should to
accomplish the goals of VL subsystems.

From the coverability tree analysis results shown in Figure 6.12, it can be
deduced that it is necessary to disable part of the composed Petri Net. In this
case, the C-Space Creation subsystem must be disabled to avoid redefining the
C-Space when the system is performing the robot teleoperation functionality. This
condition is described by the following statement: if tn (C-Space defined) is fired and
A*(Pn) = 1)> then the C-Space Creation places ({pz, PA, Ps, Pe, Pi, P%, P§)) must be
permanently disabled. Thus, these places should not have any token after tn was fired.

Furthermore, when the C-Space Creation subsystem is working, the robot teleoper-
ation subsystem {P261P27, • ••Pm} must be disabled. This condition is described by the
following statement: if tu = 0 (C-Space defined) and ̂ (pn) = 0, then £29 = 0.
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Figure 6.12: Coverability tree of the synchronous composed Petri Net.
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6.7 Petri Net Control
The composed Petri Net is then complemented with a non-maximally permissible con-
troller net that meets the following constraint:

If A*(Pn)#0, then

Then, the controller net is synthesized using the proposed control method.

1. First, the sets Lc° Lc,L°,CLct° Lpure_ct, and L°ure_ct are evaluated.

Lc = {P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9J (6.10)
°LC = {t2,h,t4,t5,te,t7lts,tg} (6-H)
L°c = {^3)^4)^5i^6)^7)^8)^9)^ll} (6 .12)

CLct = {£3, £4, £5, ̂ 6, £7, £g, tgj (6.13)

°Lpure_ct = {t2} (6.14)
L°Pure-ct = {*ll} (6-15)

2. Construct a controller place pc.

3. Draw an arc between place pc and transition t2. Let pc be the output of t2.

4. Draw an inhibitor arc between pc and tu- Let tu be the input of the inhibitor
arc. Place pc is named as p37 in the controlled Petri Net, as shown in Figure 6.13.
Notice that J937 disables transition t2 corresponding to a procedure in the Host
system; therefore, a net representing communication between Guest and Host
is needed. Two transitions representing transmission and reception operations
(£41 and £42), with a middle buffer full state (pss), are incorporated, as shown in
Figure 6.13. Place p39 indicates that the disable signal was received, having as
output arc the inhibitor connected to t2.

The second constraint is directly implemented. Since the constraint depends on the
firing of tu, which is in the Guest system, and £29 which is in the Host system, then
it uses part of the controller net synthesized for the first constraint to avoid sending
another signal through the Media. Therefore, it is introduced in another place (p^o,
enable teleoperation); p^ is an output place of £42 (receive disable) and it is connected
as the input place to £29- Once the Robot Teleoperation subsystem is enabled, it must
remain enabled, thus another arc from £29 to p4o is introduced into the controller net
to generate a self-loop in p40.

The composed Petri Net with the controller net is shown in Figure 6.13. The
composed and controlled Petri Net is analyzed once again to verify that experiment
specifications are met.
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Figure 6.13: Petri Net diagram of the Teleoperation system with controller net struc-
tures.
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6.7.1 Final Dynamic Analysis
The coverabihty tree of the composed and controlled Petri Net of the VL for Teleoper-
ation is shown in Figure 6.14. It was done with four added places and two transitions
of controller net structures, which are described in Tables 6.7 and 6.8.

Table 6.7: Places added by controller net structures in the VL for teleoperation.
Place

P37
Pm
P39
P40

Description
disable C-Space Creation
buffer full
disable received
enable teleoperation

Table 6.8: Transitions added by controller net Structures in the VL for teleoperation.

Transition

^42

Description
transmit disable
receive disable

Prom the coverabihty tree analysis shown in Figure 6.14, it can be deduced that each
VL subsystem reaches its goal state in a sequenced and synchronized way. This means
that there exists three firable transition sequences {T\,T2,TS} that do not consider the
controller net transitions {£41,£42}, that is:

Tl — {^1, ^2, ^3, tii ^5, ^6, h, ts, tg, £10, tx,t2, t3, £4, t5, t&, tj,
1~2 = O i l , ^14, ^15) *16i ^

r 3 = {^18)^19i *20) £211 ̂ 22)^23; ^24,^25,^26)^27) ^28,^1,^29, ^30) ^31; ^

^33) ^34) £35, ^36, ^37) ^38; ^39, ^19, ^20; ^21, ^22, ^23j ^24, ^25;

(6.16)
(6-17)

(6.18)

and their concatenation r = T\ + r2 + r3 allows:

MO[T > M3 => MO[TI > Mi and Mi[r2 > M2 and M2[r3 > M3 are defined, (6.19)

where Mi represents the marking vector of the C-Space Creation subsystem that
includes n{pn) = 1 (C-Space defined), considering that other place markings of the
composed net are equal to zero {fJ.(pi) — 0, ...n(p^) = 0} and taking no care regarding
controller net place markings {^(^37), //(P3s), ^(^39), ^(^40)}- M2 represents the
marking vector of the Potential Field Creation subsystem, which includes fj,(pu) = 1
(potential field matrix defined), taking into account the previously mentioned marking
considerations. M3 is the marking of the Robot Teleoperation subsystem that includes
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Figure 6.14: Coverability tree of the composed and controlled Petri Nets for the tele-
operation system.

MP36 = 1 (destination reached), taking into account the marking considerations.
Notice that p36 is the VL goal state.

Without taking into account the marking of the controller net places {̂ 37,
P39> P40 } and controller net transitions {£41, t^ } , the composed Petri Net behaves as
a safe net (1-bounded), where all its transitions are firables and have one input and
output place, as a state machine automaton. Thus, it means there exists only one
signal instantiation at any instant in the VL system.

Furthermore, £40 (stop robot) is Ll-live, and according to Eq. 6.19, p^ is reachable
from Mo; this implies that the VL goal state is also reachable. Therefore, the
composed Petri Net is event-synchronized and performs sequentially and correctly its
functionalities to mount, define, and execute the experiment.
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6.8 VL System Implementation
The composed and controlled Petri Net still has appropriate boundeness, liveness,
and event-synchronous properties. Therefore, it is a stable event-based design for the
Internet [Elhajj et al. 2003].

The VL system for bilateral teleoperation over the Internet can be implemented
using UML diagrams to build up its software structure in object-oriented programming
languages. The composed and controlled Petri Net diagram tells the developer and
programmers how messages among instantiations must be implemented to sequentially
perform the C-Space Creation, Potential Field definition, and Robot Teleoperation
functionalities in the telerobotic experiment.

6.9 VL Development Conclusions
This chapter described the structural and dynamic design of a VL for bilateral
teleoperation using the VL development methodology. This development took advan-
tage of existing software classes, developed in the previous chapter, to create a new
experiment design for Internet-based teleoperation with haptic and visual feedback.

The experiment description introduced a real-time, event-based control method to
teleoperate a nonholonomic minirobot that combines computer vision and potential
field techniques, providing visual feedback and force reflection that corresponds to a
robot status in the workspace.

In the first methodology phase, the experiment description and its process flow
chart were analyzed to generate specification tables and hierarchical charts for experi-
ment functionalities. From this analysis, three main functionalities were recognized
to mount, define, and execute the experiment for bilateral teleoperation: C-Space
Creation, Potential Field Creation and Robot Teleoperation.

These functionalities were identified in the UML reference framework in the second
phase. In this phase, experiment functionalities were treated as VL subsystems and
related to the VL framework. Notice that software reuse was done when the C-Space
Creation functionality design was taken from the previously developed VL for mobile
robotics. Moreover, some existing classes were taken as is, using class encapsulation,
or their design was modified to create a new class extension, which includes new
operation methods to enhance their capabilities, using class inheritance.

In the third phase, the VL subsystem dynamics was extracted, converting state-
chart diagrams into Petri Nets, and performed a quantitative and qualitative analysis
to validate Petri Net behavioral properties that are related with event-based design
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requirements.

These Petri Nets were merged into a composed Petri Net in the fourth phase. After
that, the composed Petri Net was analyzed to verify that experiment functionalities
are sequentially executed. Since the composed Petri Nets did not behave as desired,
a controller net was synthesized to synchronize the sequential execution of VL
subsystems.

The customized framework and its composed Petri Net were taken as a guideline
to implement the VL application using Java and C++ programming languages. UML
diagrams helped to visualize the software structure and provided a design compatible
with the object-oriented programming paradigm. This paradigm allows reuse and
modification of previously designed software classes to reduce development efforts
and time. Petri Nets provided a fully compatible event-driven programming control
through event-listener class interfaces, class messages, and public data in Java and
C++ languages.

A detailed description of implemented methods and techniques in the VL system
are presented in Appendix B and C. The VL setup and experimental results will be
described in Chapter 7.



Chapter 7

Implementation and Experimental
Results

This chapter presents implementation details of previously designed and modeled
VLs along with their experimental results. Both the VL for mobile robotics and
the VL for bilateral teleoperation share common hardware, software, and specifications.

The first section discusses the hardware used to implement both VLs and a com-
plementary Observer system. It includes experimental functionalities, characteristics,
and specifications of these applications. Description and specification of implemented
software are presented in the second section. The third section describes the geograph-
ical location of both Guest and Host systems when remote experimentation was per-
formed, and it includes Internet link specifications. The fourth section provides several
specifications regarding the VL for mobile robotics and discusses experimental results,
which are analyzed for performance benchmarks described in [Borstel et al. 2003b].
The fifth section describes several specifications of the implemented VL for bilateral
teleoperation, and deals with experimental results to analyze accuracy and perfor-
mance of the VL system. These specifications and experimental results were discussed
in [Borstel and Gordillo 2004a]. Concluding remarks regarding experimental results
and their analysis are described in the last section.

7.1 Hardware Description and Specifications
The diversity of hardware used to perform remote experiments forced a detailed study
of integration and interfacing. The following list describes general hardware used to
implement VL applications:

Guest Computer. This computer contains user interfaces to perform remote teler-
obotic experimentation over the Internet. It contains Guest software and devices
defined by the customized VL framework and Petri Net diagrams, and is con-
nected to the Internet via an Ethernet board and to output and input devices,
such as: monitor, mouse, and joystick.

133
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Host Computer. This computer containing Host software and devices defined by
the customized VL framework and Petri Net diagrams. It is connected to the
Internet, sensors, and mechanism and control devices, such as the Host camera
and the mobile robot.

Host Camera. A visual sensor connected to the Host Computer as is defined by the
UML deployment diagram. A Sunvideo Plus board is used to capture camera
output.

Haptic Device. An input/output device connected to the Guest Computer as defined
by the UML deployment diagram. It is a programmable force feedback joystick
able to obtain commands from the user and render force. The Guest's USB port
is used to connect the joystick.

Mobile Robot. This is a differential-driven nonholonomic mobile minirobot. It is
used as a mechanism and control device connected to the Host Computer via its
RS232 port. It accepts string commands to control its PID-PWM wheel controller
and obtain sensor readings from its integrated infra-red proximeters and wheel
encoders.

Observer Computer. This computer is used to implement a separated observer sys-
tem to provide an enhanced visual feedback to the user through the Internet.
The Observer system allows the user to view detailed images of the experiment
development.

Observer Camera. This visual sensor is connected to the Observer computer. The
Sunvideo Plus board is used to capture camera outputs. The Observer Camera
is able to perform pan, tilt, and zoom movements, which are controlled by the
Observer Computer via its RS232 port.

Table 7.1 shows hardware component specifications, such as: computer archi-
tectures and processors, operating systems, memory, video capture boards, network
boards, mobile robot, cameras, and haptic device.

Remote experiments were performed using both Guest and Host systems in con-
junction with the Observer system. The Observer system was implemented to provide
an enhanced visual feedback from another point of view of the performed experiment.

7.2 Software Description and Specifications
This section covers general software modeled by the UML and Petri Net designs for
both VLs and the Observer system. Software implementation for Guest and Host
systems were almost all written in Java, since this programming language is compatible
with the object-oriented paradigm. Sunvideo software drivers were written in C using
Sun eXtended Image Libraries (XIL) and integrated with the Java application using
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Table 7.1: General hardware description and specifications.

Device
Guest Computer

Host Computer

Host Camera
Haptic Device

Mobile Robot

Observer Computer

Observer Camera

Specifications
Compaq computer laptop with a Pentium III processor

l.lGHz, 128 MB in RAM, Windows 2000 operating system
Sun Workstation Ultra 10, UltraSparc-IIi 333 MHz processor,
320 MB in RAM, V5.7 Sun operating system, equipped with a

Sunvideo Plus PCI board with two RCA inputs for NTSC
video, and a integrated network Ethernet board 10/100 baseT

Sun Microsystem video camera, NTSC video output
Microsoft Joystick SideWinder Force Feedback Pro,

16-bit coprocessor at 25 Mhz, with infra-red optic position
sensors, USB port, 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) position, 2 DOF
force rendering, programmable using Microsoft DirectX library

Khepera minirobot, Motorola 68331 16 Mhz microprocessor,
256 Kb in RAM, equipped with a RS232 port, 2 d.c. brushed
servo motors with incremental encoders (12 pulses per mm),

8 infra-red proximity and ambient light sensors with up
to 50 mm range, robot diameter: 53 mm, Height: 30 mm, and

weight approx. 70 g.
Sun Workstation Sparc 5, UltraSparc-IIi 270 Mhz processor,

256 MB in RAM, V5.7 Sun operating system, equipped with a
Sunvideo Plus PCI board with two RCA inputs for NTSC

video, and an integrated network Ethernet board 10/100 baseT
Sony EVI-D30 mobile camera with pan, tilt, and zoom,

NTSC video output,with a RS232 port for VISCA commands.

Java Native Interface (JNI) methods.

A software application was written in Visual C++ using Microsoft DirectX libraries
to interface the joystick input/output discrete signals with the VL for bilateral teleop-
eration system. The VL for bilateral teleoperation used a TCP connection to receive
and transmit data between the VL system and a joystick interfacing application. The
implemented Internet-based communication platform for both VLs was TCP because
of its reliability and synchronization. TCP had to be used to guarantee the arrival of
packets since TCP handles retransmission of lost packets. Thus, the developer does
not need to implement lost-packet retransmission in the VL application. The Guest
system behaves as client, requesting data and sending commands to the Host system.
The Host system behaves as a server, receiving and filling Guest's requirements. Until
now, the connection is peer to peer using a scheduling strategy to perform remote
experiments.
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The Observer system works in an open-loop control mode and was almost all
written in Java. It uses a Sunvideo software driver written in C that captures color
images from the camera, and compresses color images using JPEG (Joint Photo
graphics Expert Group) format. This driver was also integrated with Java, using
the JNI method. Two independent client-server applications were implemented for
visual feedback and camera control. The communication platform for visual feedback
was implemented using Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). The communication
platform for camera control was TCP. This system is explained and described in
Appendix E.

7.3 Guest and Host Geographic Location and
Media Specifications

This section describes the geographic location of Guest and Host systems used to
perform remote experiments and the Internet link setup used to transmit control and
sensory signals between them.

Experimental results were obtained by planning and executing remotely the
teleoperation tasks. The Guest computer was geographically separated from the Host
and Observer computers. Guest was located at CIBNOR (Centro de Investigaciones
Biologicas del Noroeste La Paz, Mexico) 1,050 km away from the Host system, which
was situated in the Robotics and Vision Laboratory of the CSI (Centro de Sistemas
Inteligentes, ITESM campus Monterrey, Mexico), as shown in Figure 7.1.

Experimental data obtained from the VL for mobile robotics was acquired using
an Internet route with 23 jumps, according to the Unix traceroute analysis. This route
had variable bandwidth and large and unpredictable delays. The Host and Observer
computers were connected to the ITESM Monterrey campus local network using an
Ethernet lOObaseT port of a network switch. This local network is connected to the
Internet backbone via four El links. Each El link has a bandwidth of 2,048 Kbps
[Group 1996]. The Guest computer was connected to the CIBNOR local network
using an Ethernet lOObaseT port of a network switch. The CIBNOR local network is
connected to the Internet backbone via an El link.

Experimental data obtained from the VL for bilateral teleoperation was acquired
using an Internet2 connection with 10 jumps in the route, according to the Unix
traceroute analysis. The Host and Observer computers were connected using an
Ethernet lOObaseT network switch to the ITESM local network of its Monterrey
campus, which is connected to the Internet2 backbone via an E3 link. An E3 link has
a bandwidth of 155 Mbps [Group 1996]. CIBNOR local network is connected to the
Internet2 backbone via an El link.
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United Swiss

Figure 7.1: The Guest system was geographically separated from the Host and Ob-
server systems during the user interaction to perform remote experiments.

7.4 Remote Experimentation Using the VL for
Mobile Robotics

This section describes the VL for mobile robotics, its settings, and specifications
during the remote experiments. Several improvements were done to enhance security,
autonomy, and user interaction of the VL for mobile robotics. These are described
in Appendix F. However, these improvements did not impact experimental results,
except by the transmitted image reduction explained in the following subsection.
Other improvements are not included in this document so as to maintain UML and
Petri Net models with a reasonable and understandable complexity.

The VL for mobile robotics was used in conjunction with the Observer system. All
user Interfaces were run in the Guest computer and server applications were executed
in the Host and Observer computers, as shown in Figure 7.2.

7.4.1 System Specifications
Uncompressed images sent by the Host to the Guest system were 76.8 Kbytes long.
The robot position calculated by the robot position calculation process had 6 bytes of
data. Planned paths sent to Host usually took less than 320 bytes and were required
once during each experiment. Therefore, image data required a large bandwidth while
robot position and planned path data did not require it.

The Guest system was originally designed to request an image per iteration to
the Host system. Based on experimental results this behavior decreased the VL
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Figure 7.2: The Guest system was located at the user site at CIBNOR and the Host
and Observer systems were located at the remote laboratory facility at CSI-ITESM.

performance because of image transmission delays over the Internet. Thus, the VL
was modified to enhance its performance; a simple method was used to reduce large
image delays:

When the Guest system starts, it performs 10 image requests and calculates
their average time delay. The Guest system divides the average image delay by
the average Host execution time (131.145ms). This action gives n Host cycles that
can be performed in an image delay interval (while the image travels through the
communication link). Then, the Guest system starting its eleventh cycle sends a 2-byte
length command. The Host reads this command and performs the path following
task without sending any response to Guest. Robot movements are held in a specific
time frame (60 ms) to avoid system instability, introduced by unpredictable delays, in
accordance with the event-based control theory. This is done n — 1 additional times,
then the Guest system sends an image request and the 2-byte command cycle starts
again. A detailed description of this image reduction method is presented in Appendix
G.

In the Host system, robot serial communication was set at 9600 bauds. Robot
commands were speed commands [K-Team 1998], which set each wheel motor speed
through a PID controller and a PWM (Pulse Width Modulator). Translation com-
mands were done using +13 pulses/10 ms settings. Orientation commands were done
using different ±4 pulses/10 ms settings on each wheel motor. These settings gave an
average forward speed of 2.3383 cm/s on straight paths. The angular threshold S, that
is used to decide which control command is sent to the robot, was set to 7 degrees
in the point to point Control Process of the Host system described in Appendix B.
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Figure 7.3 shows the Guest interface that has drawn the C-Space used in the remote
experiments.
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Figure 7.3: The Guest system shows a graphic interface with control buttons and the
robot workspace image.

7.4.2 Path Analysis
Several path planning and following tasks were performed from the Guest system to
analyze the Host system's performance. Experimental results were calculated, based
on a workspace of 73.5 cm width and 98 cm length; this workspace was captured in a
320 x 240 pixels image, which gave a 0.30625 cm/pixel resolution.

Table 7.2 shows results of path analysis for each followed trajectory. Path control
points give the amount of points to define robot trajectories. Path distances are the
sum of distances between control points. Quadratic error sum and average error
calculation are calculated, based on the perpendicular distance among sensed points
and their belonging path segment. Quadratic errors represent the area difference
between both planned and followed paths.

From Table 7.2, it can be deduced that path errors basically depend on path
complexity, and that they were proportional to how many curves exist in planned
paths and how many control (clamp) points were used to describe each curve. Straight
trajectories can be followed with minimal errors, even if few control points describe
them.

Furthermore, the serial cable used to connect the robot to the Host computer, also
generates path errors when longer trajectories were followed. This behavior, presented
in Figure 7.4, shows the planned path and sensed robot trajectory of the sixth path
following task described in Table 7.2. The error area at the path end increased because
of the cable's friction with the workspace surface.
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Table 7.2: Path analysis results.
Path

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Control
Points

14
15
22
10
11
14
30

Total Distance
(cm)

49.160
44.599
66.092
30.588
25.492
47.063
97.360

Quadratic Error
Sum (cm2)

18.536
20.011
47.208
9.670
5.009
12.631
56.955

Avg. Error
(cm)
0.219
0.243
0.300
0.195
0.060
0.191
0.299

\

\
: I : \

- • -Planned
sensed

Figure 7.4: Planned path and sensed robot trajectory of the sixth experiment (Path 6
in Table 7.2). Chart resolution is 10 pixels per square.

7.4.3 Time Analysis
Time analysis performed on acquired data gave the results shown in Table 7.3. For
example, in Path 1, 132.994 seconds were needed to accomplish the path-following,
the task, and an uncompressed image sent from the Host system after 37 2-byte
commands received from the Guest system; in total, 12 images were sent to the Guest
system. The path-follower procedure was executed 478 times in the Host system.
Each image added an average time delay of 4.744 seconds.

Average time delay added per image shows longer and unpredictable communi-
cation time delays, as shown in Figure 7.5. These long delays impact path-following
task time and the number of images sent to the Guest system.

On the other hand, the Host system iteration frequency for each followed path is
represented by Host cycles presented in Table 7.3. From the number of Host cycles, it
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can be deduced that the number of iterations or cycles of the Host system indicates
that the Host frequency is greater than the overall VL system frequency because of
the image reduction method.

However, both the Host and overall system iterations are referenced to the robot
movements. This is compatible with the event-based control theory where system
signals must be referenced to the same event.

Table 7.3: Time analysis results.
Path

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total Time
(s)

132.994
402.734
603.861
94.842
68.638
130.988
386.310

Images
Sent
12
25
50
12
10
18
56

2-byte Cmds.
Sent
37
37
37
26
26
26
27

Host
Cycles

478
951
1899
322
252
494
1439

Avg. Delay
per Image (s)

4.744
9.210
5.864
3.752
3.185
3.068
2.927
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Figure 7.5: Time delays of Path 1 in Table 7.3. Plot peaks represent time delays caused
by sending an image.
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7.5 Experimentation Using the VL for Bilateral
Teleoperation

This section describes the experimental setup of the VL for bilateral teleoperation over
the Internet, which was complemented with the independent Observer system. All user
interfaces were run in the Guest computer, and server applications were executed in
the Host and Observer computers. Figure 7.6 shows the experimental configuration.

Joystick

Operator's Site

Figure 7.6: Configuration of the VL for bilateral teleoperation to navigate a small
workspace.

7.5.1 System Specifications
The robot workspace and the Guest and Host computers had the same hardware
deployment used in remote experiments with the VL for Mobile Robotics. How-
ever, several settings were changed in the VL for bilateral teleoperation, such
as: the robot motor speeds ranged from ±10 pulses/10 ms and were held for
90 ms to assure system stability over the Internet. For a detailed characterization
of the robot PID speed controller and its stability analysis, see Appendix C section C.2.

Figure 7.7 shows teleoperation interfaces. A general user interface, with operation
mode buttons at the top, shows the workspace image that has drawn the C-Space
used in the experiment and the simulated robot mark that represents the robot's
current position. This simulated landmark is a triangle showing the robot's position
and orientation. The triangle is drawn inside a dotted circle. These dots represent
virtual sensors around the robot and indicate their position. A dotted line is drawn
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indicating the predicted position of the robot based on the last applied velocity. The
user interface on the bottom left side of Figure 7.7 has control buttons used to define
the C-Space, build the numerical potential field grid, and start robot teleoperation.
The user interface on the bottom right side shows information regarding joystick
status and force rendered.
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Figure 7.7: User interfaces shown in the Guest Computer of the VL for bilateral
teleoperation.

The number of compressed images sent by the Host computer is reduced to avoid
unnecessary delays introduced by the image transmission through the Internet. An
image is sent to the Guest system every n events (operator commands). Consequently,
after every s + n event, an image is transmitted and displayed. Transmitted and
compressed images ranged from 16 to 19 Kbytes. A detailed description regarding the
dynamic design used to reduce transmitted images is presented in Appendix G.

7.5.2 Experimental Results
This subsection describes one of several experiments using the VL for bilateral teleop-
eration over the Internet2. Figure 7.8 shows the robot trajectory on the (x, y) plane
during the experiment; which is 94.710 cm long. The potential field around obstacles is
represented by boundary lines and the virtual sensor positions during the robot trajec-
tory are indicated by scattered points. The trajectory plot has a resolution of 0.30625
cm per point. The robot trajectory was performed in 163.445 sec. The average time
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for a complete system cycle was 0.9080 sec.

start

200

250
50 100 150 200 250 300

Figure 7.8: Robot trajectory on the (x, y) plane; virtual sensor positions during the
trajectory are indicated by scattered points.

Figure 7.9 presents the most significant plots to describe experiment behavior;
these plots are referenced to event s; 180 events (commands) were performed. The
first row presents the desired velocity Vd(s) in pulses/10 ms versus s, for both left and
right robot motors. The second row shows the sum of measured velocities Vm(s) and
the corresponding y-axis force Fmy(s) versus s. It is clear that these plots are similar,
considering that the sum of measured velocities and the force felt in the y-axis should
behave as the desired velocity V^(s). The third row illustrates the force rendered by
the joystick in both x and y axes.

The desired velocity Vd(s) is decremented according to Pr(s) and cf)(s), which are
computed using potential field measures acquired by virtual sensors on matrix M,
and generate an applied speed Va(s) that is sent to the robot. The force feedback
Fm(s) is proportional to the speed tracking error E(s) that is obtained by subtracting
the measured speed Vm(s) from the Vd(s). Therefore, if an obstacle is near the
robot's front, then both left and right motor velocities decrease, an inverse force
vector increases in the y-axis of the joystick, and the robot's rear has the same
behavior. If an obstacle is near the right side of the robot's front, then the right
motor velocity decreases. However, a negative force in the x and y axes of the joystick
increases; this shows that an obstacle is close to that direction. As for the left side,
a negative force in the y-axis and a positive force in the rr-axis is generated. For the
robot's rear, the system behaves in the opposite way. Thus, a closer obstacle causes
the tracking error to increase, and this error is proportionally converted to a force
vector by the joystick to tell the user that an obstacle is present in the robot trajectory.
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50 100 150

Event ^ (commands)

50 100 150
Event i (commands)

50 100 150

Event 5 (commands)

50 100 150

Event s (commands)
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Event 5 (commands)

50 100 150

Event ^ (commands)

Figure 7.9: System behavior during a remote experiment. The first two rows show
a comparison among desired velocities and the sum of measured velocities and forces
felt. The last row shows the x and y force components. These plots are referenced to
the event s; 180 events (commands) were performed.

If the robot is located at 3.675 cm from the obstacle, then both left and right motors
stop to avoid collision. When virtual sensors have not detected any obstacle around
the robot, measured velocity starts tracking the desired one, and both tracking error
and force vector decrease. Notice that the tracking error variation is influenced by the
tracking error of the robot's PID controller ± 1 pulse/10 ms, analyzed in Appendix C
section C.2, by the friction of robot wheels on the wood-made workspace surface, and
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by the friction of the serial cable attached to the robot on the wood-made surface. The
most significant peaks shown in the y-axis force plot are a consequence of the presence
of obstacles in the robot trajectory.

7.6 Implementation and Experimentation
Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, hardware and software specifications of implemented VLs were
presented along with experimental results and their analysis. VLs implementations
were based on UML design to produce high quality software, which allowed its reuse
in a modular way. Stability and synchronization of Petri Net designs were validated
by analytical results obtained from experiments using implemented VLs and Internet
connections with unpredictable and random delays.

The implemented VL for mobile robotics allows remote experiments on robotic
navigation to be performed over the Internet. The path analysis showed the accuracy
of the VL to make the robot follow remotely-planned paths. The time analysis
showed unpredictable and large delays produced by the Internet connection. These
delays did not affect stability and synchronization of the VL, since it was designed
as an event-based system. Image transmissions over the Internet added large delays
to the VL iteration cycles. VL performance was improved using a simple image
reduction method (Appendix G). Furthermore, a complementary system to improve
user observation capabilities was also implemented (Appendix E).

A VL for bilateral teleoperation was implemented using part of the previously im-
plemented software. Java classes were reused as generic modules to implement the
VL. This VL was designed and implemented as a real-time control system for Internet-
based bilateral teleoperation of nonholonomic, differentially-driven robots. It provides
the user with haptic and visual feedback to enhance the control experience by making
it more natural and intuitive. VL behavior during a remote experiment showed that
haptic feedback (force) is proportional to speed tracking errors produced by obstacle
proximity and direction readings on a simulated workspace. Virtual forces around
physical obstacles are generated by the system to provide sensory information con-
cerning robot status in the remote environment. These experimental results validate
the stability and synchronization of the closed-loop system to teleoperate the robot
regardless of Internet delays.
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Conclusions

This research has generated a generic and modular model to develop Virtual Labo-
ratories (VLs) for telerobotics over the Internet. The generic and modular model is
translated into the standard Unified Modeling Language (UML) to create an object-
oriented reference framework, which guides the development of VLs for telerobotics.
The UML reference framework provides a skeleton, which is customized, based on
experiment specifications. The customized framework dynamics is transformed into
Petri Net notation. Petri Nets provide analytical methods to validate the stability of
the designed VL over the Internet.

The development methodology takes into account necessary functionalities to
mount, define, and execute a true experiment and prioritizes the sequential and
synchronized execution of these functionalities in the VL design. Customized UML
framework instantiations are generated to describe the structure and behavior of ex-
periment functionalities. Each functionality behavior is captured by converting UML
framework dynamics into the Petri Net modeling notation, which provides quantitative
and qualitative analytical methods to validate appropriated behavioral properties in
dynamic designs. These behavioral properties are related to design requirements for
stable event-based telerobotic systems over the Internet. The validated Petri Net
designs are merged into a composed net, which is analyzed to find undesired system
states. These undesired states are then solved, using supervisory control for Discrete
Event Systems (DES) to coordinate and synchronize functionalities and execute them
sequentially to achieve true experimentation goals in the VL design.

The resulting UML framework and Petri Net design compose the complete
structure and appropriate dynamics to model a VL application for telerobotics.
These UML and Petri Net models guide the VL implementation in high level pro-
gramming languages, based on the object-oriented paradigm. The structural design
in UML constitutes the hierarchical and modular object-oriented representation of
VL component instantiations, their inherent operation methods, interrelationships
among instantiations, and component attributes. This UML design models procedures
and devices to implement experiment functionalities into the VL application. The
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composed Petri Net design provides a validated description of the system behavior
to meet with the event-synchronization property for event-based telerobotic systems,
and to sequentially perform experiment functionalities to provide the user with a
true experimentation experience. Furthermore, this dynamic design is also compati-
ble with event and message implementation in object-oriented programming languages.

The major result of this thesis is the validation of the proposed model and its
development methodology as a suitable approach to systematically create the design
of VL applications for telerobotics. This result was achieved by generating practical
descriptions for developers, and validating the appropriate behavior to accomplish
experiment functionalities and event-based design requirements for stable telerobotic
systems over the Internet.

A VL application for mobile robotics was implemented using structural and
dynamic designs generated by development methodology. Later, a new VL application
for bilateral teleoperation was developed taking advantage of previously implemented
modules. Experiments were carried out via the Internet and Internet2, using test beds
that included sites at Monterrey N. L. and La Paz, B. C. S., Mexico, geographically
separated by 1,050 km.

8.1 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis can be outlined as follows:

• Creation of a generic and modular model for VLs for telerobotics. This model
is converted into a reference framework described by a standard modeling lan-
guage to lead the rational development of VLs from abstract designs to their
implementation by means of the object-oriented paradigm.

• Formulation of systematic phases integrated into a development methodology.
These phases generate the complete modeling of VL systems. Multiple diagrams,
emphasizing different aspects of the design, are provided to describe the complex-
ity of VLs in a comprehensive standard notation for developers and programmers.

• Formal formulation of a conversion function to translate UML statechart dia-
grams into Petri Nets. This conversion function allows translating statechart
diagrams behaving as finite state machines into an equivalent ordinary Petri Net.
The Petri Net inherits statechart properties and generates the same regular lan-
guage.

• Definition and validation of design requirements in the dynamic modeling of VLs.
Petri Net behavioral properties are related to event-based telerobotics design
requirements for VLs. Event-based design requirements are validated, based on
the coverability tree analysis of Petri Nets.
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• Integration of the transition synchronous composition and the parallel place fu-
sion procedures into a composition function to merge Petri Nets representing
experiment functionalities. The synchronous transition composition method is
modified to prioritize the initial marking of the Petri Net representing the first
functionality. The parallel place fusion method is used to unify places repre-
senting the same system state. The composition function generates a composed
dynamic VL design.

• Definition of a supervisory control method for DES to synthesize controller nets
using inhibitor arcs. These controller nets enforce logical constraints in if-then
form and avoid forbidden states of VL dynamic designs. The proposed method
synthesizes a non-maximally permissible controller net.

• Implementation of two test-beds to validate the VL model and its development
methodology. These VL applications were designed and implemented using the
object-oriented paradigm, which takes advantage of class inheritance, encapsu-
lation, and polymorphism to generate high quality and low cost software. The
first application is a VL for mobile robotics to remotely plan and follow robot
trajectories using vision and potential field robotics techniques. The second ap-
plication was developed reusing and extending software previously designed and
implemented. This application is a VL for bilateral teleoperation that provides
visual and haptic feedback, using a real-time event-based controller. In addition,
an Observer system was implemented to enhance visual sensory information re-
ceived by the user, which controls a mobile camera to produce images with dif-
ferent perspectives of the experiment. This system was used in conjunction with
implemented VLs.

8.2 Future Directions
During the course of this work, some insights suggest possible future research directions.
The future work relates to some topics researched as part of this project and also to
some topics that were not investigated. The following are the main suggested future
research directions:

• Additional research should be done relating to experiment management from a
distance learning perspective. User performance could be evaluated by supervi-
sors or intelligent tutors to provide a way to design new experiments according
to the user's skills. This research work will enhance the behavioral design part
in the proposed development methodology.

• The proposed model and its methodology provide a way to develop, design, an-
alyze, and implement VLs. Future work can take this systematic approach as
their base and generate software to automatically develop new VL applications.
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• VLs have much potential for the use of: multi-agent systems to provide Internet-
based collaboration, task synchronization and error recovery; neural networks to
adapt the event-based reference to a changing system or environment; genetic
algorithms to generate optimal solutions and plan multiple tasks in telerobotic
experiments.

• Quality of service (QoS) regarding real-time sensory feedback provided to the
user by VLs should be studied. This research must take into account the de-
velopment of measurement for sensory information, which should be provided
by VL applications performing true experimentation, and the way QoS real-time
sensory feedback can be guaranteed over the Internet using new communication
protocols.

• Further research regarding VL systems with multiple Guests and Hosts should
be done. This research should mainly extend the dynamic design of VLs
to provide a systematic way to model VLs with multiple Guests, implying
several users collaborating in one experiment, and multiple Hosts controlling
various robotic devices. In this context, the event-based design theory for
VLs, introduced in this research work, has potential to be taken as a ref-
erence. Notice that the event-based teleoperation control theory has been
used as the foundation for a multi-operator, multi-robot collaborative control
and for a hierarchical perceptive frame for human/machine cooperative con-
trol over the Internet [Elhajj et al. 2000a, Elhajj et al. 2002b]. Furthermore,
the proposed event-based design theory for VLs and the Petri Net notation
are compatible with real-time, event-priority features of middleware technolo-
gies, such as CORBA, to support multiple interactions in a VL application
[Bottazzi et al. 2002, Amoretti et al. 2003].

The suggested topics will improve research and could generate new research niches
in Internet-based telerobotics. This work provides a formal definition and systematic
development of VL applications, which can be taken as a theoretical basis to develop
technological advances.



Appendix A

UML Software Component
Definition

This appendix defines software components of the VL model using the UML formalism.
These components are described using UML class and collaboration diagrams, which
are useful to provide a generic definition of necessary class components and their
associations to develop Guest and Host software.

A.I Guest Software
Guest software contains several classes representing processes to provide the user with
capabilities to remotely observe, supervise, and interact with the experiments. These
classes are defined by UML class and collaboration diagrams describing their intrinsic
components and interactions. Four subclasses are composing the Guest software class:
Input Processing, Sensory Conversion, Simulation, Settings/Tasks Database, and Com-
munication.

A. 1.1 Input Processing
When the user introduces analog inputs into Input Devices, these inputs are converted
into discrete signals, which are interpreted by the system as commands, simulator
commands, or database commands (for searching, saving, or retrieving settings and
tasks). This input interpretation procedure is usually performed by case or if-then
statements. Input Processing components and operation methods are depicted in
Figure A.I.

Discrete inputs recognized as commands are sent to the Host system. Inputs
recognized as simulator commands are sent to the Simulation instantiation. Database
commands make that previously introduced commands, usually remaining in computer
memory, be saved in the Settings/Task Database instantiation or be retrieved from
it and introduced into the system to recreate performed experiments. The Input
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Figure A.I: Input Processing class diagram.
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Figure A.2: Input Processing collaboration diagram.

A. 1.2 Simulation
The VL framework considers a Simulation class to define processes in the Guest system
that provide immediate sensory feedback. Once the Input Processing instantiation
introduces simulator commands into the Simulation instantiation, simulated data is
generated and sent to the Sensory Conversion instantiation closing a control loop in
the Guest system. Simulation class components are shown in Figure A.3.

Typically, Simulation procedures are implemented as a tool to foresee the effects
of applied commands on the real experiment. The Simulation class is associated with
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Figure A.3: Class diagram of the Simulation class.

the Input Processing class, it receives commands from the Input Processing to carry
out actions to set and perform simulated tasks. Specific data acquired from real exper-
iments can be introduced into Simulation procedures to synchronize both the real and
simulated experiments. Furthermore, Simulation class can send simulated data to the
Experiment Control class in the Host system to perform a task that was successfully
simulated. The Simulation collaboration diagram is shown in Figure A.4.
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Figure A.4: Simulation collaboration diagram.

Figure A.4 describes Simulation class associations and messages sent to other
classes of the VL framework. The Simulation class contains methods and techniques
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representing experiment control, environment, equipment, sensor devices, and their
interactions among them.

In simulated VLs, Simulation procedures retrieve simulated models from the Model
Library class of the Host system. These models contain information to synthesize
graphically robotic devices and their surrounding environment to perform simulated
experiments.

A. 1.3 Sensory Conversion
The Sensory Conversion processes receive discrete data and converts it into appro-
priate signals for output devices to generate sensory feedbacks, e.g., visual, haptic,
acoustic, among others. Figure A.5 depicts the Sensory Conversion class to describe
its components. Sensory Conversion interrelationships are represented by the UML
collaboration diagram shown in Figure A.6.
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Figure A.5: Sensory Conversion class diagram.
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Figure A.6: Sensory Conversion collaboration diagram.
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In Sensory Conversion procedures, sensory data is converted into appropriate
signals to activate electromechanical effectors and transducers. Therefore, a data
conversion operation method is considered to generate linear feedback signals. Curve
interpolation or linear regression among other techniques could be contained in the
data conversion procedure.

On the other hand, compressed sensory data (usually visual) received from the
Host is sent to restoration procedures to recover its properties and be converted into
video signals appropriate for display devices. Decompression techniques for image
compression standard formats are included in restoration procedures, such as JPEG
decoders.

Furthermore, both sensed and simulated sensory data can be combined to be simul-
taneously displayed or played to enhance user perception when performing a remote
experimentation.

A. 1.4 Settings/Tasks Database
In the Guest system, the Input Processing class saves and retrieves settings and tasks in
a Settings/Tasks Database class to recreate performed experiments. In general, three
basic operations are done by the Settings/Task Database class: searching, to locate
settings or tasks in the database; reading, to retrieve information from the database;
writing, to save data into the database. A parser procedure is considered for database
command interpretation. Settings/tasks are typically retrieved from the computer
memory and saved in the database. Saved data is grouped into two sets: settings
and tasks (user commands). The Settings/Tasks Database class components and their
associations are depicted in Figures A.7 and A.8.
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I
1.. •

Command
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Figure A.7: Settings/Tasks Database class diagram.
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Figure A.8: Settings/Tasks Database collaboration diagram.

A.2 Host Software
Host software contains class components that represent processes to remotely perform
an experiment. The following four subclasses are enclosed in the Host software class:
Sensed Data Processing, Experiment Control, Model Libraries, Experiment Database,
and Communication.

A.2.1 Sensed Data Processing
Sensor devices introduce sensory information into the Host computer via its input
ports, which are managed by software drivers that handle computer hardware. These
drivers acquire and convert sensory information into a discrete representation (sensed
data). If a massive amount of sensed data (typically visual information) is sent to
the Guest system, then a data reduction process is used to compress sensed data to
reduce its size or eliminating irrelevant data, such as JPEG decoders. A data analysis
process obtains the most significant information (specific data), which is issued to the
Experiment Control class procedures to close a control loop in the Host system. Specific
data is sent to Simulation procedures in the Guest system to synchronize the simulated
experiment with the real one. Sensed Data Processing class components are shown in
Figure A.9, their associations are defined by the UML collaboration diagram depicted
in Figure A. 10.

Sensed Data
Processing

1 0..* 0.. *
Data

Acquisition

acquireDaia{)

Data
Reduction

compressDalaO
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Figure A.9: Sensed Data Processing class diagram.
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Figure A. 10: Sensed Data Processing collaboration diagram.

A.2.2 Experiment Control
The Experiment Control class represents processes to regulate experiment behavior
according to user commands and settings sent by the Guest system. The Experiment
Control class diagram is depicted in Figure A. 11 and its collaboration diagram is shown
in Figure A. 12.

1
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Control

Command
Interpretation

distribuieCmdO

Control
Algorithm

eapControk)

0.. *

Command
Verification

vertfyCmdO

Command
Translation

imslatcCmdO

Figure A. 11: Experiment Control class diagram.

Commands sent from the Guest system to Experiment Control procedures are inter-
preted as straight commands or configuration settings. Straight commands are verified
to guarantee that system security limits are not exceeded, and then these commands
are sent to translation procedures to generate appropriate commands for mechanism
and control devices. Configuration settings are introduced to control algorithms, which
regulate experiment behavior. These control algorithms can also receive specific data
from Sensed Data Processing procedures to close a control loop in the Host system.
Data and commands temporally remain in the computer memory until they are not
significant for the Experiment Control procedures. These experimental parameters can
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be permanently keep into a Experiment Database to make a further analysis.
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Figure A. 12: Experiment Control collaboration diagram.

A.2.3 Model Libraries
In simulated VLs, Simulation procedures retrieve model libraries via Media, which are
stored in Host. These libraries are implemented in modeling programming languages,
such as VRML (Virtual Reality Model Language). These models can be displayed
graphically by the user interface in the Guest system. They represent abstractly labo-
ratory equipment and include its operation methods, interrelationships, and surround-
ings. Therefore, experiment development is delimited by the specified behavior in these
models. These model libraries take care of operation control in simulated tasks and
can provide simulated sensory information. The Model Library class diagram is shown
in Figure A. 13, Model Library associations are depicted in Figure A. 14.
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Figure A. 13: Model Library class diagram.
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Figure A. 14: Model Library collaboration diagram.

A.2.4 Experiment Database
Experiment Database procedures can save and retrieve commands, configuration
settings, and specific data to recreate performed experiments. Three basic operation
methods are performed by the Experiment Database class: searching, to locate
experimental data; reading, to retrieve experimental data from the database; writing,
to save data in the database. Experiment data is obtained from the Host computer
memory. Figure A. 15 shows Experiment Database class components. Component
associations are described by the UML collaboration diagram depicted in Figure A. 16.
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Figure A. 15: Experiment Database class diagram.

A.3 Communication
The Communication class includes procedures for Guest and Host systems to manage
and share information between them through Media. Communication management
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Figure A. 16: Experiment Database collaboration diagram.

between Guest and Host systems is considered as peer-to-peer or distributed. In peer-
to-peer communication mode, Guest behaves as client requiring tasks or information
to Host. In contrast, Host behaves as a server, fulfilling Guest requests. Peer-to-peer
mode is implemented using Internet protocols, such as TCP, UDP, HTTP, among oth-
ers. In distributed mode, an elaborated communication management between multiple
peers is performed. It is implemented using standard interconnection technologies
called middleware, e.g., CORBA technology, to create an object-oriented distribution
of telerobotic resources. However, these technologies are based on protocols used
by the peer to peer mode. Figure A. 17 shows the most significant components that
integrate the Communication class.

Communicationr
1 1 1 1

Receive

receive DataO

Transmit

transmit Data()

Management

manageCommO

Figure A. 17: Communication class diagram.

Communication procedures transporting data between Guest and Host systems
are depicted in Figure A. 18. Data sent by the Guest/Host transmission procedure
is transmitted as packets through Media (Internet) and received by the Host/ Guest
reception procedure. Communication management procedures distribute received data
between the Communication class and Guest/Host class components. Commands and
settings are usually sent from Guest to Host. In contrast, sensory data is typically
sent from Host to Guest.
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Appendix B

VL for Mobile Robotics: Robotics
and Vision Techniques

This appendix describes in detail techniques and algorithms implemented in the VL
for mobile robotics. The first section explains robotics methods and algorithms imple-
mented in the C-Space Creation functionality. The following section describes naviga-
tion methods and algorithms, implemented in the Path Planning functionality to gen-
erate obstacle-free trajectories. The last section presents computer-vision algorithms
and the control method implemented in the Path Following functionality to generate
robot movements.

B.I C-Space Creation
The use of convex elements makes simple and efficient the C-Space calculation.
Convex hull calculation is applied over several sets of points to generate Configuration
Obstacles (C-Obstacles). The C-Space calculation is based on the Graham's Scan
algorithm [Graham 1972], which is complete and sufficient for this application since
the set of points (obstacle's vertices) is small.

B.I.I C-Space Definition
Let A be a robot (simple polygon) moving through a bidimentional workspace, which
is defined by the set S = {0\, ...Ot} of obstacles. Robot configuration in a workspace
is specified by the number of robot degrees of freedom (DOF). Then, the robot
configuration A(x,y, <j>) in the bidimensional workspace is defined by the vector (x,y)
to establish its translation movement and cp for its rotation movement (as seen in
Figure B.I).

The parametric space of the robot A is called its Configuration Space (C-Space)
and is denoted by C(A). A point p in this C-Space corresponds to the robot config-
uration A(p) in the workspace. Obstacles and the robot configuration are projected

163
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Figure B.I: Configuration of a triangle-shaped robot with three DOF.

on the C-Space to generate configuration space obstacles (C-Obstacles) denoted by
CO. Mathematically, this projection equals the Minkowski subtraction operation
[Lozano-Perez 1983] between O obstacles and the robot A (CO = O 0 A). Then,
the robot A and obstacles CO are assumed to be convex. CO obstacles are defined
as the set of points in the C-Space that are the corresponding configuration of A
intercepting the negative projection of O obstacles. Therefore, the C-Space generated
by the obstacle expansion defines all the robot configurations, where the robot collides
with obstacles. These configurations are denoted by C-Spaceforbidden{A, S), and the
free-collision configurations are denoted by C-Spacefree(A, S). Therefore, the C-Space
is the sum of the C-Spaceforbidden(A, S) and C-Spacefree(A, S).

A trajectory for the robot is projected as a curve on the C-Space and vice versa;
every robot configuration on the path is projected as a corresponding point on the
C-Space. A free-collision path is projected as a curve on the C-Spacefree. Since the
mobile robot has a circular shape, it lacks of orientation. Therefore, the C-Space is
generated using one angular configuration.

B.1.2 C-space Computation
A domain D on R2 is a convex set, if every two points q± and q<i in D, a segment
is contained in D [Preparata and Shamos 1985]. A point p of a convex set D is an ex-
treme point, if there is a line passing through p that all the points are aside of the line or
over the line. Then, the convex hull is the minimal domain D in R2 covering a set of n
points. Given the set of points on the plane, Graham's scan computes their convex hull.

Graham's algorithm works in three phases:

1. Find an extreme point. This point will be the pivot, is guaranteed to be on the
hull, and is chosen to be the point with the largest y coordinate.
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2. Sort the set of points in order of increasing angle about the pivot. The algorithm
phase end up with a star-shaped polygon (one in which one special point, in this
case the pivot, can "see" the whole polygon).

3. Build the hull, by marching around the star-shaped polygon, adding edges when
we make a "left turn", and back-tracking when we make a "right turn".

Consecutive triads of points are analyzed to determine if they define a positive
or negative angle based on the determinant operator of its matrix coordinates in Eq.
B.I. If the internal angle of Pi-i,Pi,Pi+i is negative, then the three points make a
"right turn", otherwise a "left turn".

The three-point set with a middle point Pi — (xi,yi), where i = 2, n — 1, makes the
determinant:

(B.I)

It represents the signed area A of the triangle defined by (Pi-i,Pi,Pi+i)
[Preparata and Shamos 1985]. The Graham algorithm is shown in Pseudo code
3.1:

Pseudo code 3.1:
Procedure: Find-Convex-Hull

1. Extreme_Point= Find-Extreme-Point(Points)
2. Sort-Points(Points, Extreme_Point)
3. For i= 1 to i < Total-Points
4. If det(Po'mts[i - 1], Points[i], Points[z + 1]) > 0 Then
5. Add-HulLPoint(Points[i])
6. i = i + l; Continue
7. Else
8. Remove-Point{Pomts[\})
9. End If

10. End For

This algorithm uses the following elements:
Points: array of captured points.
Extreme_Point: reference point used to sort the point array.
Total-Points: total number of points.
Find-Extreme.Point(Points): finds a extreme point with largest y coordinate.
det(pi-i,pi,Pi+i): calculates the determinant value of Eq. B.I.
Add-HulLPoint(Po'mts[i]): adds the corresponding i point to the stack containing
points inside the convex hull.
Remove-Point(Po'mts[i]): remove the corresponding i point from the stack.
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When the obstacle expansion is complete, the C-Space is discretized in a rectangular
grid (map from R2 to Z2). Where grid elements (Pi=(xi,yi)) are related to color(pi)
values to tag every configuration found in the C-Space using the following evaluation
function:

COlor(v) - { l {Whit6)> [fPi e aSPaCefree (g 2 )
color\Pl) - I 0 Qlack^ otherwise [a'Z)

The subset of configurations associated with value 1 is the discretized C-Spacefree.
Configurations qstart a n d qgoai a n d all points in the trajectory should belong to the
discrete C-Spacefree.

B.2 Path Planning
Path planning procedures define the shortest path between the starting point (qstart)
and goal point (qgoai)- The simple Navigation Function (NF1) is used, since it is efficient
and simple to implement for a bidimensional workspace [Latombe 1991]. First, the
discrete C-Space generated by the C-Space creation procedures is filled by the NF1
algorithm. The NF1 algorithm relates discrete C-Spacefree elements to a Manhattan
distance value [Skiena 1990] using a wavefront expansion procedure. The Manhattan
distance between two points, p =(xp, yp) and q =(xg, yq) is defined by:

d4(p, q) = \xg - xp\ + \yq - yp\ (B.3)

The wavefront procedure starts from qgoai and then the path from qstart to qgoai is
calculated by a gradient descent algorithm.

B.2.1 Simple Navigation Function NF1
The NF1 algorithm works expanding a wavefront. The first element pushed into the
data array is the qgoai element. The algorithm takes out that element from the array
and fills the corresponding position on a second array with a zero distance value, then
it takes the element neighbors in vicinity-^ and assign their corresponding position
with a distance value of one.

The algorithm continues taking out elements from the data array and assigns to
the corresponding positions an incremental distance value. All neighbors that are not
yet took out and are belonging to C-Spacefree are pushed into the data array end. In
this way, the wavefront expands over the C-Spacefree. Figure B.2 shows the numeric
grid generated by the algorithm using a logarithmic scale.

The NF1 algorithm is described in Pseudo code 3.2. The algorithm ends when
the C-Spacefree element subset accessible from the qgoai element is fully explored. The
algorithm is never trapped into local minimal values [Lengyel 1990].
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Pseudo code 3.2:
Procedure: Wavefront-Expansion(Goal)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Add-Element-Not_Assigned(GodA)
Distance [Goal] = 0
Dist = 0
While Element_List != null

Element = GeiJVex^Element.List)
For each Neighbor of Element

IF Neighbor £ C- Space forbidden Then
Distance[Neighbor]= Dist + 1
Add-Element-Not-Expanded(NeighboT

End If
End For

Remove-Not-Expanded( Element)
Dist=Dist+l

End While

This algorithm uses the following elements:
Element-List: list of matrix elements not assigned with a distance value.
Distance [Element]: distance array obtained by the wavefront expansion.
Neighbor: neighbor of the element been checked.
Add-Element-Not-Expanded(Element): adds an element to the not expanded list.
Get-TVez^Element-List): gets the next element of list.
Remove-Not-Expanded(E\ement): removes an element from the not expanded list.

Figure B.2: Numeric grid E created by the NFl planning procedure. The E matrix
describes the potential field used to plan the path. A logarithmic scale shows a cone
shape on the destination point.
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B.2.2 Gradient Descent Algorithm
Once the Manhattan distance values were assigned to each element of the C-Spacefree
in the numeric grid, a gradient descent algorithm finds an obstacle-free path between
qstart and qgoai- This path is obtained exploring the C-Spacejree elements starting from
qgOaii and checking decrements in the assigned distance values until qgoa[ is attained.
Each visited element is added to the point sequence that forms the path. When an
element has several neighbors with the same distance value, the algorithm chooses
any of them. This technique corresponds to a gradient descent of the distance value
function generated in the C-Spacefree, see Figure B.3. The gradient descent algorithm
is described in Pseudo code 3.3.
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Figure B.3: Path generated by the descent gradient algorithm on a 102 workspace
grid, which was filled using the NF1 algorithm.

Pseudo code 3.3:
Procedure: Gradient.Descent(qstart)

1. Element_Value=G'e£_.Distonce(<7start)
2. Add-To-Path(qstart)
3. While Element_Value != 0
4. For each Neighbor of Element
5. Neighbor_Value = Get-Distance (Neighbor)
6. IF Neighbor-Value < Element-Value Then
7. Remove-Element(E\ement)
8. Element = Neighbor
9. End If

10. End For
11. Add_To_Path(Element)
12. Element_Value=Get_Dzstarace(Element)
13. End While
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The elements used by the algorithm are the following:
Element-Value: distance assigned to the element.
Neighbor: neighbor of the current element.
Neighbor-Value: distance assigned to the neighbor.
Get-Distance(E\ement): gets distance assigned to element.
Add-To-Path(Element): adds an element to the path list.
Remove-Element(E\ement): removes an element from the not expanded list.

B.2.3 Curve Interpolation
The NF1 algorithm defines a path composed of continuous points, which follows
obstacles' contour. Therefore, the planned path does not allow a smooth following by
the robot [Scheuer and Xie 1999]. Then, the point sequence is analyzed to obtain its
inflexion points, which are interpolated to a curve [Burden and Faires 1993] generating
a smooth path.

To find these inflexion points consecutive point triads {pi,Pi+i,Pi+2) on the contin-
uous point sequence are analyzed to obtain inflexion points using a derivative-based
method.

If m2 — rrti ̂  0, where
II; , i II;

and

m i

m2 —

Vi+i ~
xl+i-

Vi+2 - y

Vi
x%

then pi+i is added to the inflexion point list. These inflexion points are taken as
control points to clamp a Spline curve generated by its interpolation.

The mathematical tool known as Natural Cubic Spline is used to interpolate inflex-
ion points into a smooth curve without abrupt direction changes. This interpolation
technique is based on cubic polynomials that conform a smooth curve under certain
restrictions.

Curve approximation of an arbitrary set of points by Splines is based on the
construction of different polynomials for each interval (point to point). In the same
way, this approximation tries to accomplish certain characteristics as continuity and
existence in its first and second derivatives on the interval, looking forward a smooth
curve without intervals where the derivative do not exist (excepting in first and last
interval). For the Spline curve calculation is necessary that the set of points behaves
in an incremental way from an axis. Since the path is composed by a disorder of
points, a vectorial approach is used. This approach uses the polynomial support as a
calculation variable [Hernandez 1995]. The length of the polynomial support always
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increases in a monotonic way. Using the accumulated distances between support
points, we get an increasing sequence of values that can be used as a independent set
of values to interpolate coordinates of the supporting points.

The Spline curve interpolation formulation is found in [Burden and Faires 1993].
To build the cubic Spline for a given function r = f(x,y), definition conditions are
applied to the cubic polynomial with vectorial coefficients:

Sj(r) = dj + bj(r - rj) + Cj(r - r3)2 + dj(r - r3f

for each j = 0,1,. . . , n — 1.

Interpolation solution for the j — th point is the following linear equation:

(B.6)

Ax = b,

where:

A =

0

h0

0 hi

and

- £(ai - a0)

an- 1) - j^(an-i - an-i)
0

Co

(B.7)

(B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

X :== (B.ll)
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which has a unique solution for c0, Ci, ...cn and where hj is defined as:

Solving the linear equation Ax=b gives coefficients a,j, bj, Cj and dj to substitute in
the cubic polynomial that, in conjunction with the r values from the starting point
(ro,/(^o)) to the destination point (rn_i, /(rn_i)) constructs the interpolated curve.

Applied to the x-axis:

Sxj(r) = axj + bxj(r - r,) + cxj(r - rj)2 + dxj(r - r,)3, (B.13)

where:
aXj — Xj. (B.14)

Applied to the y-axis:

Syj{r) = dyj + byj(r - rj) + cw(r - r , )2 + dyj(r - r,)3 , (B.15)

where:
<hi = yj- (B-16)

Coefficients bj, Cj, and dj are similar than the original Spline formulation in
[Burden and Faires 1993]. This vectorial redefinition makes the cubic Spline indepen-
dent of the sequence and space among clamp points, e.g. since (r — rj) = 0 at any
point pj, and if j = 2 for p2, as seen in Figure B.4,

written in vectorial notation
S2(r) = ix2+jx2. (

B.3 Path Following
The path following procedure is performed once the path between qstart a n d qgoai is
calculated. The path following procedure controls the robot using visual tracking.
Workspace images are processed to find the robot landmark on the workspace to apply
corrective actions to maintain the robot on the planned path. These corrective actions
are applied as robot commands to generate discrete translational and rotational
movements.

Images are grabbed in a gray scale to facilitate their processing. The image
processing is composed of four procedures: image binarization, segmentation, char-
acterization and matching. These procedures find and track an artificial landmark
to know the robot position and its orientation. Then, a control procedure takes as
a reference the planned path and compares the corresponding path point with the
current robot position to generate robot discrete movements to follow the planned path.
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Figure B.4: Path curve behaving in an increasing and decreasing way in both x—y axes.
The accumulative euclidean distance Tj between path points (pj) allows performing the
vectorial spline calculation, because is always an increasing parameter into polygonal
functions. This Figure shows the corresponding vector for p2.

B.3.1 Image Definition and Binarization
A bidimensional image / = f(x,y) is a matrix with N elements (pixels) with discrete
values of brightness or gray levels, as shown at the left side of Figure B.5. The gray
level scale for / £ [0, L — 1] is L=256. x and y axes are natural numbers and their range
is determinated by the image dimension: x G [0, n — 1] and y £ [0, m— 1] for I : (n x m).

Binarization is an important process used to identify object's extension allowing its
shape analysis [Schalkoff 1989]. Binarization obtains a black and white image from a
gray level image. This process uses a brightness threshold (/4,) to split image pixels
into two classes: pixels taking a l - l value (white) and pixels with a value of 0 (black),

L - l , if/(pO<
0, otherwise (B.20)

where pi =

The brightness threshold fif, can be statistically denned based on the histogram
analysis of pixels in the binarized image [Otsu 1979].

B.3.2 Image Segmentation
The image segmentation procedure is the image partition in homogeneous and
connected areas. This procedure separates objects from the image background. Each
pixel is identified belonging to an object or to background.
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Figure B.5: 256-level gray scale image of the robot workspace and its binarized image.
In this case, the binarization process generates an Inverted Look up Table (LUT) of
the image.

The implemented image segmentation procedure is classified as a region-based
technique [Leung and Malik 1998]. This technique produces partitions (called re-
gions) based on several image characteristics, such as light intensity, color, and
texture. The segmentation algorithm gathers similar and connected pixels, mak-
ing a complete and systematic scan of every pixel of the binarized image. It uses
an auxiliary matrix to keep a belonging register and relates each region found to a color.

Figure B.6: Segmented workspace image. Each object found in the workspace is
colored to recognize which pixels belong to each object.

The segmentation algorithm takes the binary image B(x, y) as input, exploring it,
pixel by pixel, from left to right and from top to down. Each pixel is assigned with
a color associated to an object or to the image background. The algorithm works
moving the three-pixel mask, shown in Figure B.7, through the complete image.

If mask element pc is found on a background pixel, then the algorithm continues
scanning the pixel row. In contrast, if pc belongs to an object, then the color register is
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updated. Several decisions are made by the algorithm to know if certain pixel belongs
to an object or to the background. The region coloring algorithm is described in Pseudo
code 3.4.

Figure B.7: Three-pixel mask used by the region coloring algorithm.

Pseudo code 3.4:
Procedure: RegionJ3oloring(B(x, y))

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

K = 1
For i = 0 to i < N

If B{PC) != 0
If B(PS)= 1 And B(Pi) = 0 Then

; descent color propagation
Color(Pc) = Color(Ps)

End If
If B(Pa) = 0 And B(Pi)= 1 Then

; lateral color propagation
Color{Pc) = Color(Pi)

End If
If B{PS) = 1 And B(Pi)= 1 then

If Color(Pi) = Color{Ps) Then
; indistinctly color propagation
Color{Pc) = Color{Pi Or Ps ]

Else
; solve conflict between regions
Combine -RegionsQ

End If
End If
If B(Pa)= 0 And B(Pi) = 0 Then

; new color seed
Color(Pc)= K
K= K + 1

End If
Calculate-Descriptors(Pc)

End If
End For
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The elements used by the algorithm are the following:
Color (Element): assigns color to the binarized image element.
Combine-Re gionsQ: if a conflict is detected between two regions, this procedure
combines their information to convert them into a sole object.
Calculate^Descriptors(): Procedure executing the object characterization step, to
calculate object descriptors.

B.3.3 Object Characterization
Information concerning objects is gathered in an object array. This information con-
tains quantitative data that helps to identify and characterize object's shape. This
characterization computes object measures, such as perimeter, area, and some other
mathematical relations. It is important that these descriptor characteristics must be
invariant under scale, position and orientation changes. The following descriptor char-
acteristics are used to identify the objects:

Compacity. Is a measure calculated based on object's area A and its perimeter
P in a way to establish a measure of how slim or compact is the object shape,
corresponding to the following relation:

P 2

C = — (B.21)

Hu first moments. Several measures independent of scale, position and orientation
variations were defined by [Hu 1962], and are known as Hu invariant moments.
Given an image f(x,y), Hu defined an algebra of invariant rotation moments.

In this work the first two moments were used:

01 = ??20 + 7702, (B.22)

2 + 4^ 1 , (B.23)

where 4>\ is known as the image quadrature, a relation measure between object's width
and height, as shown in Figure B.8. While cf>2 describes the shape diagonality.

The computation of invariant position and scale moments are required to calculate
invariant rotation moments. Ordinary moments of order p + q are defined by

mM = E E W ( 1 ' » ) (B-24)
x y

Invariant translation moments known as centralized moments, are defined by

= £ I > - *)p(y - y)qf(*> w). (
x y
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Figure B.8: First Hu moment (f>i, which represents object's quadrature. The object
to be characterized and recognized is represented by the shadowed elliptical area.

where:
x =

m00

moo

(B.26)

(B.27)

(x, y) is the object centroid and /J,OO its area. These descriptors are obtained in a linear
incremental way as described in [Hu 1962]. Finally, normalized invariant scale moments
are defined by

Vpq = %-, (B.28)

where:
7 =

p + q + 1 (B.29)

The procedure that computes the aforementioned descriptor values is carried by
the segmentation function: Calculate_Descriptors(), in Pseudo code 3.4, line 21. The
robot landmark is identified using its area and descriptor values. First, objects that
have an area value under predefined threshold (noise) are eliminated. Then, descriptive
values of the remaining objects are analyzed using an acceptation range (0max > 4>min)-
This range depends on the landmark descriptor variances obtained in prior experimen-
tation.

B.3.4 Robot Control
The path generated by the planning procedure is a sequence of clamp points of the
interpolated curve. The path following task is done based on discrete robot movements
to follow through the sequence, point by point, until qgoai is reached. Discrete robot
movements are generated by a control process that compares the current robot
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position A{x,y,<f>) with the corresponding path point to reach (P).

The characterization procedure identifies the robot landmark on the robot's top,
which is composed by two circles: a big circle and small one. The big circle represents
the robot's front, while the small indicates its rear. The robot position is indicated by
the big circle centroid (C\) that is obtained using equations B.26 and B.27 from the
object characterization procedure. Robot orientation (4>) is the angle defined by a line
passing through both circle centroids C\ = (x, y) and C2 = (x2,1/2), using the following
trigonometrical function:

(/) = atan2(y — y~i, x — x2) (B.30)

Then, angle (S) is defined by a line passing through C\ and the next path point P =
(xp, yp) taking as reference the x-axis. It is calculated using the following function:

5 — atan2(y — yp, x — xp) (B.31)

The control procedure computes the angular difference (9) between cf) and 6 to
define which movement (translation or rotation) is needed to minimize the distance
between the robot and path point P, e.g. an orientation command is sent to robot if a
predefined threshold is greater than 6. A translation command is sent if the threshold
is smaller than 9.

The translation and orientation commands are speed commands to set each robot
wheel speed using a PID controller to control a PWM (Pulse Width Modulator)
[K-Team 1998]. Orientation commands generate a discrete angular movement A(j>
to orientate the robot toward point P. Translation commands generate a discrete
forward movement Ad to decrease the distance between the robot and path point P.

Path

• - x

Figure B.9: Trigonometrical method to generate angle 4> Vised by the control process
to perform the path following task.
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The path follower algorithm is described in Pseudo code 3.5:

Pseudo code 3.5:
Procedure: Path-FollowerQ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

A(x,y,4>) = Get-Robot-Position()
8 = Calculate-Delta((x,y), (xp,yp))
6 = (f>-6
If 6 threshold Then

Forward(Ad)
Else

If 5 > <f> T h e n
If 0 > 180 Then

Turn(—A<f>) ;left turn
Else

Turn(A(f>) ; right turn
End If

End If
If 5 < 4> Then

If 9 > 180 Then
Turn(A(f)) ; right turn

Else
Turn(—A(p) ; left turn

End If
End If

End If

The elements used by the algorithm are the following:
Get-Robot-Position(): obtains current robot position and orientation based on the
image processing information.
Calculate-Delta((x,y)i(xp,yp)): calculates the 5 angle based on the trigonometrical
equation B.31.
ForK;ar<i(distance): sends a forward command to the robot with the distance as argu-
ment.
Turn (angle): sends an orientation command to the robot with the signed angular
distance as argument (negative = left turn, positive = right turn).



Appendix C

VL for Bilateral Teleoperation:
Robotics and Vision Techniques

This appendix describes in detail techniques and implemented algorithms for the VL
for bilateral teleoperation, which were not described in Appendix B. The first section
explains the robot position prediction procedure. The differential drive technique is
explained in conjunction with the Khepera forward kinematics and its experimental
characterization. The following section describes the potential field creation procedure.
It explains the implemented algorithm to create a linear degradated potential field
around obstacles. The last section presents the RLE (Run Length Encoding) algorithm
used to compress transmitted images from Host to Guest.

C.I Robot Position Prediction
Predicted position Pp is generated using the forward kinematics of the Khepera
minirobot. The predicted position Pp is calculated taking into account the desired
velocity Vd, the current robot position P^, and an approximation of the distance
traveled by the robot in a lapse of time. Since robot movements are controlled
using the differential drive technique, its forward kinematics is simplified into several
equations to predict robot movements.

C.I.I Differential Drive
Differential drive is perhaps the simplest possible drive mechanism for mobile robots.
As depicted in Figure C.I, a differential driven robot consist of two wheels mounted
on a common axis controlled by separated motors.

Control of wheel velocities determine the robot's motion. Under differential drive,
each of the two wheels have to rotate about a point that lies on the common axis of the
two drive wheels, to exhibit a rolling motion. Varying the velocity of the two wheels,
the point of this rotation can be varied, and different trajectories can be generated.

179
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ICC /'

Figure C.I: A differential drive controls robot pose by providing independent velocity
control to left vi and right vr wheels.

At each instant in time, the point at which the robot rotates must have the property
that the left and right wheels follow a path that moves the Instantaneous Center of
Curvature (ICC) at the same angular rate u, and thus

u(R + 1/2) = vr

UJ(R - 1/2) = vi

(Cl)

(C.2)

where / is the distance along the axle between the centers of the two wheels, the left
wheel moves with the velocity vi along the ground and the right with velocity vr, and
R is the signed distance from the ICC to the midpoint between the two wheels. Note
that vi,vr, u> and R are all functions of time. At any instance in time, solving for R
and ui results in

U"h-Uvll (C.3)
2(vr

Vr -
U! =

I
(C.4)

A number of special cases are of interest. If vi = vr, then the radius R is infinite
and the robot moves in a straight line. If vi = —vr, then R is zero and the robot rotates
about a point midway between the two wheels (e.g., it rotates in place). This makes
differential drive attractive for robots that must navigate in narrow environments. For
other values of v\ and vr, the robot follows a curved trajectory about a point a distance
R away from the center of the robot, changing both the robot's position and orientation.

A differential drive vehicle is very sensitive to the relative velocity of the two wheels.
Small errors in the velocity provided to each wheel result in different trajectories, not
just a slower or faster robot.
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C.I.2 Forward Kinematics
Suppose that the robot is at some position Pk=(xk, yk, &k), see Figure C.I. Through
manipulation of vi and vr, the robot be made to take in different poses. Determining
the pose Pp =(x'k, y'k, O'k) that is reachable given the control parameters is know as the
forward kinematics problem for the robot. Since vt, vT, R, and u are functions of time,
it is straightforward to show that if the robot has the position pk at some time t, and
if the left and right wheels have ground-contact velocities vi and vr during the period
t —> t + 8t, then the ICC is given by

ICC = [xk - Rsin(8k),yk + Rcos(9k)}

and at time t + 8t the pose of the robot is given by

7k .

cos{u)8i) —sin(u8t) 0
sin(u8t) cos(u;8t) 0

0 0 1

r IOC

yk - ICCy

ek

ICCX
ICCy
u8t

(C.5)

(C.6)

Equation C.6 describes the motion of a robot rotating a distance R about its ICC
with an angular velocity given by UJ. By integrating Equation C.6 from some initial
position pk, it is possible to compute where the robot will be at any time t based on
the control parameters vi(t) and vr(t), that is, to solve the forward kinematics problem
for the differential driven vehicle, as shown in Equations C.7, C.8 and C.9.

\ f
z Jo

V(t) = I / W ) + i>i(*)]sm(0fc(£))d*
z Jo

(C.7)

(C.8)

(C.9)

Equations C.7, C.8 and C.9 describe a constraint on the velocity of the robot that
can not be integrated into a positional constraint. This is known as a nonholonomic
constraint and is very difficult to solve in general, although solutions are straightforward
for limited classes of the control functions vt(t) and vr(t). For example, if is assumed
that vi(t) = vi, vr(t) = vr, and vi ^ vr: then Equations C.7, C.8 and C.9 yields

. , lvr + vi \t . ,1
Xkit) = sin \-{[vr- vi)

z vr — vi 11 J

2 vr —
i \t

COS \-j

= f-vr - vt

2vr -

(CIO)

(C.ll)

where (xk, yk, 8k)t=o=(0,0,0). If = vr — v, then the robot's motion simplifies to

(C.13)
xk + vcos(9k)8t
yk + vsin(9k)8t

0k
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thus the robot moves in a straight line, and if
simplifies to

' xi
y'k I =
0',

thus the robot rotates in place.

Vk

= vr = v. then Equation C.13

(C.14)

C.1.3 Khepera Characterization
The Khepera minirobot has a distance / = 53 mm between the wheels, and two optical
encoders that measure the instantaneous speed of each wheel. Encoder measurements
are provided as pulses and each pulse equals a ^ mm step [K-Team 1998].

Introducing n/ and nr for the number of pulses measured by the left and right
encoders, the corresponding khepera distance value I, and Pk=(xk, yk, 9k) as its initial
pose with Ok in radians into the kinematic equations C.10, C.ll, C.12, C.13 and C.14
yields

For

For

nr

53

53
sin(9k]
cos(9k) (C.15)

= nr

For
01

(C.16)

O'u
(C.17)

318

To generate an approximated predicted position Pk=(x'k, y'k, O'k), it is necessary
to characterize the Khepera robot. Table C.I describes its average dynamic behavior
obtained from several experimental tests with different speed settings traveling a
straight line, starting from a static position.

From Table C.I is deduced that the robot encoders will measure an average
increment of 93.02 pulses/sec per 1 pulse/10 ms set on the PID-PWM controller of
wheel motors. For instance, if the speed setting is d(13, 13), then each encoder will
measure 1209.26 pulses per second. This experimental result indicates that the robot
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Table C.I:
Speed Setting

dVhVr (pulse/10ms)
d 1, 1
d2, 2
d3 , 3
d4, 4
d 5, 5
d6, 6
d 7, 7
d 8, 8
d9, 9

d 10, 10
d 11, 11
d 12, 12
d 13, 13
d 14, 14
d 15, 15

Dynamic behavior of the Khepera minirobot.
Avg. Time

St (sec)
20.34
14.54
10.21
6.20
5.53
5.26
4.97
4.33
3.55
3.30
3.16
2.61
2.45
2.51
2.20

Avg. Odom. Readings
Vmleft, Vmright(pulses)

2002, 2004
2870, 2876
3023, 3031
2444, 2440
2729, 2725
3117, 3112
3425, 3428
3409, 3387
3139, 3136
3254, 3255
3448, 3447
3081, 3080
3132, 3129
3497, 3495
3288, 3285

Distance (cm)
(1 pulse = -fa mm)

16.68, 16.70
23.91, 23.96
25.19, 25.25
20.36, 20.33
22.74, 22.70
25.97, 25.93
28.54, 28.56
28.40, 28.22
26.15, 26.13
27.11, 27.12
28.73, 28.72
25.67, 25.66
26.10, 26.07
29.14, 29.12
27.40, 27.37

will travel an average distance of 10.07 cm per second.

Using this approximation in conjunction with the robot forward kinematics equa-
tions, the desired speed Vd applied with certain St and its current position P^, make it
possible to predict the future robot position Pp.

C.2 Khepera Speed Controller Characterization
Since the VL for bilateral teleoperation was based on the event-based control approach
forced a detailed experimental characterization of the Khepera speed controller.
As already mentioned in Chapter 6 and 7, the Khepera minirobot includes a PID
controller to regulate a PWM (Pulse Width Modulator) used to control wheel motor
speeds. This PMW sends pulses every 10 ms to both left and right wheel motors.
This speed controller can be set using robot speed commands [K-Team 1998].

Several experimental tests were performed to characterize the robot speed con-
troller. A Visual Basic application was implemented to control and measure the robot
speed. These tests were done using 10 speed commands with settings ranged from 1 to
10 pulses/10 ms. The Khepera robot traveled a straight trajectory on the wood-made
surface of the workspace for a lapse of time (500 ms). Figures C.2 and C.3 show
measured speeds for both left and right motors acquired every 5 ms.
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-lOp/lOire
- 9p/10ras

8p/10ms
7p/10ms

- 6p/10ms
- 5p/10ms
- 4p/10ns
- 3p/10ms

2p/10ms
1 p/IOms

x5 ms

Figure C.2: Measured speeds for the right wheel motor.

From Figure C.2 and C.3, it can be deduced that the PID controller has an average
tracking error of ± 1 pulse/10 ms for both wheel motors. In both speed plots, the PID
controller is stabilized after a lapse of 90 ms. This lapse of time is used as a setting for
the VL for bilateral teleoperation to generate a stable event-based bilateral interaction
of the system with the user over the Internet. Notice that the event-based approach
bases its design criterion on the previously mentioned Theorem 1 presented in Chapter
3.

C.3 Potential Field Creation
Once the C-Space is defined by the user, the displayed C-Space bitmap C is con-
verted into a numeric matrix M=m32o,24o- Matrix M has a numeric potential field
that simulates the C-Space according to the current obstacle configuration in the
workspace and the robot shape. However, this matrix M is introduced to another
process to generate simulated proximity readings and create virtual forces around
obstacles. These virtual forces are inversely proportional to the distance between
the robot and the obstacle, and defines three navigation spaces, as shown in Figure 6.1.

The implemented algorithm used to build the potential field is described in Pseudo
code C.I. The algorithm explores the matrix M creating the decremented potential
field around the obstacles depending on a previously established decrement step that
can be calculated using linear, algorithmic or customized equations to simulate the
infrared sensor response to obstacles with different colors and surfaces, see Khepera
User Manual [K-Team 1998] for further information. Figure C.4 shows the numerical
matrix M created by the algorithm using a linear decremental step.
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10 p/10 ms
9p/10ms
8 p/10 ms
7 p/10 ms
6p/10ms
5p/10ms
4p/IOms
3 p/10 ms
2 p/10 ms
1 p/lOms

Figure C.3: Measured speeds for the left wheel motor.

Pseudo code C.I:
Procedure: Create-Potential-Field

1. Create-PotentiaLField(Potentiedl)
2. Potential2= 0
3. For Potential 1 to Potential 1 > 0
4. Potential = Potentiall - Step_Decrement
5. For c= 1 to c < Matrix_Width
6. For g= 1 to g < Matrix_Length
7. If (Cspc_Matrix[g + MatrixXength x c]) > Potentiall Then
8. If (Cspc_Matrix[(g + 1) + Matrix_Length x c]) < Potential
9. Then Cspc.Matrix[(g + 1) + MatrixXength x c] = Potential

10. Else If (Cspc_Matrix[(g + 1) + Matrix_Length x (c - 1)]) < Potential2
11. Then Cspc_Matrix[(g + 1) + Matrix_Length x (c - 1)] = Potential
12. Else If (Cspc_Matrix[(g + Matrix_Length x (c - 1)]) < Potential
13. Then Cspc_Matrix[g + MatrixXength x (c - 1)] = Potential
14. Else If (Cspc_Matrix[(g - 1) + MatrixXength x (c - 1)]) < Potentiate
15. Then Cspc_Matrix[(g - 1) + MatrixXength x (c - 1)] = Potentiate
16. Else If (Cspc_Matrix[(g - 1) + MatrixXength x c]) < Potentiate
17. Then Cspc_Matrix[(g - 1) + MatrixXength x c] = Potentiate
18. Else If (Cspc_Matrix[(g - 1) + MatrixXength x (c + 1)]) < Potentiate
19. Then Cspc_Matrix[(g - 1) + MatrixXength x (c + 1)] = Potentiate
20. Else If (Cspc_Matrix[g + MatrixXength x (c+1)]) < Potentiate
21. Then Cspc_Matrix[g + MatrixXength x (c + 1)] = Potentiate
22. Else If (Cspc_Matrix[(g + 1) + MatrixXength x (c + 1)]) < Potentiate
23. Then Cspc_Matrix[(g + 1) + MatrixXength x (c + 1)] = Potentiate
24. End If
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25. End If
26. End For
27. End For
28. Potential 1 = Potential 1 - Step_Decrement
29. End For

The elements used by the algorithm are the following:
Cspc_Matrix: the C-Space numeric matrix M.
Potential!.: numerical reference used to establish the potential field maximum.
Potential: numerical reference used to establish the potential field.
Decrement_Step: numerical reference used to decrement the potential field maximum.
Matrix_Length: number of elements of the matrix length (320 elements).
Matrix_Width: number of elements of the matrix width (240 elements).

Figure C.4: Three-dimensional image of the numeric potential field created by the
algorithm.

C.4 Image Data Compression
When the workspace image is acquired by the Host system, it is converted into a
discrete image 1=1320,240 using a 256-level gray scale. Then the image / is compressed
using a RLE-based algorithm before be transmitted to the Guest system. The RLE
algorithm is described by Pseudo code C.2. Once the compressed image is received
by the Guest, the inverse procedure is performed to recover the complete image, see
Pseudo code C.3.

The implemented compression algorithm checks image elements to find repeated
information. Since the image data is codified in 8 bits (256 grays), the algorithm
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uses bit operations, such as And and > > (bit shift to right). The algorithm takes
the image data from a byte array, then checks repeated data and uses two bytes to
compress it. The first byte uses the most significant bit as a flag to indicate that
contains the number of repetitions in the data array, and uses the following 7 bits
to contain the number. The Second byte has a zero in its most significant bit and
the following bits are the image data. Note that to obtain the maximum compression
capacity (127 repetitions), the less significant bit of each image element is lost.
However, the difference between two consecutive gray scales is not noticed by the user.

Pseudo code C.2:
Procedure: Compress-Image

1. Compress .I mage (Image_Array)
2. Index = 0
3. value = 0
4. Current-Element = 0x00
5. Counter = 0
6. For c = 0 to c < Image_Length
7. value = Current-Element And Oxff
8. If ((Image_Array[c] = Current_Element)And (Counter < 127)And (c < Im-

age-Length))
9. Then Counter = Counter + 1

10. Else
11. If (Counter = 0) Then do nothing
12. Else If (Counter = 1) Then
13. Compressed-Image [index] = Oxff And (value > > 1)
14. Index = Index + 1
15. Else If (Counter = 2) Then
16. Compressed-Image [Index] = Oxff And (value >> 1)
17. Compressed-Image [Index + 1] = OxffAnd (value > > 1)
18. Index = Index + 2
19. Else
20. CompressedJmage[Index] = (Counter + 128) And Oxff
21. Compressed-Image [Index + 1] = Oxff And (value > > 1)
22. Index = Index + 2
23. End If
24. Current-Element = Image_Array[c]
25. Counter = 1
26. End Else
27. End For
28. Compressed-Length = Index
29. Return CompressedJmage
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The elements used by the algorithm are the following:
Image_Array: byte array / containing the image data.
CompressedJmage: byte array containing the compressed image.
Index: index for the compressed image array,
value: variable used to perform bit operations.
Current-Element: variable containing current repeated data .
Counter: number of repetitions.
Compressed_Length:length of the byte array containing the compressed data.
ImageXength: length of the original image array (76800 bytes).

Pseudo code C.3:
Procedure: DecompressJmage

1. DecompressJmage (CompressedJmage)
2. Index = 0
3. value = 0
4. Current .Element = 0x00
5. Counter = 0
6. For c = 0 to c < Compressed_Length
7. If (CompressedJmage[c] And 0x80) ^ 0
8. Counter = CompressedJmage[c] And 0x7f
9. value = CompressedJmage[c + 1] << 1

10. c = c + 1
11. For x = 0 to x < Counter
12. Image_Arr ay [Index] = value
13. Index = Index + 1
14. End For
15. Counter = 0
16. Else
17. value = CompressedJmage[c] << 1
18. Image-Array [Index] = value
19. Index = Index + 1
20. End If
21. Return Image_Array

The elements used by the algorithm are the following:
Image_Array: byte array / containing the decompressed image data.
CompressedJmage: byte array containing the compressed image.
Index: index for the decompressed image array,
value: variable used to store data bit operations.
Counter: number of repeated data in the compressed byte array.
Compressed-Length: length of the byte array containing the compressed data.



Appendix D

Functionality Modeling Phases

This appendix describes the functionality modeling phases of both VL developments
for mobile robotics navigation and bilateral teleoperation. These modeling phases de-
scribe: the experiment functionality analysis, the experiment subsystem identification
in the VL framework, and the conversion into a dynamic model and its analysis. The
first section presents the modeling phases of the development of the VL for mobile
robotics. The second section describes the modeling phases of the development of
the VL for bilateral teleoperation. Both sections complete the VL developments
described in Chapters 5 and 6. In this appendix, hierarchical charts and specification
tables are generated and translated into customized UML frameworks. Framework
dynamics is extracted (UML statechart diagrams) to be converted into Petri Nets.
These Petri Nets are analyzed to validate their event-synchronization property as
stable event-based designs over the Internet.

D.I VL for Mobile Robotics Functionality
Modeling

This section completes the development of the VL for mobile robotics navigation de-
scribed in Chapter 5. The following subsections illustrate the modeling phases for the
Path Planning and Path Following functionalities.

D.I.I Path Planning Functionality Modeling
The Path Planning functionality is identified as the necessary procedures to define
the robotic navigation experiment. This functionality defines specific independent
variables to perform the robotic experiment. The Path Planning procedures define the
obstacle-avoiding trajectory used as a reference for the Path Following procedures.

This subsection resumes the first three methodology phases, which are used to
translate the Path Planning functionality into UML and Petri Net notations.

189
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D.1.2 Path Planning Functionality Analysis
The first phase of the development methodology provides a specification table and
a hierarchical chart to describe procedure specifications and functions in the Path
Planning functionality. Table D.I extracts and summarizes the most significant Path
Planning processes including functions and specifications.

Table D.I: The most significant specifications of the Path Planning functionality.

Process
Monitor
Mouse

Visual Display

Path Planning

User Interface
Image

Processing

Camera
Robot

Workspace

Function Description
Displays GUI, image, C-Space and planned path
Generates discrete signals for destination (xf,yf) and acceptation
Processing of image / , C-Space bitmap (P — 320 x 240
pixels), and path points {(xt, yt), •••}
Converts Bitmap P into the C-Space matrix C = {0320,240},
performs NF1 algorithm and gradient descent on C, and the
Spline algorithm to generate a smooth trajectory {(xt, yt), •••}
Gets destination coordinates (xf, yf) and acceptation
Acquires NTSC image, generates matrix / = {£320,240}; 256 grays,
creates a binarized image B from / , segments B to
create an object array 0 = {o\, 02, •••Oj}, performs
characterization to identify robot's artificial landmark 0 = {01,02}
and calculates robot's position (xk, Vk, @k)
Captures workspace image and robot's landmark
Khepera minirobot with artificial landmark.
Workspace surface (73.5 x 98 cm2) with physical obstacles
(2 x 3 x 15 cm3)

The next step in the experiment analysis phase generates a hierarchical chart from
the specification table, as shown in Figure D.I. This chart groups the Path Planning
functionality procedures in a hierarchical manner.

D.1.3 Path Planning Subsystem Identification in the VL
Framework

The second phase of the development methodology is the VL subsystem identification
in the UML framework. Experiment functionalities are treated as subsystems and
related to the VL framework in the first stage of the subsystem identification phase.
This first stage is the structural modeling of VL subsystems to create UML class and
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Workspace Robol Camera

Figure D.I: Hierarchical chart of the Path Planning functionality.

deployment diagrams. This stage relates specification tables and hierarchical charts to
UML class and deployment diagrams, taking as a reference the VL definition provided
by the UML framework. Figure D.2 depicts identified VL classes of the Path Planning
subsystem.

Path Planning: Remote VL

Guest
System

Host
System

Guest Computer: Guest
Software

ctivaButtonO
canCoordQ

Monitor:
Output Devic

Display!)
Computer

Roto:
Mechanism
and Control

Devices
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•
Camera:
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capture*)

Display Process:
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displayl mage()
displayPath()

Input Processing
gctDestination()
getAcceptf)

bitmapToMatrixO
nfl Algorithm*)
gradientDesc*)

spline Algorithm ()

Communication:

transmitf)
receive*)

SettinRsA-asks DB

readO
write*)

Image Processing:

acquisition*)
binarizationO
segment at ion()
characterization*)
calcuIaPositionO

Figure D.2: Class diagram of the Path Planning subsystem.

The second stage of the subsystem identification phase is the VL subsystem
dynamic modeling. This dynamic modeling procedure extracts relationships among
identified VL classes, messages among them, and the execution sequence from the
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process flow chart and the experiment description. The UML collaboration diagram
with identified instances and messages is shown in Figure D.3.

Figure D.3: Collaboration diagram of the Path planning subsystem.

The second stage of the subsystem identification step also describes VL subsys-
tem execution sequences. A detailed UML sequence diagram is described in Figure D.4.

The third stage of the subsystem identification phase generates UML statechart
diagrams to present a detailed description of the Path Planning subsystem operation,
based on the previously generated informal and formal definitions. This statechart
diagram describe operations and internal states generated by the interaction of VL
class instantiations, as shown in Figure D.5.
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Figure D.4: Sequence diagram that describes the Path Planning subsystem.
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D.I.4 UML-Petri Net Conversion and Analysis
The UML-Petri Net conversion phase transforms UML statechart diagrams into the
Petri Net formalism to model and analyze the VL subsystem dynamics. Figure D.6 is
the Petri Net representation of the Path Planning subsystem.

image
received

robot position
calculated

calculate
position

path
planned

Figure D.6: Petri Net diagram that represents the Path Planning subsystem.
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The generated Petri Net for the Path Planning subsystem, shown in Figure D.6,
is a pure and ordinary Petri Net, which behaves as a marking graph and does not
have conflicts in its structure. Therefore, this Petri Net exhibits a deterministic
behavior. From the Petri Net coverability tree analysis depicted in Figure D.7 one can
deduce that the VL subsystem is safe, all its transitions are firables, and that these
transitions have one input and one output place (as a state machine). Furthermore,
the coverability tree shows that transition £2o is Ll-live. Therefore, the VL subsystem
reaches its goal state (P21, Path planned). This implies that the Path Planning Petri
Net is event-synchronized.
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Figure D.7: Coverability tree to analyze the Path Planning subsystem behavior.

D.I.5 Path Following Functionality Modeling
The Path Following functionality is identified as necessary procedures to execute the
robotic navigation experiment. This functionality performs the robotic navigation
experiment. Path Following procedures are used to control the robot and navigate in
the workspace, using the obstacle-avoiding trajectory as a reference. This subsection
resumes the first three methodology phases, which are used to translate the Path
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Following functionality into UML and Petri Net modeling notations.

D.1.6 Path Following Functionality Analysis
The first phase of the development methodology provides a specification table and a
hierarchical chart to describe specifications and functions of inherent procedures in the
Path Following functionality. Table D.2 extracts and summarizes the most significant
processes including functions and specifications.

Table D.2: The most significant specifications of the Path Following Functionality.

Process
Monitor
Mouse

Visual Display

User Interface
Image

Processing

Camera
Control Process

Robot
Workspace

Function Description
Displays GUI, image, C-Space and planned path
Generates discrete signal for start command
Processing of image / to create C-Space bitmap (P = 320 x 240
pixels), and path points {(xt, yt), •••}
Gets start command
Acquires image NTSC, generates matrix / = {̂ 320,240}; 256 grays,
creates a binarized image B from / , segments B to
create an object array 0 = {OJ}, performs characterization
to identify robot's artificial landmark 0 = {o2} and calculates
robot's position (xk, yt)
Captures workspace image and robot's landmark
Applies control algorithms (comparison between (xfc, yk, @k)
and (xt, yt) and threshold 5), generates commands
for robot d(+vi, +vr), d(±vi, Tvr)
Executes movement commands issued by the control process
Workspace surface (73.5 x 98 cm2) with physical obstacles
(2 x 3 x 15 cm3)

The next step in the experiment analysis generates a hierarchical chart from the
specification table, as shown in Figure D.8. This chart groups the Path Following
functionality procedures in a hierarchical manner.

D.I.7 Path Following Subsystem Identification in the VL
Framework

The second phase of the development methodology is the VL subsystem identification
in the UML framework. Experiment functionalities are treated as subsystems and
related to the VL framework in the first stage of subsystem identification phase.
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Figure D.8: Hierarchical chart of the Path Following functionality.

This first stage is the structure modeling of VL subsystems to create UML class and
deployment diagrams. The UML class diagram of the Path Following subsystem is
shown in Figure D.9

acquiiitionO
binan/ationO
segmentation*)
ch arac i c n zst 1 ktn()
calculaPosilion( >

Figure D.9: Class diagram of the Path Following subsystem.
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The second stage of the subsystem identification phase is the VL subsystem
dynamic modeling. This dynamic modeling procedure extracts relationships among
identified VL classes, messages sent, and the execution sequence from the process flow
chart and the experiment description. The UML collaboration diagram with identified
instances and messages is shown in Figure D.10.

Image

Figure D.10: Collaboration diagram of the Path Following subsystem.

The second stage of the subsystem identification step also describes VL subsystem
execution sequences. A detailed UML sequence diagram is described in Figure D.ll .

Figure D.ll: Sequence diagram that describes the Path Following subsystem.
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The third stage of the subsystem identification phase generates UML statechart
diagrams to give a detailed description of Path Following subsystem operations, based
on the previously generated informal and formal definitions, as shown in Figure D.12.
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Execute Command
By Robot

~*1 Control Performed

Perform Control

Figure D.12: UML state diagram that describes internal states of the Path Following
subsystem.

D.1.8 UML-Petri Net Conversion and Analysis
The UML-Petri Net conversion phase transforms UML statechart diagrams into the
Petri Net formalism to model and analyze the VL subsystem dynamics. Figure D.13
is the Petri Net representation of the Path Following subsystem.

The Path Following Petri Net is a pure and ordinary Net. It has conflicts in its
structure; therefore, the Petri Net exhibits a nondeterministic behavior. The conflict,
with an OR-exclusive behavior, is presented in p^ (control performed). From the
coverability tree analysis of the Path Following subsystem, shown in Figure D.14, one
can deduce that the system is safe and that all its transitions are firables. These
transitions have one input and one output place as a state machine. Furthermore, the
coverability tree shows that transition £15 is Ll-live, thus the subsystem reaches its
goal state (p15, destination reached). This implies that the Path Following subsystem
is event-synchronized.
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Figure D.13: Petri Net diagram of the Path Following subsystem.
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Figure D.14: Coverability tree analysis of the Path Following subsystem.
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D.2 VL for Bilateral Teleoperation Functionality
Modeling

This section completes the development of the VL for bilateral teleoperation described
in Chapter 6. The functionality modeling phases describe the Robot Teleoperation
functionality using modeling notations (UML and Petri Net) and validate event-based
control design requirements.

D.2.1 Robot Teleoperation Functionality Modeling
This subsection presents the first three phases of the methodology to translate the
Robot Teleoperation functionality into a customized UML framework and a Petri Net.
The first phase is the experiment design and analysis. In this phase, a specification
table and a hierarchical chart are built. Table D.3 describes the most significant
processes and specifications. Figure D.15 describes processes and functions in a
hierarchical manner to describe these processes with their dependent functions.
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Figure D.15: Hierarchical chart of the Robot Teleoperation functionality.

D.2.2 Robot Teleoperation Subsystem Identification
The second phase of the development methodology has three stages to model the
structure, dynamics, and operation of the Robot Teleoperation functionality. The first
stage describes the structure using UML class diagrams, as shown in Figure D.16.
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Figure D.16: UML class diagram of the Robot Teleoperation subsystem.

The second stage of the identification phase provides UML collaboration and
sequence diagrams. The UML Collaboration diagram with identified instantiations is
shown in Figure D.17. A detailed UML sequence diagram is shown in Figure D.18.

The third stage models the detailed operation of the Robot Teleoperation subsys-
tem and generates a UML statechart diagram, which is depicted in Figure D.19.

D.2.3 UML-Petri Net Conversion and Analysis
The third phase of the methodology converts the UML statechart diagram ST into a
Petri Net PN using the conversion function G(ST) = PN. Figure D.20 represents
the Robot Teleoperation subsystem. The Robot Teleoperation subsystem represented
by the Petri Net shown in Figure D.20 is pure and ordinary. This Petri Net behaves
as a non-marking graph and has a non-deterministic behavior. It presents a conflict
in its structure; the subsystem can not control the number of iterations to reach the
robot's destination. Just the user controls when robot movements will stop. This
conflict, with an OR-exclusive behavior, is presented in place p9. From the coverability
tree analysis, shown in Figure D.21, one can deduce that the subsystem is safe and
behaves as a state machine. The coverability tree shows transition i24 as Ll-live. Thus
the Robot Teleoperation subsystem can reach its goal state (P24, destination reached).
This implies that the teleoperation subsytem is event-synchronized.
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Table D.3: The most significant specifications of the Robot Teleoperation subsystem.

Process
Monitor
Mouse

Joystick
Force Effector

Force Conversion
Visual Display
User Interface

Position
Prediction
Position

conversion
Image

Processing

Communication

Speed
Processing

Camera
Odometer

Control Process

Robot
Workspace

Function Description
Displays GUI, workspace image and predicted position Pp

Generates discrete signal for start command
Generates discrete signals that are translated as position Xm

Translates error vector E into a force F
Performs speed error calculation Vc[ — Vrn = E
Image / decompression and visual processing of / and Pp

Gets start command
Predicts future robot position Pp based on Vd and Pk,
using differential driven kinematics
Converts the joystick signal into integer variables
defined as the joystick position Xm=(Xm, Ym)
Acquires and compresses image, generates matrix / = {̂ 320,240})
256 grays, creates a binarized image B from / , does segmentation
on B to create an object array 0 = {OJ}, performs
characterization to identify robot's artificial landmark 0 = {o2}
and calculates robot's position P^ =(x/i, y^, 0^)
transmits and receives signals between the User and
Laboratory Computers
Converts speed strings measures acquired from the robot's
odometer,into integer variables (Vmieft, Vmright)
Captures workspace and robot's landmark
Captures the instantaneous speed from the robot wheels
Generates and applies commands on the robot d(+vi, +vr),
d(±vt, Tvr)
Executes movement commands issued by the control process
Workspace surface (73.5 x 98 cm2) with physical obstacles
(2 x 3 x 15 cm3)
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Figure D.21: Coverability tree analysis of the Robot Teleoperation subsystem.
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Observer System

This complementary system controls a second mobile camera in an open-loop control
mode. Figure E.I describes the complete Observer system. The mobile camera is
a Sony camera model EVI-D30, which is capable of making pan, tilt, and zoom
movements. Images generated by the mobile camera are acquired by a video grabber
board that compresses images in a JPEG (Joint Photo graphics Expert Group)
format, using methods written in C and converted into JNI's (Java Native Interfaces).

Compressed images are sent from the Observer to the Guest computer via the
Internet by means of a Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) object server. Guest
receives these images using a RMI client procedure. Received images are decompressed
and displayed by a software application with a user interface, as shown in Figure E.2.

On the other hand, commands and Cartesian coordinates needed to control camera
movements are introduced to another user interface. Commands and coordinates are
sent to the Observer server via a socket-based TCP client procedure, and received by
a listening socket-based TCP server procedure. Cartesian coordinates are transformed
into polar coordinates. Both commands and positions are converted to the camera
serial protocol called VISCA (Video System Control Architecture).

Performed tests indicated that there is a trade off between the JPEG image com-
pression quality and the amount of data sent. The system got less than 8 Kbytes, when
it compressed the image with a JPEG compression quality of 50.

209
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Guest Computer Internet Observer Computer

Input
Devices

Figure E.I: Complementary Observer system, it uses RMI and TCP communication
procedures.

Figure E.2: User interfaces of the observer system. Left interface displays images and
right interface allows the user to control camera movements.



Appendix F

VL for Mobile Robotics
Improvements

Several changes to the initial design were made based on an experimentation stage.
The final design layout of the experiment is shown in Figure F.I.

Monitor ?*** Host
Dam Sensed Proc.

9
Controlling J

Device

Figure F.I: Final layout of the Virtual Laboratory for mobile robotics over the Internet.

The host autonomy and security were improved reducing image requests sent
through the Media and using robot proximity sensors.
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In the Guest system, the real-time user interaction with the experiment was also
improved allowing insert virtual obstacles on the C-Space, avoiding "collisions" with
the virtual obstacles, grabbing and dropping path modifications, allowing teleoperate
the robot, and modifying experiment settings.

F.I Using Robot Sensors to Avoid Physical Ob-
stacles

Robot sensors were used to increase the system security. These sensors allow a
dynamic C-Space, since these sensors can help to detect physical obstacles. They are
helpful to avoid collisions with objects that were not described in the defined C-Space.

The robot has a command to obtain data from its sensors. Robot sensors measure
the light reflected by obstacles, and the acquisition command consists of the "N"
character followed by the carriage return symbol. The robot answer has the following
format:

n, vaLsensJe/£_90°, vaLsensJeftA5°, vaLsensJeftAO", vaLsens-rightAO",
vaLsensjrightA5°, vaLsens-.right-90°, valsensJback-right, valsensJbackJeft

This command reads 10 bit values of the eight proximity sensors, from the front
sensor situated at the left of the robot, turning clockwise to the back-left sensor. Each
value obtained from the robot answer has a range between 0 and 1023. Measures
taken from back sensors are ignored due to the disturbances caused by the serial cable.

The sensed data processing is implemented based on [Diard and Lebeltel 1999]
work. Sensory information obtained from the "N" command is processed to generate
specific information. This sensory information gives direction and proximity of
physical obstacles. Direction and proximity are helpful to avoid collide with physical
obstacles, which were not considered in the C-Space.

Direction {Dir) and proximity (Prox) are calculated doing the sum of data given by
the six front proximeters. Figure F.2 describes the behavior of Dir and Prox param-
eters. Dir calculation is done subtracting weighted measures from the left and right
opposite sensors, therefore a positive or negative sign is obtained indicating the right
or left side of the robot's front, and a value to indicate the obstacle direction. The sum
is divided by another sum of the data to normalize the results into a —10 < 0 < +10
range.

| 90(px5 - Px0) + 45(pa4 -Pxl) + 5{px3 - px2)
= L 9(i + EL*(O) J

Prox parameter is calculated based on the maximum value obtained from all prox-
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Oi>=0

AV=-!O II - T XI T + II Dir= + \O

Figure F.2: The Prox and Dir parameters behavior. The Prox value is used to
calculate the proximity of an obstacle, and Dir is the direction where the obstacle is
taking the robot's front as a reference (Dir=0).

imity sensors. Since sensor values are between 0 and 1023, the result from the maximum
operation is divided by 64 to obtain a Prox parameter range from 0 (no obstacle) to
15 (contact).

Prox = [(Max(Px0,pxl,px2,px3,px4,px5))/64\ (F.2)

F.2 Virtual Obstacles Insertion
In the original experiment the user had not possibilities to modify the real workspace
once the C-Space definition was made. Building predefined virtual obstacles allows
the user to modify the C-Space in real time. Virtual obstacles should be put on
the C-Space when the path following task is performed. This characteristic gives as
specification, the need of a fast building procedure to introduce virtual obstacles into
the defined C-Space grid. Therefore, a new button in the user interface is displayed.
If the button is pressed, then the next point indicated by the user on the workspace
image will be a virtual obstacle. This point (Pv = (xv,yv)) is the centroid of a
new "obstacle" with a predefined square shape, and size of 7 x 7 pixels. Then, the
"obstacle" is expanded and drawn as C-Obstacle on the C-Space.

The C-Space grid is composed of 320 x 240 elements to represent C-Obstacles and
the C-Spacefree. Since the planning procedure needs a discrete grid to work on, then
the numerical matrix E represents the C-Space grid.

The process to create the C-Space numerical matrix is highly time consuming. In
the original experiment the matrix creation time is almost 9 seconds. Therefore, a
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j - 1 5 ; /+15

Figure F.3: Matrix E' considers the shadowed area of the C-Space matrix E'.

small matrix (E') of 30 x 30 pixels is created. In this small matrix is calculated the
virtual obstacle and its expansion. Then, the E' matrix is put on the E matrix, using
the point (Pv) as reference. Equation F.3 is used to introduce the E' element values
in the E matrix.

e'i:j = e[xv + yvx Width] (F.3)

Thus, the element that is in the left-up corner of the analyzed small area is

e^ = e[(xv - 15) + (yv - 15) x Width], (FA)

and the element in the right-down corner is described by

e'^ = e[(xv + 15) + (yv + 15) x Width]. (F.5)

Using these equations, ej • values of the E' matrix are passed to the E matrix. The
time to perform this procedure is less than 10% of the time needed to create the E
matrix. Once introduced the virtual obstacle into E, the virtual obstacle is considered
as another C- Obstacle and is taken in count to calculate new paths.

F.3 Avoiding Collisions with Virtual Obstacles
To avoid "collisions" with virtual obstacles, a new procedure to perform path verifi-
cation was implemented. This verification procedure checks that planned path points
Pi are not in the C-Space forbidden- This procedure verifies that path points P, are not
falling in e^ elements with large values of the E matrix. If a P, point is detected in
the C-Space forbidden, then a warning appears in the user interface to tell the user the
need to do something to avoid it.
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On the other hand, the system verifies that the robot has not passed the (Pi) point,
which is inside of the C-SpaceforUddden- The current robot position (xk,yk,8k) and the
current index number (index) of visited path points are sent to the Guest system every
time that a image is requested. If the index of the point P; inside of the C- Space forbidden
is not already reached, then the Guest sends a command to the Host to stop two Pi
points before the robot. If a possible "collision" is detected on the robot's way, then
the Guest system displays a warning in the user interface as is shown in Figure F.4.

Figure F.4: Left image shows the path planned. Right image shows a virtual obstacle
on the robot path. The warning message appears at the left-up corner of the image.

F.4 Modifying the Planned Path
The user performs path modifications, when an obstacle is in the robot trajectory, by
grabbing and dropping a point Pi with the PC mouse. The path array is changed
two points before and two points after from the selected path point p^. A line defined
by Pj_2 and Pi is calculated and segmented. The same occurs with Pi and P\+2-
Points obtained from both line segmentations excepting pi are introduced into the
cubic Spline interpolation procedure. If new points are needed to define the path
modification, then these new points are inserted into the path point sequence. The
path point sequence with its new segment is sent to Host, and the robot continues its
path following task from the last reached path point, as is shown in Figure F.5.

F.5 Robot Teleoperation
A teleoperation interface was created to be accessible from the user interface, just
clicking a button. This interface allows to the user teleoperate the robot in an
open-loop control mode. The user sends commands to the Host system for forward,
backward, turn right, or turn left the robot. These commands are executed depending
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Figure F.5: Left image shows the robot stopped to avoid "collide" with a virtual
obstacle on its path. In the right image, the user modifies the path to avoid the virtual
obstacle, and the robot continues the path following task.

on the time delay introduced by the Media. This delay is unpredictable, and the
command action is almost always performed delayed.

On the other hand, commands are performed during a predefined lapse of time
(At) and with a predefined speed value set on the robot. This lapse and speed
value can be set using a button to configure the teleoperation mode. Time is set in
milliseconds and speed is set as pulses per every 10 milliseconds. For instance, if time
is set with a minimal value and a minimal amount of pulses is set to perform a forward
command, then a minimal distance is traveled by the robot, and a vice versa effect is
made with maximum settings.

Commands sent by the teleoperation control are straight commands for the robot.
Therefore, if a teleoperation command is sent when the path following task is per-
formed, the robot will perform the teleoperation command. Then, the robot will con-
tinue its following task trying to reach the next path point Pj+i from its new position.

F.6 Adjustable Settings
Two buttons were also added to the user interface to let the user introduce tele-
operation and automatic settings. Both buttons are shown in the user interface
showed in Figure 7.3. The teleoperation configuration button presents an interface to
introduce speed values and the lapse of timeAi to perform forward, backward, and
turn movements. Default settings are: 13 pulses/10 ms for forward and backward
movements, and ±4 pulse/10 ms for turn movements.

The automatic configuration button allows the user to introduce a proximity thresh-
old (Prox), the range of direction (Dir), the angular difference threshold (<j>), and the
translational and rotational speed values. By default Prox has 12, Dir is in the
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Figure F.6: Time chart with two teleoperation commands sent to the Host system.
Commands are received after a communication delay. The lapse of time and number
of pulses for teleoperation commands can be set in the user interface. These settings
determine how long is going to be the translational or rotational movement performed
by the robot.

—5 < 0 < +5 range, the forward movement has 13 pulse/10 ms and left and right
turns have 4 pulse/10 ms.
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Appendix G

Decreasing the Number of
Transmitted Images

This appendix describes the method used to decrease the number of transmitted
images from Host to Guest. The first section describes the method implemented in
the VL for mobile robotics. It explains how the system performance was increased
avoiding large time delays. The second section presents the dynamic designs (Petri
Nets) of both VLs, using controller nets to decrease the number of transmitted images.

G.I Implemented Method to Decrease the Number
of Transmitted Images

To avoid delay because of continuous image requests by the Guest system, Guest starts
performing 10 image requests and calculates their average delay (Timg). Then Guest
divides the average delay by the Host execution time {ThOst =131.145 ms) to obtain
the number of iterations of the Host system nhost that can be executed during a lapse
of time Timg.

nhost = ^ (G.I)
-Lhost

When the Guest system starts its eleventh iteration sends a "p" character
(2-byte length). Host reads this command and performs the path following task,
without sending any response to Guest. Then, the robot performs its movement
a specific lapse of time (60 ms). To travel a distance Ad or rotate an angle A0
and reach the next path point (Pi+n), the robot movements are held as a discrete event.

Guest sends n — 1 "p" characters and then an image request. Host sends the image
data, and the "p" command cycle starts again.
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Guest

- request image G u " ' c y c l c

n-3 time:

Guest cycle

Figure G.I: Behavior of the VL for mobile robotics when the method to decrease the
number of transmitted images is used. Starting from the eleventh cycle, the system
overall loop is closed using 2-bytes length commands ("p"). These commands are
quickly transmitted by Media instead of wait for an image every cycle. The path
following task is performed depending on the number of "p" commands. Since there is
not image delays, more distance is traveled by the robot in less time, .

This method increases the VL performance when it executes the path following
task. The robot moves n/jOSt times before been stopped because of the image delay. On
the other side, the image displayed in the user interface is refreshed after rihost cycles,
and less data is passed through the Media.
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G.2 Dynamic Models for both VLs
The design of the implemented method to decrease transmitted images concerts es-
sentially to the dynamic modeling. Therefore, just the Petri Net designs are described
in this appendix for both the VL for mobile robotics and VL for bilateral teleoperation.

Figure G.2 shows the composed Petri Net design with a controller net that
decreases the number of requested images by the Guest system. Transitions £35, £36,
£37 and £38, and places p34, p35, and p36 were added to the original composed Petri
Net design for the VL for mobile robotics. P36 is a place that can store rihost tokens
(signals) and has an arc with a weight of rihost that fires £33. Transition £33 puts a
token in P37 that enables £33 and disables £33.

While rihost tokens (system iterations) are not gathered, the Guest system sends
"p" commands to Host and the user interface still displays the last transmitted image.
When nhost tokens are gathered, then the Guest system request a new image from Host.

In the same manner, the VL for bilateral teleoperation was improved to reduce the
number of images transmitted over the Internet. Although a RLE-based compression
process was added, and a controller net was also added to reduce the number of
transmitted images. Notice that haptic sensory information and simulated robot
landmarks are provided in real time to the user.

Figure G.3 depicts the Petri Net containing an image reduction controller net to
avoid large delays in the Host system. Transitions £43, £44, £45 and £46, and places p40,
P4i> P42, P43, P44 and P45 were added to the original composed Petri Net design for the
VL for bilateral teleoperation.

In Host, place p4o is a place to store n tokens (iterations) and has an arc with a
weight of n to fire £43. Transition £43 puts a token in p4i that enables £33 and disables
£44. While n tokens are not gathered, the Host system sends just the robot position and
measured speeds to Guest. The user interface displays the last transmitted image, but
displays simulated marks indicating the current and predicted robot positions. At the
same time, the force feedback is played by the joystick. When n tokens are gathered
in p40, then the Host system sends a compressed image to Guest, which displays
the new image. At the same time, it provides the other sensory information to the user.
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Figure G.2: Petri Net design used to decrease the number of transmitted images in
the VL for mobile robotics.
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Figure G.3: Petri Net design used to decrease the number of transmitted images in
the VL for bilateral teleoperation.
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